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International Academy
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Message from the President
In 19 4 when you showed me your confidence by electing me as President of FIFA, I
told you that I would attach special importance to the development of football in the
Third World.
An initial project was then launched, my Project No. 1, "The World Football Development Programme", which has been proving an enormous success over the last three
years bringing direct aid in the spheres of football instruction, administration, sports
medicine and refereeing to 75 of our affiliated National Associations. In addition, the
World Youth Tournament has enabled the youth of the whole world to meet, once in
Africa (Tunisia 1977) and once in Asia (Japan 1979) and to compete in sporting contests in which human relations still retain all their value.
In view of the success of the 2nd series of this Tournament, the Executive Committee
of FIFA has decided to transform it into an official World Championship, which will
be the case for the 3rd series in Australia in 1981.
It is therefore logical, that Project No. 1 should also be continued. Experience has
shown that the greatest need is in the actual instruction of football itself. For this
reason we have seen fit to create, in close co-operation with the Confederations, the
International Academy.
So that we are able to carry out this new daring idea, described elsewhere in this document, we have again had to seek a sponsor, FIFA's funds not being able to afford the
financing of such vast projects.
We have therefore invited The Coca-Cola Company, which was already at our side for
Project No. 1 and No. 2 - the latter bearing the name, the Coca-Cola Cup - to participate in this magnificent venture.
Our sponsor spontaneously agreed to join this Academy as a welcome and competent
partner.
I therefore wish the FIFAjCoca-Co1a International Academy every success and that it
will be accepted by the National Associations and Continental Confederations in a
spirit of mutual comprehension for the promotion of this sport and universal language
- football - dearly cherished by us all.
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The Basis and the Idea of the FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy

1. A permanent form of
instruction

2. The experience gained
from Project 1

The FIFA/Coca-Cola World Football Development Programme.
The FIFA Project 1, based upon an initiative emanating from the Federation's President, Dr. Joao Havelange (Brazil), was established with the fixed objective of developing football on a world scale, its primary aim being to help the countries of the
Third World.
It was perfectly clear - and FIFA was under no illusions on this point - that a programme of this sort was bound to encounter certain difficulties. For although the programme was carried out as a global concept, allowances also had to be made for all the
special circumstances prevailing in each of the countries involved, particularly with
regard to their general standards of footballing ability, their geographical configuration,
their population, their climate, their communications systems and so on. Furthermore,
the programme was based upon the principle of developing not only the technical and
tactical aspects of football, but also of giving advice on questions of administrative
organization, sports medicine and refereeing.
The programme was carried out in a spirit of true sportsmanship and the friendly cooperation which exists among the members of FIFA was well reflected in the way in
which the more privileged Member Associations readily put their resources at the disposal of those less fortunate Associations. This helped strengthen the ties of friendship
and co-operation which bind nations and National Associations alike. We may also
proudly assert that the project achieved its main aims, namely:
a)

a diffusion of technical, administrative and scientific knowledge to other FIFA
ember Associations,

b)

the development and promotion of football throughout the world, while bearing
in mind the particular characteristics of each country involved,

c)

a raising of the general standard of football worldwide, thus enabling the countries
which benefited from the project to play an increasingly important part in the
world football movement,

d)

a vast campaign of information about football on a world scale, to make the game
- and also the world body which is responsible for it - better known internationally

e)

the introduction of a programme of scientific and technical instruction which is
at fIrst repetitive, then complementary and finally permanent in nature.

This vast development programme produced a widespread and lasting reaction, as it
enabled 76 ational Associations affiliated to FIFA to receive basic instruction in four
disciplines: administration and organization, sports medicine, refereeing and football
coaching itself.
The duration of these seminars enabled participants to deepen their knowledge of football administration and organization and also of refereeing, as it is generally felt that
an intensive week's course should be able to cover all aspects of these particular branches of the game.
As regards sports medicine, however, the problem is a little more delicate, because
some of the doctors were not always available to take part in the course.
Our aim now, however, is to analyse what we succeeded in achieving in the field of
football coaching itself.
Of course, football coaching today is a real science, and so it would be pretentious to
claim that we managed to cover everything during these courses, which were after all
limited in their duration. At best, the courses provided an opportunity to make a detailed note of the needs of each individual Association.
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Referring a little more to the results of Project I, we consequently ascertained that
there was a need for some form of logical follow-up in the field of football technique
and tactics. This is why FIFA, in agreement with the Confederations, decided to instigate a new programme of instruction aimed specifically at technique and tactics. This
new programme is the FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy. The other disciplines
mentioned above will not be neglected, however, but will be treated in future in separa te, specialised projects.

3. Conclusions

Needless to say, it will be very difficult to draw any general conclusions about football
as it is played in a hundred different countries.
But by drawing comparisons with Europe and South America, where football has traditionally always had a firm foothold, one may attempt to pick out a certain number
of points worthy of further consideration.
Thus in every country, we always find a certain number of players with good individual
technique who seem capable of effortless ball control. This skill forms the basis of
football and is indispensable for any player who wishes to make further progress in the
game. Nevertheless, these technical skills alone are not enough to guarantee success
in the game at a competitive level. A player must be able to use his ability in difficult
situations, being able to retain possession of the ball or to use it effectively despite
the constant close challenges of opposing players. To be able to achieve this, a player
needs not only to be in a well organized team, but he must also have certain moral and
physical qualities which must always be closely observed in order to correct any shortcomings as they become apparent.
Many countries seem only too unfamiliar with the element of team organization in
football. This, like technical skill, is something which a player must learn while still
young if he is to progress naturally and steadily in later years. With youth football
still somewhat under-developed and with youth trainers in acutely short supply, it is
easy to understand why this shortcoming has arisen - although we have clearly seen
that at the top level of the game within these countries, there are nevertheless still
always some very talented players who possess an appreciable natural sense for football
tactics.
One thing in particular strikes the foreign observer when faced with the problems
inherent in football as it spreads within these countries. At first sight, the standard of
tactics appears interesting, but as a match develops, it gradually deteriorates. The

4. The logical sequence

Instruction of trainers
This new Academy will in principle be based upon tactics alone, although of course
all tactical exercises will largely also call upon technique and physical condition. These
three elements - tactics, technique and physical condition - form the basis for any
type of coaching in football. But the FIFA Technical Committee felt that following
the basic instruction already given within the framework of Project I, it would now be
more logical to strengthen the tactical elements of the game, building up from minor
tactical games and exercises to the systems and formations of football.
The Academies will be organized at a continental level, with participants from several
countries gathering together in a sports centre in one particular country designated in
agreement with the relevant Continental Confederation.
In order to ensure that these courses are as fruitful as possible, we are having to impose
limitations on the number and the nature of the participants. We are sure that the
footballing personalities chosen to attend these Academies will appreciate this fact
and will endeavour to draw the maximum possible benefit from taking part.
Once again, the so-called 'privileged' National Associations will be putting their personnel and their technical resources at FIFA's disposal and will delegate their highly
qualified instructors to take charge of these courses, thus injecting new life into the
generative power of football.
This is the spirit in which we hope the International Academy will be received and
accepted.
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remarkable intelligence shown for the game at the start eventually gives way to individual actions which, too often, are intended solely as a means to whip up the public and unfortunately this happens at the expense of teamwork and effective collective
play. This observation forms one of the points most urgently in need of correction. It
is directly linked to the question of physical condition, in which certain elements fail
to complement one another as they should, and this in turn obviously goes against the
interests of a positive exploitation of natural talent. Thus speed and agility appear to
be natural qualities which are usually well developed, while endurance and stamina
appear to be neglected; this explains the regular decline in the players' work rate which
may be observed during matches. It is obvious that climatic conditions vary from one
region to another and this is a factor which has considerable influence on the pace and
the style of the matches.
In conclusion, football today requires players to be well prepared athletically, with
strength being one of the central qualities. For players need strength in shooting, in
making long accurate passes, in jumping for the ball and for winning their confrontations
with their direct opponents. But this physical strength too often appears to be still
lacking. It should become a decisive element which is constantly being improved, without
however impairing the natural qualities which are peculiar to each nation and which form
the fundamental elements of success.

Organisation / Academy Venues

The Academy will be organised in close collaboration with the Confederations and the
National Associations affiliated to FIFA.
Altogether there will be 16 courses during the next two years (1980-81), split up as
follows:

~ Africa

6

_

4

Asia

~ Concacaf

3

(3 in English and 3 in French)

~ Oceania

1

~ South America 1

(2 in English and 1 in Spanish)

c:=J

Europe

1

The intention is to bring together a maximum of 30 participants from 5-8 neighbouring countries of a same Confederation at an appropriate place. This solution will enable
each National Association to delegate 2-5 participants according to its level of football
and its financial possibilities.
At the end of the seminar the participants will receive a FIFA diploma for those who
successfully passed the relevant tests.
This allows them to be called "FIFA Instructor", for the Confederation concerned.
Concerning the venue of such an Academy, the choice will be made by FIFA together
with the responsible parties, the Confederation and the Football Association in charge
of the organisation, after consultation with the sponsor.
Great attention must be paid to the choice of the venue and specially to the facilities
offered by the interested organising National Association.
Such an Academy must be staged in a sports school, training centre, or a venue offering
the same high standard of facilities.

Academy Programme

Academy Programme
Days

orning

Afternoon

-3

Evening

Special

arr. instructor

-2

preparation

-1

arr. pan:cipants

1

Open· ng Cerem.
Press-Con.

2

I

Press-I nfo

inspection

arr. participants

adm. duties

wellcome-party
FIFA
repres
Conf.
referee

I

-

3

II

4
5

free

doctor
doctor

I

6
7

referee
film

match
free

free

excursion
reception NA

free

8

adm duties

9

films

10

free

tournament

11

tests

12

guest lecturer

journalist

13

Symposium
Press - Conf.

closing
ceremony

.1

departure
participants

evaluation

+2

departure
instructor
6 teaching units a day
1 teaching unit 50'

farewell-dinner
press local
departu re
participants

press

D

evening activities
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Message from The Coca-Cola Company
The Coca-Cola Company is delighted that its close association with FIFA will continue
to expand in the 1980's. Since the signing of our first sponsorship agreement in 1976,
we have been extremely pleased to share FIFA's commitment to provide young people
from many countries with an opportunity to experience the excitement of the
"world's most popular game".
The FIFA Coca-Cola development program and the two FIFA World Youth Tournaments for The Coca-Cola Cup in 1977 and 1979 represented a very successful and
substantial beginning to a rewarding and exciting partnership. We learned that our
two worldwide organizations hold a common view that football is, as Or. Havelange
has said, a "universal language". We also learned that through our mu tual efforts and
combined resources, we have an unparalleled opportunity to make a truly dramatic
impact upon the future of the game around the world. With this long-term goal in
mind, we were very happy and proud to enter into two new agreements with FIFA
early this year calling for the creation of the FIFA Coca-Cola International Academies and our continuing sponsorship of what is now the FIFA World Youth Championship.
For all of us at The Coca-Cola Company, the sponsorship of sports programs is both
important and rewarding. From the early days of our company, we have realized the
value of sport as a communications bridge between peoples. Our long tradition of support for sports activities includes specially-tailored programs on every continent. We are
also particularly proud of our association with every Olympic Games since 1928.
Our Company also supports the philosophy that sports programs should be made
universally available at the local level. Our bottlers in more than 135 countries of the
world share this philosophy and, as members of their local communities, have a long
tradition of active involvement in a wide variety of sport sponsorships.
It is a privilege for The Coca-Cola Company to be associated with FIFA's plans for
the global promotion and development of football. We look forward to working
closely with our friends in FIFA and the national football associations to meet the
challenge of bringing the benefits of the game of football to millions of young people
around the world.

Albert E. Kileen
vice-eharman, The Coca-Cola Company
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'A and how it is

organiz~d

- The International Football Federation
- The _ ational Associations and the Confederations
- The history of football

FIFA

Introduction:

FIFA was founded in Paris in 1904 by the Associations of France, Belgium, Denmark,
The Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.
Its headquarters are based in Zurich since 1927.
Its President is Or. Joao Havelange, doctor in law, Brazil, elected on 11th June 1974 in
Frankfurt; its General Secretary is Or. Helmut Kaser, lawyer, Switzerland, in Zurich
since 1st January 1961.

Development:

The organisation of FIFA is described in the Statutes and Regulations.
The Statutes form the legal base of this Federation, which presently consists of 150
members and depicts its organisation, its aims and the role of its different bodies.
The aims of FIFA are:
- to promote the game of football;
- to develop friendly relations between the National Associations and their players;
- to control football by taking all the measures in order that the statutes and regulations are respected;
- to decide all differences that may arise.
FIFA does not allow any discrimination against a country or an individual for reasons
of race, religion or politics.
Its members are the National Associations admitted by Congress, which is FIFA's legislative body. It is held every two years.
The Executive Committee, with its standing committees, is the executive body; the General Secretariat is the administrative body.
The official language is English. English, French, Spanish, German and Russian are the
official languages of the Congress. If a dispute should arise concerning the sense of the
translations, it is the English text which is authoritative.
On the plan of Finances, the income of FIFA comes from the following sources:
- fixed subscriptions (presently SFr. 300.- per annum);
- variable membership fee'in the form of a percentage on the receipts of international
A matches and tournaments;
- shares on the profits realised at competitions directly organised by FIFA;
- donations.
The competitions which are directly organised by FIFA are: the World Cup, which
takes place every four years, the Olympic Football Tournament, which takes place at
the time of the Olympic Games and the World Youth Championship, a new competition created for the youth under 19 years and which takes place every two years.
The FIFA Regulations deal with the particularities of the game of football and consequences which arise, such as the qualification of players, the definition of matches, the
prohibitions relating to the organisation and to the transfer of players and Laws of the
Game, which are decided by the International Football Association Board and published annually by FIFA. We shall speak about this in another lesson.

Literature
and Material:

FIFA Statutes and Regulations, 1979 edition
Administrative organigramme of FIFA.
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FIFA - Executive Committee - Standing Committees

With its 150 members, the "Federation' Internationa1e de Football Association"
(FIFA) is certainly the most important sports organisation in the world.
Its headquarters are in Zurich, Hitzigweg 11. FIFA's activity is regulated by the
Statutes and Regulations, of which the principles are described in the chapter Administration which follows. Let us take a quick glance at FIFA's present organisational
structure with the composition of the Executive Committee for the period 1980 to
1982.
President:
Vice-Presidents:

Members:

Dr. Joao Havelange (Brazil)
Harry H. Cavan (Senior Vice-President) (Northern Ireland)
General Abdel A. Mostafa (Egypt)
Guillermo Cafiedo (Mexico)
Dr. Artemio Franchi (Italy)
Hermann Neuberger (Germany FR)
Ahmed A. AISaadoon (Kuwait)
Dr. Viacheslav I. Koloskov (USSR)
Carlos Alberta Lacoste (Argentina)
Prof. Dr. Mihai10 Andrejevic (Yugoslavia)
Abilio D'Almeida (Brazil)
Rito Alcantara (Senegal)
Alfonso Senior (Colombia)
Hiram Sosa Lopez (Guatemala)
Tore Brodd (Sweden)
Necdet Cobanli (Turkey)
Pablo Porta Bussoms (Spain)
Henry Fok (Hong Kong)
Moayad AI-Badry (Iraq)
O. O. Oyo (Nigeria)
Andres R. Kamperveen (Surinam)

General Secretariat of FIFA
Head of the General
Dr. Helmut Kaser (Switzerland)
Secretariat:
General Secretary
Departments:

Rene Courte (Luxemburg)
Senior Assistant Secretary
Director of the Public Relations and Press Department
Joseph S. Blatter (Switzerland)
Director of the Technical Department
Armin Rauber (Switzerland)
Director of the Bookkeeping Department

Address for
correspondence:

FIFA
P.O. Box 85
CH - 8030 Zurich 30

Telephone number:
Cables:
Telex number:

01 - 5387 53
FIFA Zurich
55678 fifa ch
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The FIFA, Federation Internationale de Football Association
Statutes and Regulations
Introduction:

The Executive Committee is the executive body of FIFA.
The Standing Committees are appointed by the Executive Committee to assist it in its
work.

Development:

The FIFA Executive Committee consists of a President, eight vice-presidents and
twelve members.
.
The President is elected by the Associations entitled to vote at the Congress.
The members of the Executive Committee (Vice-Presidents and Members) who, at the
time of their election, must be members of their National Associations, shall be elected
by Confederations as follows:
a) Africa
Vice-President (1) mem bers (2)
b) America (North and Central and Caribbean) Vice-President (1) members (2)
c) South America
Vice-President (1) members (2)
d) Asia
Vice-President (1) members (2)
e) Europe
Vice-Presidents (2) members (4)
f) 4 British Associations
Vice-President (1)* members (-)
g) USSR
Vice-President (1)* members (-)
The President and a Vice-President may not be from the same National Association
and two members of the same National Association may not be members of the Executive Committee.
The members of the Executive Committee are elected or nominated for a period of
four years. Paid officials are not allowed to serve on the Executive Committee.
The Executive Committee is responsible for the administration of the Federation.
It has the fullest powers in administration and management. The Executive Committee
shall meet at least once a year, in addition to the meeting to be held at the time of
Congress.
The Executive Committee appoints the chairmen and the members of Committees.
The General Secretary attends officially each committee meeting.
The Executive Committee appoints the 4 delegates to the International F .A. Board
and the General Secretary and, on his recommendation, approves the engagement of
the permanent staff of the' Secretariat. Furthermore, the Executive Committee fixes
the venue and date of the Congress and the venue of the World Cup and the World
Youth Championship
An Emergency Committee of seven members is appointed by the Executive Committee
to deal with all matters requiring immediate decision between meetings of the Executive Committee. The Committee shall include the President, the chairman of the Finance Committee and one member from each Confederation chosen from the members
of the Executive Committee. All decisions taken ty the Emergency Committee shall by
binding and be ratified by the Executive Committee at its next meeting.

_The Standing Committees

The FIFA Standing Committees are:
- Finance Committee
- Organising Committee for the FIFA World Cup
- Amateur Committee
- Referees' Committee
- Players' Status Committee
- Technical Committee
- Medical Committee
- Press and Publications Committee
- Disciplinary Committee
- World Youth Championship Committee
Moreover, the Executive Committee may appoint ad hoc committees such as, for
example, the Committee for Legal Matters.
The function and competence of the Standing Committees are described in Articles
22 to 31 of the FIFA Regulations.

Literature:

FIFA Statutes and Regulations, 1979 edition

*

nominated in accordance with the 1946 Congress decision
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ORGAN ISATIONS

- The National Associations and the Confederations

Africa
CAF
Abbreviations
T
C =
X

Telephone Number
Telegraphic Address
Telex Number

Confederation Africaine de Football (CAF)
5 Shareh Gabalaya
GUEZIRA, CAIRO
AR Egypt

F
P
V
S
T

=
=
=
=

F:
P:
V:
S:
T:

1956
Yidnekatchew Tessema (Ethiopia)
Dr. Abdel Halim (Sudan)
Mourad Fahmy (AR Egypt)
Mourad Fahmy (AR Egypt)

Foundation
President
Vice President
General Secretary
Treasurer

T: 81 67 30
C: Afroball Cairo
X: 93 162 caf un

Members (42)
Algeria
Angola *
Benin PR
Botswana
Burundi
Cameroon
Central Africa
Congo
Egypt AR
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Ivory Coast
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali

* membre provisoire

Mauritania
Mauritius
Morocco
Mozambique
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Somalia
Sudan
Swaziland
Tanzania
Togo
Tunisia
Uganda
Upper Volta
Zaire
Zambia
Zimbabwe

*

America - North and Central
and Caribbean
CONCACAF
Confederaci6n Norte-Centroamericana y
del Caribe de Futbol (CONCACAF)
Calle Mariscal Cruz, 9-56, Zona 4
Apartado Postal 86-A
GUATEMALA, C.A.
Guatemala

F:
P:
V:
S:
T:

1961
Joaquln Soria Terrazas (Mexico)
Hiram Sosa (Guatemala)
Carlos Carrera (Guatemala)
Carlos Carrera (Guatemala)

T: 61 576
C: CONCACAF
Members (23)

Antigua *
Honduras
Bahamas *
Jamaica
Barbados
Mexico
Bermuda
Neth. Antilles
Canada
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Panama
Cuba
Puerto Rico
Dominican Rep. El Salvador
Grenada *
Surinam
Guatemala
Trinidad
Guyana
USA
Haiti

* FIFA Member but not affiliated to Confederation

America South
CONMEBOL
F:
P:
V:
S:
T:

Confederaci6n Sudamericana de FMbol
(CONMEBOL)
Estadio Nacional, Puerta No. 4
Calle Jose Oiaz
LIMA
Peru

1916
Or. Te6filo Salinas Fuller (Peru)
Dr. Santiago Leyden (Argentina)
Alvaro Valdivia A. (Peru)
Eduardo Rocca Couture (Uruguay)

T: 31 9343
C: CONMEBOL
X: PU 25732 Lima
Members (10)

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia

Ecuador
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela

Asia
AFC
F: 1954
P: Dato' Seri Haji Hamzah bin Haji
Abu Samah (Malaysia)
V: K. Ziauddin (India)
S: Peter Velappan (Malaysia)
T: Shaikh Ahmad Al-Humoud Al-Sabah
(Kuwait)

Asian Football Confederation (AFC)
93-B Jalan Birch
p.a. Box 285
KUALA LUMPUR, 08-02
Malaysia

T: Kuala Lumpur - 48 44 32, 7692 13
C: AFC Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
X: MA 30837
Members (37)

Mghanistan
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Brunei
Burma
China PR
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Israel *
Japan
Jordan
Khmer
Korea DPR
Korea Rep.
Kuwait

Laos
Lebanon
Macao
Malaysia
Nepal
Oman 1
Pakistan
Philippines
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Syria
Taiwan *
Thailand
United Arab Emirates
Vietnam SR *
Yemen rDR
Yemen

* FIFA Member but not affiliated to Confederation
1 membre provisoire

Europe
UEFA
President:
Dr Artemio Franchi
(ltalie)

Union of European Football
Associations (UEFA)
Jupiterstrasse 33
P.O. Box 16
3000 BERNE 15
Switzerland

Membres (34)
Albania
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
England
Finland
France
German DR
Germany FR
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland Rep.
Ireland North

Italy
Liechtenstein
Luxemburg
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Rumania
Scotland
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
USSR
Wales
Yugoslavia

USSR

OCEANIA
Oceania Footbal Conferderation (OFC)
89 Apirana Avenue
P.O. Box 18029
Glen Innes
AUCKLAND
New Zealand

F: 1966
P: Sir Arthur George, C.B.E. (Australie)
V:
S: Charles J. Dempsey (New Zealand)
T: Sashi M. Singh (Fiji)

T: 586179
Members (4)

Australia
Fiji
New Zealand
Papua-New Guinea

The History of Football

The History of Football

When one reads about the history of football by authors of different nationalities, one
always vaguely has the impression that they wish to prove that football originated a
little from their country. Also if the "soule" or the "gioco del calcio" were already
football, France and Italy could dispute paternity. But, it is also true that if one refers
to football for which laws have been drawn up, then it is obvious that this football
originated in England. It becomes even more evident when the dates are mentioned.
The English Football Association was founded in 1863. Professionals were introduced
in 1888. This points to the conclusion that English football was years in advance of
continental or world football.
Secondly, it is important to stress that the evolution of games (B. Gillet: "The history
of sports") is parallel to the history of civilisations. It is, therefore, not surprising to
look for the origin of games in the Far East and to see them follow the movement of
the great wars. For example, the wars of Alexander the Great brought the civilisation
of the Far East towards the Middle East, and later the wars of Julius Caeser brought to
Gaul the Gallo-Roman civilisation with its games, which as it happened contained the
roots of future football: "harpastum" which was transformed into "soule" or "chou1e",
according to the differences of pronunciation in the regions.

The stages of its evolution: A) The Far East
In his book of Kong-Fu, Confucius speaks about ball games and especially games pracFootqall Games
tised by using the feet and the head. In China, during the reign of Emperor Cheng-Ti
(32 B.t.), a certain type of football was played called Tsu-chu, which means to kick
leather balls with the feet. The enthusiasm was so great that the poets and historians
of the epoch sang out the names of the most famous footballers making them national
heroes. In Japan, at the same epoch, a game similar to football was played.
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B) Rome: Harpastum
The civilisation of the Far East was brought over to the Middle East essentially by the
wars of Alexander the Great. It was the same for games. A game called Harpastum was
played in Rome which seemed the origin of games which were played in the Middle
Ages in Italy, just like the Gioco del Calcio and what is called the "souk" or the
"choule" in France.
In Harpastum, the field dimensions were quite reduced in comparison to the future
game of soule. But, in the first game as in the second, the object was to bring the ball
to its own end.
In Italy, Harpastum gave birth to Gioco del Calcio. The game was played by the
society's elite and even by the highest officials of the church. The Popes Clement VII,
Leon X and Urbain VII were in their time champions of Florentine football.
C) In France (Brittany, Normandy)

Harpastum, originating from the Roman civilisation, was transformed into SOULE or
CHODLE. As in Harpastum, the object of the game consisted in bringing the ball
over to its end; but, the side was a much larger area; it could be the two ends of a
street, 2 churches from neighbouring villages, public places, etc.
The "choule" was played on Sunday afternoons after vespers. An interesting detail,
the great encounters of choules were fixed around Carnival time. The playing of soule
was especially popularised in Brittany and Normandy. It was introduced into England
by the followers of William the Conqueror after the battle of Hastings (16.10.1066).

D) England
If one believes Emile Souvestre, it would be the followers of William the Conqueror
who introduced the game into England after the battle of Hastings.
In England on 13th April, 1314, Edward 11 made the following decree: "As there is a
lot of noise due to the jostling around of the large balls, from which a lot of accidents
may occur - which God forbids - it is ordered and prohibited in the King's name and
with punishment by imprisonment that in future such games are played in the City".
There was also the prohibition of 12th June, 1349, which requested that, on feast
days, bows and arrows and javelines should be used rather than playing stupid games
like football.
But it is in 1823 that football was finally established in its future form, in distinguishing
itself from rugby. There is an anecdote told about a student who took the ball in his
hands and threw it quickly into the opponent's goal. It was William Ellis who started
to lay down the different rules for the different games: football and rugby.
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Football therefore grew quickly in England. The English Football Association was
founded in 1863.
Outside Britain the game was spread by sailors, soldiers, merchants, engineers and
even priests. De~mark was the second country in Europe to have a national association.
In Italy, a Swiss optician formed one of the first clubs, and the Prince of Savoy another.
In South America, the first club was formed in Argentina when two English brothers
placed an advertisement in a Buenos Aires newspaper asking for volunteers. By 1884
soccer was on the curriculum of a Buenos Aires high school.

The first international match there was played between Argentina and Uruguay in
1905, but the North Americans had beaten them to it as early as 1885 when the USA
played Canada.
India was the first of the Asian countries to adopt the game. A copy of the Laws of
the Game arrived there in 1883 with a Calcutta college professor, and by 1892 the first
cup competition was being held.
Indeed, in some continents where the game has been slower to win international recognition, soccer has existed for nearly a hundred years. The New South Wales FA
was formed in Australia in 1882, and the New Zealand FA was established nine years
later.
In Africa, the first of the National Associations was established in the country of South
Africa, but Egypt was first on the international scene. In 1924, only three years after
forming a national FA, they defeated Hungary 3 - 0 in the Olympic Games in Paris.
While international matches had only been played between England and Scotland since
1872, and in the first years of the 20th century by other European nations, nevertheless a group met in Paris in 1904 to form the Federation Internationale de Football
Association (FIFA). At this time, France had played its first international match only
20 days earlier, Spain and Denmark had never fielded an international team, and three
of the seven nations represented did not have national football associations! But FIFA
grew from strength to strength, having 51 members in 1938,73 in 1950 and now 146
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countries are affiliated to FIFA, making it the largest and most powerful sports body
in the world.
The first Continental Confederation of Football Associations was CONMEBOL, the
South American Confederation which was set up to organise a Continental competition, the South American championships, in 1917. It was nearly half a century later
when the demand arose elsewhere for Continental tournaments, that another such confederation was established.
That was the Union of European FA's, formed in 1954 - the same years as its Asian
counterpart and two years before the African Football Confederation. CONCACAF,
the Central and North American and Caribbean body, was launched in 1961, and the
baby of world soccer - the Oceania Football Confederation - is just 10 years old.
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Significant dates in the development of the Game
B.C.
Middle Ages
1314
1561
1580
1680
1848
1863
1877
1883
1886
1888

References to games which were remote ancestors of football to be found in Chinese
and Japanese writing, and in Greece and Rome of the classical period.
Records of the game, in the British Isles, in Italy and in France
Edict of King Edward III of England forbidding the game of Football because it interfered with archery.
Richard Mulcaster, an English schoolmaster, mentions the game in a treatise on the
education of the young, influenced by the game of "calcio" in Florence.
Giovanni Bardi published a set of rules of the game of "calcio".
Football in England wins royal patronage from King Charles 11.
The first Cambridge Rules are drawn up.
The Football Association is founded
The Associations in Great Britain are formed to gain a uniform code.
The four British Associations agree on a uniform Code and form the International
Football Association Board.
The Football Association makes a beginning in training match officials.
The League system is inaugurated - professional footballers are allowed.
Referees are given extensive powers of control.

1899

The Football Association sends its first representative team abroad - a German team
visits England.

1904

FIFA is established. It is founded in Paris on 21st May 1904 by the following Associations: France, Belgium, Denmark, The Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.
The present Laws are framed in the new system of codification, but based on the Laws
previously in force.
Re-admission of the 4 British Associations.
75th Anniversary of FIFA

1937-38
1946
1979
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3. The Fundamental Criteria of Football
- Theory and practice
- The basic relationship between tactics, technique and
physical condition
- Determining the criteria/Use of symbols
- The environment of football
- Systems

The Fundamental Criteria of Football

Football is one of the most complex sports, with one
of its main characteristics being the way in which it
is continually changing. Situations always evolve
through circumstances, and players find they are forever obliged to adapt to new situations.
There are four primary elements which influence performance and success: technical skill, tactical sense,
physical fitness and psychological qualities. Of the
four, it is the latter which is the decisive element in
the game at its highest level. Simplified, these four
elements could be defined as follows:
--- technical skill involves control of the ball
- tactical sense involves control of the game
- physical fitness involves control of the body
- psychology involves control of the mind.
Technique is obviously of fundamental importance.
It forms the basis for possession of the ball, for

keeping it under control in difficult match situations
and for using it to good advantage. Good technical
skill adapted to any particular situation enables a
player to avoid losing the ball too frequently and
then having to expend more energy in trying to regain it. Unless a player has perfect ball control, he
will never really be able to control a game. With regard to technique, there are three problems in particular which the trainer has to face:

1. Technical skill is clearly not a singular element
which can be defined in conclusive terms; in fact,
it is constantly developing. Compared with football as it was played in years gone by, the modem
game requires players to cio things quite differently_ For example, the act of simply "trapping"
the ball has virtually disappeared and has been replaced by a technique in which the ball is brought
under control and played all in one movement.
Moreover, natural technical skill is useless if the
player cannot use it in difficult match situations.
2. There is no form of technical skill which is universally valid for everybody. There are, however, a
few basic rules, and if a player does not follow
these, the trainer must correct him. But the important thing is for the trainer to perceive each player's
own individual technical qualities and the ways in
which these skills may be developed further.
3. The trainer must make sure that technical skill
never becomes something which a player performs
for its own sake or to flatter his own ego. Skill of
this kind is rather something which is to be put at
the disposal of the team as a whole, as a contribution to the collective success. Technically gifted
players often have a tendency to keep the ball
excessively to themselves, thus taunting the opposing and trying to make themselves appear more
important. This is a tendency which must always
be discouraged.

tr:a
Cubillas (Pern) mastering the ball
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Tactics teach players how to be organized. Players
learn how they should be positioned around the
pitch, how their chosen team system can best be implemented in competition, and how different players
have different roles to play on the pitch. The aim of
good tactics is to accentuate the positive qualities of
one's own players and to exploit the weaknesses of
the opposition. Moreover, a good choice of tactics
helps build up confidence within the team itself.

In developing his ideas, the trainer must take account
of the qualities of his own players. He must avoid
simply re-applying the tactical concepts which he has
already used successfully in the past. As his players
change, so he must also change the way in which he
organizes his team.

An artist without any physical condition cannot achieve anything, Rivetino (Brazil) is proof of this.

The need for physical fitness reflects the extremely
high demands which modern football makes in
physiological terms.
With the situation in a football match constantly
changing, players are repeatedly required to accelerate. to sprint, to change direction and jump, all of
which necessitates intensive training, covering endurance, stamina, speed, strength, muscular power,
suppleness and agility. Success in football has always
largely depended upon a good physical preparation.
Three aspects of physical fitness are particularly important:
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1. A footballer's physical training must develop all
his basic physiological capacities, while at the same
time also developing those athletic qualities which
are of specific relevance to football.
2. The trainer must ensure that a training session
works on all the interdependent motor faculties
of his players, such as speed and stamina together,
or speed and agility. The physiological effects of
the training are thus bound to complement each
other and do not in any way cancel each other
out.
3. A player is only likely to reap any useful benefit
from training if he reacts positively and takes it
seriously. A careless attitude, a lack of application
or of motivation are all negative reactions which
make all his efforts worthless.

A footballer's psychological make-up is an aspect of
considerable importance in the game at a competitive
level. A player cannot perform very well unless he is
properly motivated. Thus a player can prove he is
strong-willed by showing himself to be combative in
spirit, while self-confidence and a readiness to take
risks distinguish the outstanding personalities in the
team. These elements are typical examples of the sort
of psychological qualities under discussion, such as
powers of concentration and the ability to surpass
oneself, or a capacity to bear suffering and adaptability under stress. All are qualities which are indispensable for the top players of today. As a member
of a team, the footballer must also be very socially
orientated. If he is ready to submit himself to the
common cause, if he demonstrates a sense of integration and a spirit of comradeship, then he will be
able to draw his own benefit from the solidarity
which exists among his teammates. By giving to the
team, he will be sure to receive in return. Proper
education in this direction will help create a solid collective, which is well-integrated, strong as a unit and
just ripe for success. This battery of psychological
qualities is of decisive significance in important matches. Trainers, journalists and spectators frequently
notice how very good footballers fail tu show their
true ability in certain decisive situations; passes go
astray, tackles are lost and chances missed. The cause
is very often an unstable psychological background and this is why great psychological stability may be
considered as one of the essential qualities which
every footballer must possess.

A close relationship exists between technique, tactics,
physical condition and psychology. Each has a direct
bearing on the other. Every movement with the ball
has a technical and a tactical aspect. In the tackle, a
player needs not only excellent ball control, skill,
agility and physical strength, but also an acute sense
of initiative and a real determination to emerge as
the winner. A fast player is more capable of reaching
a through pass than a slow. player. If players have
endurance, this will help keep the match at a high
technical standard from start to finish, while players
who are mentally strong will be able to call upon
their very last reserves of energy when their opponents have already become tired. But there are also
certain means of compensation in football.
Let us take the example of an extremely fast player
who does not always move as quickly as he should;
by means of a rarified sense of perception and anticipation, a naturally slow player may intervene in the
action before the fast player who is unable to use his
speed to useful purpose. In football, it is not simply
a matter of moving quickly, but rather of using that
speed to maximum effect.
There are many situations in which this type of
compensation appears in football, but they should
not be over-estimated. The grounds for victory or
defeat are always to be sought primarily in the overall constellation of the players' technical and tactical
qualities, their athletic abilities and their psychological natures - but also, it is true, in the final result.
But we should still not forget that the result and
therefore even luck is very often on the side of he
who creates and seeks it - in other words, he who
works for his own success.

Getting courOfeously involved, a symbol of efficiency
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The Surroundings
Beside the characteristic criteria of football,
the competition and the players' perfonnance are
often considerably influenced by the surroundings.

Their essential factors are: '

I

-.l
W

""v

(

! \ ,"

ll- weather/climate

The Attacking System
Evolution

Changes in the off-side law in 1925 produced an avalanche of goals.
As a reaction, the WM system was created.
The inventor of this new system was Herbert Chapman, the manager of Arsenal, but
its real origins were probably rather to be found in Scotland.
The opposing centre-forward (hitherto known as the goalgetter) was marked by the
centre-half.
The centre-half thus suddenly found he no longer had an attacking function but was
assigned to a purely defensive role; he was soon to become known as the 'stopper'.
The defence as a whole thus became more stable as a unit than it had been in the
attacking system.

Characteristics

Defence:

The centre-half (stopper) marked the centre-forward, the two defenders stayed wide on the wings and became full-backs, and the
wing-halves marked the inside-forwards.

Attack:

The inside-forwards (the linkmen in the team) dropped back
slightly, while the centre-forward and the wingers remained the
only real 'attackers', with the specific job of scoring goals.

In general:

Man-to-man marking was essential, as was also a properly staggered
defensive line-up.

Players' positions
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The WM System
Evolution

Changes in the off-side law in 1925.
(Previously, a player had been off-side when he had two opponents between him and
the goal; since 1925, this has been changed to only one opponent).
Until 1925/30, the attacking system had been conditioned by the original off-side law.

Characteristics

Goals became less frequent, as it was easy to fall into an off-side trap.
There remain pleasant memories of "the good old days" - and even after the off-side
law was changed in 1925, there were still plenty of goals for a few years as teams continued to play with an attacking line-up_
Then teams found themselves constrained to establish some sort of balance between
forwards and defence, namely:
-

I goalkeeper
2 full-backs
3 half-backs (including an attacking centre-half)
5 forwards.

Players' positions
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4-2-4 with a Free Defender (Libero)
Evolution

This variation was developed after it had been realised that the 4 - 2 - 4 system contained certain dangers as a result of individual shortcomings (especially in the case of defenders being short of speed).
If the defence was not adequately staggered, it could be split quickly and the opposing
forwards could have a free run through to goal.
Thus the introduction of the free defender, or libero, added·a new element of security.

Characteristics

Midfield and attack as in 4 - 2 - 4.
In defence, one of the central defenders formed a first line of resistance to the opposing centre-forward, while the other central defender could operate as a libero.
Since then, the role of the two midfield players has no longer been simply to control
the right and left sides of the pitch; one has become primarily offensive and the other
primarily defensive.

4-2-4 with a Square Defence
Evolution

Evolved from 4 - 2 - 4.
Enabled teams to benefit from the off-side law - a tactical move which was simple
to operate but risky (perhaps too risky).

Characteristics

The libero did not play at the back, but alongside the other central defender.
He is responsible for covering both the right and left of the centre. He is also responsible for trying to play the opposition off-side. Tactics for the rest of the team are as
for the 4 - 2 - 4 system.

Players' positions
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4-3-3
Evolution

From 1962 onwards, there was a tendency to put more players into midfield.
It had been realised that it was in midfield that the game was really organized.

Starting from a basic 4 - 2 - 4 system, one of the forwards dropped back into midfield.
Tactically, this modification effectively meant that it was the defence which was being
reinforced.
There were deliberate changes of pace, with one team encouraging the other to slow
right down and then accelerating suddenly into a counter-attack.
It is a useful system, providing the team has players who are strong enough and similar
enough in midfield.
The system first appeared in the Federal Republic of Germany and in England.
Characteristics

The system can only be played with a libero.
It covers the whole pitch well.
If the libero also takes part sometimes in attack, the various roles in the team are well

distributed among all the players in the side.
The midfield is very solid (a decisive factor).
It is easy to switch from defence to attack.
It allows for frequent changes of pace (play the ball slowly - and then accelerate).
The game constantly switches from one sector of the pitch to another and strikers are
constantly inter-changing.
Wing defenders are able to overlap in attack.

Players' positions
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4. The Science of Football
- Methodology
- Team management
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Methodology
Definition

Methodology covers the principles, the subject matter and the processes involved in
the teaching and the study of football.

Principles
The trainer's main tasks as far as methodology is concerned consist of evaluating the
prevailing conditions, and, taking this as his basis, drawing up plans and then carrying
out and appraising the actual training.
conditions involving
individual persons
. (players, trainers)
expectations
(sporting achieve- - -.....ments and effects
[
of instruction)

fixing
objectives,
planning

------------,

J

concept of - - - - - - evaluation
training

_-----------material conditions: _..
time and place
All these areas are interdependent and have a reciprocal influence upon each other.
1. Prevailing working
conditions

These form the basis of the trainer's work, and everything the trainer does will depend
upon them. They must be assessed as each new activity commences.

1.1 Situation of the trainer within his club
- his position and competences
- the amount of influence exerted upon this position
- assistants (doctor, masseur, psychologist, etc.)
- achieving perfection through advanced trainers' courses.
1.2 Expectations
- club management, players
- the importance and prestige apparently enjoyed by football throughout
the country
- expectations for sporting achievement and instructional progress as held by
the National Association (national team)
- public relations and the mass media.
1.3 Squad ofplayers
- standards of performance which may be expected and the capacity of the
individual players (average and extreme values)
- discovery and recruitment of talented young players
- typical basic conditions for developing players
- transfer policy
- present standards of achievement.
1.4 Conditions prevailing for each situation
- availability of players
- current state of training
- training conditions (pitches, gymnasia, equipment, etc.).
These factors together form the background to the trainer's work. Some of them are
constant while others mayor must be influenced. The duty of the trainer and of those
responsible for the club thus by necessity consists of conceiving the basis for this work
as best they possibly can.
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The structure of the club and the personality of its officials and of the trainer himself
will be determining factors in the formation of these basic conditions.

1.5 Evaluation of prevailing working conditions
The factors which influence the object of training must undergo continual reappraisal and re-assessment.
Conditions for the squad of players
- current standards of performance of players in the squad
(observations made during matches and during training)
- standards of performance of the next opponents
- differentiation between players (not all players need the same type of training)

Sporting goals and
instructional aims
- long and short-term
expectations
- reactions of the club
management, mass media
and the players

Fixing long and short-term
objectives for planning
and for the conception
of training

Conditions of time and space
- training phase (fixed periods)
- training conditions (weather, condition of
pitches, etc.)
- availability of players
- availability of assistants

2. Setting an objective

(The objective gives training its overall sense of direction)
The trainer has to set objectives, basing his decisions upon the prevalent working conditions, which he must be continually analysing and evaluating. The establishment of
these objectives must then act as a pointer for his work.

2.1 Setting long and short-term objectives
Adapting the establishment of the objectives to existing working conditions.
Setting long-term objectives
Goals set at the start of fairly lengthy phases must always be adapted by new decisions.
- Qualification for one of the competitions organized by UEFA
- Integration of two new players and three players from the reserves
- improving the standard of play on the wings
- better organization in attack, etc.
Fixing goals such as these involves a number of very complex decisions.
Prevailing working conditions
Setting short-term objectives
The trainer must have a clearly defined line of action in his work. He should not
deviate from this line, even though he continually has to re-appraise the conditions
under which he has to work (at least inasmuch as these conditions may still be
considered to be within normal limits).
Setting short-term objectives consequently means always taking intermediate
steps in pursuit of the ultimate goal, and in this respect there must also always be
some sort of logical sequence.
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- A draw in the next away match, and a number of common points such as:
- tight marking
- discipline
- special individual tactical instructions
may all help the team take an important short-term step in the direction of
their main overall goal.
- Considered thus, the long-term objectives may sometimes recede into the
background and the short-term objectives take over as the separate steps along
the way.

2.2 Adaptation and diffentiation
Despite these overall guidelines, which are in fact fixed objectives, the trainer still
needs a high degree of
- flexibility and adaptability
- talent for improvisation
- tact and intuition.
One can neither foresee nor assimilate everything!

Visitors

Visitors

o

2

form 'on paper'

form on the day

There are constantly new and unexpected factors which may appear and influence
performance, not only during every match, but also during a training session or
even during certain practice exercises.
Success in a match, or the effectiveness of a training session or even of work done
by certain individuals, very often depends solely upon the fact that the trainer
has - duly recognised the decisive factors in the players' performances
- found their causes
- reacted appropriately by taking effective measures.
trainer
players' performances

setting objectives

Thus the guiding influence of the trainer assumes decisive importance in terms of
his function of correcting errors.
3. Planning

Planning means eliminating chance, which is itself often a poor partner.

3.1 Principles ofplanning
Once the objectives have been set, certain principles have to be established. These
are valid for both long and short-term objectives.
- perseverence
- differentiation
the distribution of different roles which players have to fulfil within a single
match means that they require different training programmes
- multi-validity
- regularity and continuity
despite changes, diversification and differentiation in training, certain elements
of training must always be repeated if performances are really to be improved
- repetition in cycles.
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3.2 Forms of planning
These forms vary in duration or according to special events.
- annual training plans
- training camps
- weekly plans
- preparations for training
- match-day plans.
4. Conception of training

The practical work a trainer does with his team is ultimately of decisive importance,
and it is by this type of work that he stands judged.

4.1

Theoretical basis
Knowledge and experience of the following subjects can assist the trainer in his
work:
- theory of training
- psychology (didactics, motivation, social psychology)
- hygiene and nutrition.

4.2 Content of training (choice of exercises)
Technique, tactics, physical fitness and psychology are the factors which determine a footballer's or a team's standard of performance.
- setting objectives
the envisaged objective largely pre-determines the choice of subject matter
- quality of execution
the forms of training which have been chosen must above all be carried out in
a correct and independent manner; the trainer here plays a very important role
in the direction of training
- correction/directing the team
the trainer needs to correct his players while they are carrying out their allotted
tasks. It is precisely in this way that the trainer's understanding of the game
and his qualities as a psychologist become evident. He must continually compare his players' performance with the objectives he has set, and influence them
accordingly.

FIXED
OBJECTIVES

and

IPERFORMANCE I

must
not
diverge

THE FIXED
in an
OBJECTIVES
ideal
situation
and
PERFORMANCE
overlap

By "correcting", we mean rectifying the direction of the performance and aligning
it with the objectives.

Means of doing this
- identify principal mistakes
- find the causes of these mistakes
- give instructions for correcting them
- continue with training
- self-criticism among players
The trainer's duties also include educating players to become independent and
giving them the possibility to assess and correct their own performance
- training with injured players
Training with injured players requires the trainer to adjust the demands of his
training programme.
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4.3 Methods
The choice of method depends largely upon the quality of players available and
upon the objectives which have been envisaged.
- method
The ultimate objective is to be attained as a result of a systematic series of partial phases of training (graduating from the simple to the complex).
- exercises
For example:
, ditto, with , ditto, with
- shooting at goal
,
passive
, active
- dead ball situations
opponent
,
, opponent
- dribbling
,
,
- taking the ball in
one's stride
- receiving the ball
from the side
- shooting at goal after
other preliminary moves
- Match practice
For example:
, with passive and
- one against one (l : l)
, active opponents
- on a small pitch
,
- with a small goal
- with a large goal
- with two small goals
- with two large goals
- with several goals
- Simple exercises
Here one can practise elements of the game without thinking of the competitive aspect.
- Complex exercises
In this type of exercise, one can combine several elements of the game, adding
opponents if necessary.
For example: l: 1 from the centre of the pitch up to the point of shooting
at goal or intervention by the defence
(dribbling, feinting, shooting, tackling, agility, speed, manto-man confrontations, etc.)
As a variation, one can practise certain phases of the game. As well as the
complex exercise itself, the tactical aspect comes more to the fore.
For example:
counter-attack, variations on corner-kicks
- Match exercises
Here one can practise a wide range of match elements in the form of a game,
maybe with the aid of extra rules.
For example:
7:7 with one large and two small goals
- Methods of psychological training
The players' thoughts about training and their responsibilities become more
and more important as more demands are put upon them (a naturally intelligent approach to the game).
- Training powers of observation
The player repeatedly watches and makes conscious note of movements carried
out by other players:
- teammates
- video recordings
- film
- TV programmes.
- Psychological training
The player repeatedly envisages exactly how a certain movement should proceed (e.g. body swerves)
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- "Cross examination" training
The player forms a mental picture of various situations and discusses them
with his teammates.

4.4 Organization
Functional organization makes it possible to carry out intended work programmes
faultlessly and intensively.
- Here it is of vital importance to divide and distribute responsibilities according
to a well conceived plan (formation of groups):
- performance groups
formation of groups based upon qualities: condition/technique or tactics
- functional groups
formation of groups based upon functions in a match, e.g. a single section
of the team such as the right wing
- groups of blocks
e.g. midfield players
- groups formed at random
- the size of these groups has a strong influence on their activity:
- small groups
(CO) - condition - more intensive
(TE) - technique - more work with the ball
(TA) - tactics - reading the game
- larger groups
- possible to differentiate better between players
- more complex psychological demands
- Changing the dimensions of the pitch
- larger pitch
- playing over a larger surface with more freedom of action
- more intensive running and hence greater need for physical effort
- smaller pitch
- the game becomes tighter, with more one-against-one situations
- freedom of action is severely restricted
- players need better ball control
- Changing the goals
- large goals
- make goalscoring easier
- oblige defenders to defend more tightly
- more integrated in the game
- small goals
- goal chances must be prepared more carefully
- greater changes of pace necessary
- goalscoring becomes more difficult.
Larger goals should also be mobile, so they may be used in a variety of different ways.
- Volume of training
According to the prescribed duration of training, speed and the number of
times an exercise if repeated, there are various principles of organization:
- the principle of endurance training
- the principle of interval training
- circuit training
- the principle of repetition
- training in stages.
- Using equipment and the playing pitch
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4.5 Presentation
This is the means and the manner by which the trainer explains clearly to his
players exactly what is expected of them.
The following summary clearly indicates how one should proceed:
The player learns by
Words are silver
Actions are gold
Exercises
Experience
Possible ways of presenting ideas:
- demonstrations
'
- explanations
' and the possibility of combining them
- illustration of tasks '
But the chosen method of presentation is itself less important than the trainer
actually succeeding in:
- making the task easy to understand
- making it clear what he expects of his players
- making the players interested by activating them
- leaving the players sufficient freedom to develop as individuals
(most of the time there are several valid solutions)
- encouraging them to think along with him.
Didactic aids
The trainer's own personal abilities to express himself clearly through words and
actions and to prove his knowledge of football still need to be backed up by other
means, especially at team talks:
- blackboard / magnetic board
- diagrams
- video
- film / pictures.
The effectiveness of these devices depends above all upon their visual impact on
the players.

4.6 Attitude o/authority
We shall speak here exclusively of those psychological factors which have a direct
influence on the conception of training
- The trainer's authority
J)Pro/essional authority
KNOWLEDGE I
- knowledge of football
- experience
- clear and flexible mental aptitudes
- ability to express himself clearly
- technical authority may be learnt.
2) Human authority
PERSONALITY I
- understanding
- intuition, adaptability
- sense of responsibility
- ability to take decisions
- human authority must be asserted every day.
- Motivation
- motivation is an advanced concept involving many complex factors which
may either help or hinder.

I

I
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+
help

clear sense
of purpose
interest
success
security
teamwork
stimulation

MOTIVATION

uneasiness
conflicts
fear
failure
anxiety
insecurity

- hinder

- Encouraging the development of the players' personalities and that of the
team as a whole.
The trainer has important responsibilities as an educator. The players as individuals and the team as a whole must all be given encouragement, not only in
their sporting ambitions but also as human beings.
- Authoritative style adapted accordingly
react just at the
right moment
authoritarian
co-operative
attitude conditioned
by circumstances
- readiness for action
- adaptability
- determined co-operation
of individual players and
- self-control
of the team as a whole
- independence
- discipline, team spirit
The trainer cannot foresee these human traits, nor expect to discover them.
He has to perceive them and elaborate upon them during the course of a process of long-term education.
- Working atmosphere
This may be regarded as a product of the work itself and of the attitude of the
trainer and his players.
5. Checking and evaluating Comparing pre-determined objectives with actual performances and results.
performance
5.1 Observations in training and during matches
Systematic and consistent observation according to pre-determined criteria. This
requires:
- conscientious observation
- a corresponding system of keeping notes
(written notes, formulae and symbols, video, tapes, etc.).
5.2 Checking on standards of performance
It is possible to conduct tests to measure performance, but most of the time they
do not concern actual matches:
- tests of physical fitness
- tests of technical skill.
5.3 Notebook on players' performances
Keeping a notebook or a card file to record players' performances is of essential
assistance to everyone concerned, as it permits a systematic check on players'
development. On the one hand, these records provide trainers and players with
vital information, while on the other hand they act as a motivating force. Both
functions are indispensable for ensuring that performances constantly improve.
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6. Public relations

Finally, this is an area which stands a little apart from the other duties relating to team
management, but it is one which still has a very important bearing upon the trainer's
reputation.

6.1 Relations with the mass media
The mass media form an essential means of keeping the spectators and the general
public informed and interested in the game.
6.2 Contacts with other trainers
Vital for exchanging experiences and opinions, and for discussing points connected with their profession.
6.3 Conferences, visits, etc.
Club officials and trainers of youth and amateur teams also stand to benefit from
the knowledge and the experience of trainers in charge of top teams.
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5. The International Academy
«From Minor Tactical Games to Football
Systems and Formations»
1. General Principles
2. Attacking Tactics
3. Defensive Tactics
4. Match Concepts
5. Team Organization
6. Positional Tactics
7. Dead Ball Tactics
8. Choosing Tactics Adaptet to
External Conditions
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1. General Principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Partition of the pitch into zones
Typical match situations
Balance between attack and defence
Imposing numerical superiority
Teamwork and individuality
Playing safe and taking risks
Alternating between planned moves and improvised teamwork
The pace of the match
Rational distribution of players around the pitch
Specialist players and all-rounders
Influential personalities and complementary players
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1. Partition of the Pitch into Zones

A football pitch may be divided into three zones: the
defensive zone, the build-up zone and the attacking
zone.
The defensive zone
The characteristic feature of this zone is the way in
which players here mark their opponents very tightly
and continually provide each other with defensive
cover. The aim of the team not in possession of the
ball is to anticipate and intercept passes or to take the
ball off opponents by tackling them. Once the ball
has been regained, a new attack must be launched
quickly; if this is not possible, then possession of the
ball must be retained safely, without taking any risks.
The build-up zone
This zone in the middle of the pitch is the area in
which attacking moves are constructed. Through
various combined moves - such as those based on a
triangular pattern between players or by players
grouping on one side of the pitch and then switching
the attack across to the other wing with a single long
pass - a team tries to impose its system of play by
intelligent domination of the opposition. Under different circumstances, suitable counter-attacks may
be made to bridge the midfield area more quickly.

Defensive activity in the midfield zone consists of
trying to impede the opposition's attempts to build
up their own attacking movements by marking and
by placing players judiciously to control the middle
of the pitch.
The attacking zone
This zone is one in which speed and the element of
surprise play a dominant role. Counter-attacks are
either launched with such speed that they prevent
the opposition from getting its defence organized, or
they are deliberately slow at the beginning as the
team waits for the right moment in which to accelerate and take the opposing defence by surprise with
dribbling runs, changes of pace, double-passes or
deflections. All such moves must ultimately be aimed
at scoring a goal, so players should shoot whenever
possible in the hope that the goalkeeper may drop
the ball. Once they have lost possession of the ball,
the attacking side must react immediately by adopting a defensive attitude and harrassing the opposing
defenders. In this way, they will either win the ball
back again or give their teammates time to get themselves re-organized and to take up useful positions.

The defensive zone

I
)

!I
I

The constructive zone
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2. Typical Match Situations

TI1ere are four typical match situations in football, both offensive and defensive. Of course they are subject to the
restrictions of reality, and one does not always encounter all these situations in one actual attack.
The important point, however, is that when a team wins or loses the balL players are immediately obliged to
convert their roles accordingly.

I. Conversion from defence to attack
From the moment a team regains the ball, all the
players in the team immediately have their roles reversed. With modem football often involving reinforced defensive systems, the ability to switch quickly
from defence to attack is of prime importance, as it
enables the team to launch a very fast counter-attack
before the opposing defence has time to re-organize
properly.
If it is not possible to start a counter-attack immediately, the team should play for time by keeping possession of the ball with the intention of building up
an intelligent movement which speeds up at the right
moment and which places the emphasis on the accuracy of the passes.

Reverting from attack to defence
Too frequently, we see how midfield players and forwards tend to stop playing and take a rest as soon as
they have lost the ball to the other team. This is a
failing on their part which must be overcome. By
offering an immediate challenge and by exerting
aggressive pressure, it is effectively easier to regain
possession of the ball without allowing the opposition
time to get organized and start to launch a counterattack of their own.

2. Building up an attack
Once a team is in possession of the ball, it has to
build up an attack without running pointless risks.
In building the move, the team should make use of
the whole length and breadth of the pitch.

Slowing down and stopping attacks by the opposition
In attempting to win back the ball, the forwards and
midfield players try to slow down the opposition's
build-up as much as possible, and thus give their own
defence more time to get organized and to ensure
that they are fulfilling their marking duties properly.

3. Creating goal chances
Once a team with the ball has reached the edge of
the opposing penalty area, they try to create goal
chances by dribbling and selling dummies, by unexpected combinations of passes, or by sending across
accurate and carefully-flighted centres.

Covering the goal
As the opposing forwards approach the penalty area,
defensive marking has to be tighter, players must
group together and be sure to cover each other. Special efforts must be made to cut out dangerous
centres or shots at goal.

4. Effectiveness in attack
In front of goal, despite the intervention and challenges of the opposing defenders, every goal chance
must be taken in a fraction of a second, if these chances are to be turned into goals. Good positional play,
a sense of anticipation and the greatest possible
speed off the mark are vital qualities for goalscorers.

Protecting the goal
If an opponent succeeds in creating a real opportunity to shoot at goal, defenders must make a brave and
determined attempt to block the shot. Defenders
must never simply stand still but must be always
ready to react in case the ball bounces or ricochets
unexpectedly.
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3. Balance between Attack and Defence

The nature of football implies that a certain balance
is respected between attack and defence, even if partial emphasis on the one or the other does achieve a
certain short-lived success. Teams which continue to
attack blindly without regard for their own defence
and who fail to mark opponents properly or to cover
for their teammates, are always at the mercy of quick
and effective counter-attacks by the opposition.
By the same token, excessive reinforcement of the
defence restricts the team's options for playing creative and offensive football.
For teams which calculate how much attention to
pay to each aspect of the game, it is worth pointing
out the difficulty of adapting their style from one
match to the next if they have to switch from playing an attacking game in the first match to playing
for a draw in the second. This basic change in the
conception of the team's approach to the game is
counter-productive to any efficient form of coordinated teamwork or to really good football.
Harmony between attack and defence is not something which makes itself felt simply between forwards and defenders, but above all between the different forwards, defenders and mid field players.
The ideal situation would be for all four players in
a defensive block to be each equally good footballers in attack as they are in defence. But if this is in
fact not the case, then part of the four-man block
tends to be more offensively-minded than the other.
Thus the two central defenders could have a more
definitely defensive role than the two wing-defenders, while the latter would be ready to convert into
wingers whenever the opportinty arose for them to

press forward along the touchlines and down the
open wings. Or else this attacking role could be assigned to a libero with the support of one of the
wing-defenders, while sometimes even the stopper
may join the attack to use his heading ability at
corner-kicks or free-kicks, for example.
With three players in midfield, two may be rather
defensive and the third more consistently offensive.
This balance could be reversed according to circumstances. With four players in midfield , an equal
number could be preoccupied with attack or defence.
Or one of the midfield men could be appointed to
mark one particular opponent closely, while the other
three mark pre-determined areas of the pitch.
Attacking football can be played with two, three or
four players, and the individual players' functions will
vary according to the actual number and the specific
quality of the players forming this attacking block.
Some will act as linkmen who are continually on the
move and who maintain the liaison between midfield
and the strikers. Others will be true forwards, and
have their sights set firmly on the opposing goal, with
an aim to take advantage of the slightest fault in the
defence. Defensive duties, meanwhile, will depend
upon the overall way in which the team is organized,
their degree of intensity depending upon the prevailing circumstances.
All these subtle variations are worthy of attention.
They are used according to the players available to
the team, according to the competition in which they
are playing and the result desired, or corresponding
to the opponents and their own particular style of
play.
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4. Imposing Numerical Superiority

Having an extra player near the ball is a traditional
principle in football and one which remains valid for
all sectors of the team in any sort of situation.
Today's playing systems often make sure that this
sort of numerical superiority exists in defensive
situations. Many teams evolve with a free defender
operating as a cover behind his own line of defence,
while other teams use two central defenders to cover
for each other as circumstances demand. In any case,
it usually transpires that four defenders face up to
two or three opposing strikers. If the exceptional
situation does arise that a fourth opponent moves
up to support the attack, he should immediately be
picked up by a further member of the defending
team.

t
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In midfield, on the other hand, this numerical superiority is less obvious. But it has to be created if
the team in possession of the ball is to be able to
take control of the game, thus making it easier for
the man with the ball, who is always able to count on
one of his teammates moving into an empty space.
For this device to be used effectively, there must be
the element of surprise in making a move which may
be of decisive impact in attack.
Attacking players seldom outnumber the defence,
but when they do, it is all the more dangerous. If
they take certain risks, then defenders are hard put
to get organized, or at least they find themselves
temporarily without proper defensive cover.

5. Teamwork and Individuality

Modern football is more subjected to the principles
of collective play than at any other time in the history of the game. A team's success depends upon all
its players always working together and constantly
offering each other support.
Effective football stems not only from subtle combinations but also from impromptu individual actions
such as dribbling, dummies or subtle changes of
direction when faced with packed defences. All these

individual initiatives are necessary and form an essential part of effective football. But they can only be
justified if they are performed for the benefit of the
team as a whole and not simply with the aim of impressing the crowd.
Effective teamwork depends largely upon the talent
of the players in the team, provided that each one oj
these players agrees to put his individual skill at the
service of the team as a whole.

Maradona (Argentina), an exceptional talent serving the team.
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6. Playing Safe and Taking Risks

While football involves taking risks and, conversely,
also involves remaining in control of the game, these
two completely contradictory notions are of obviously different importance depending whether the ball
is in one's own goalmouth or in that of the opposition. In any case, the idea of taking risks has a direct connection with the players' technical and tactical abilities.
In the defensive zone, players must not under any circumstances take pointless risks. Priority must always
be given to protecting one's goal and to snuffing out
the opposition's attacks. A close watch must always
be kept on the opposing forwards, marking must be
tight, players must cover for each other and the
opponent with the ball must be challenged forcefully
and at the right moment. Once the defence has then
won the ball, they should not start to dribble with it
or try to make any difficult touch-passes, nor should
there be any square passes from the wings back into
the centre of the defence.
In midfield, there is a certain balance between playing
safe and taking risks. It is still necessary to mark
opponents in this zone, but less tightly than in defence. Thoughtful positioning will enable players to
anticipate the opposition's passes, and it will also prevent the other team from taking control of the game,
or especially from creating the chance of suddenly
accelerating forward and taking the defence by surprise.
In this build-up zone, players must make sure of their
passes and try to keep their combined movements
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simple. One bad pass does not only interrupt the flow
of the build-up, but may also trigger off a dangerous
counter-attack - and then the midfield players will
find themselves marooned in open space and unable
to mark their opposite numbers properly. A series of
bad passes can cost players their confidence and upset
the team's constructive mechanism.
But players should also know when to take decisive
risks if the occasion arises. If a midfield player spots
a path open towards the opponents' goal, he should
be ready to call for a through ball into the gap, or
to take the initiative himself and carry the ball
through on his own. By slowing down the game and
then suddenly accelerating, the man with the ball
becomes the team's key player in the build-up and
creates dangerous situations for the opposition. His
ability to do this depends upon his skill and his class
as a player. By striking a wide variety of long and
short passes, by frequently changing the point of the
attack and by cleverly using the length of the pitch,
the player with the ball gives his forwards a chance
to take advantage ot their own attacking skills.
In the attacking zone, the element of surprise assumes a prime importance. Here every risk should be
taken. Dribbling, dummy runs subtly deflected passes, frequent changes of direction or even the most
difficult combined movements have to be attempted
before a shot is taken at goal - the latter symbolising
that the team has achieved what its attack set out to
do.

7. Alternating between Planned Moves and Improvised Teamwork

It is very difficult in football to draw up elaborate

moves in advance, because once the game has started,
the moves worked out in training are suddenly confronted with the constant challenge of the opposing
team. There is the repeated danger of losing possession of the ball, making it always necessary for players to adapt to new situations and find new forms of
improvisation.
However, football as it is played today still does
feature certain movements which teams can prepare
in training, such as dead-ball situations,build-up and

attacking movements. The alternation between these
deliberately pre-planned moves and those which
evolve during the course of the match itself means
that there is more co-ordinated teamwork on the one
hand and, on the other, a need for players in the
team to have a thorough understanding for each other
as well as an acute innate feeling for the game itself.
The standard of teamwork will depend upon all
these qualities, as well as upon the standard of the
team's preparation and the talent of the players in
the side.
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8. The Pace of the Match

Pace is a very important element in attack and in
defence. While speed and pressure are the vital elements in attack, the essential thing in defence is to
be able to slow down or to stop the opposition. Pace
is linked with the element of risk, as the faster the
action, the greater the number of errors.
As soon as a team wins the ball, it can try to start a
counter-attack straightaway by hitting a long pass
into the opposing defensive zone, as it is easier to
confront opponents who are having to fall back in a
hurry than it is to confront a solidly organized defensive block.
Playing the ball fast requires players of excellent
technique and the vision to ensure that they do not
lose the ball too often through trying to play it too
hastily. It is vitally important to play the ball accurately in the initial phase of a counter-attack while the
team is still back near its own defensive zone, as losing the ball here can easily give the opposition a
chance to launch a decisive counter-offensive of their
own. So the ball can be moved around more slowly
at this stage, if necessary. When the play shifts towards the opposing goal, however, players need to
produce sudden bursts of acceleration to take the
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defence by surprise. This sudden change of pace
comes from playing the ball directly and by quick
deflections or by solo efforts. If the forwards can
outnumber the defence, then this sudden increase of
pace is all the more desirable.
These bursts of acceleration should alternate with
moves to slow the pace down whenever necessary for
teammates to move into open space, or to give the
team time to get organized. By playing for time in
this way, a player gives his colleagues time to regroup
and resume their normal positions, and then a few
safe passes help restore the team's collective confidence.
There are several other intermediate solutions which
are somewhere between the two extremes of keeping
possession of the ball through precise constructive
play on the one hand, and, on the other, a variety of
fast and dynamic movements. The important thing
is for the opposition not to be able to adapt to any
particular recurring system, and this is why a team
should try to raise or lower its own pace whenever
the right moment arrives. The mark of a great team
is its ability to dictate the pace of the game according
to its own circumstances.

9. Rational Distribution of Players around the Pitch

By distributing players sensibly all around the length
and breadth of the pitch, the player in possession is
presented with a multitude of possible passes.
Whether in attack or defence, players should not all
be arranged in a line across the pitch but should have
their positions up and down the pitch staggered in
such a way as to enable them to cover each other
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more effectively and to come to each other's assistance.
Once the ball has been lost, the team should regroup
and each player cover a partner in all areas of the
pitch. This makes it easier for the team to start to
build up new attacking moves once it has regained
the ball.
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10. Specialist Players and All-rounders

Football today is faster, more committed and more
dynamic than it has ever been.
Teams used to be made up of specialists, with defenders protecting their goal and forwards concentrating
solely upon scoring at the other end, with only a few
players maintaining the link between the two groups.
In today's style of football, with the tendency to put
more players into mid field , a11-round footballers have
become of particular importance. Players are expected to make sacrifices as individuals for the common
cause of the team as a whole. But not even 'a great
player can subjugate all his skills in this manner and so while the modern player must accept that he
has to perform various different functions for the
team, he still remains true to his own very specific
individual skills. One player might be primarily a
defender by nature and although he may be able to
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take part in constructive movements or even add his
weight to the attack from time to time, his main responsibility will still be in defence. A natural attacking
player, meanwhile, may be instructed to mark opponents while the opposing defence has the ball, but
most of his efforts will be directed towards creating
and taking goal chances. It is therefore important for
all players to keep their specialist qualities and to be
given a role in the team which corresponds to these
specifiC abilities. All-round ability is a bonus individual quality resulting from players' general integration into an ever more complex whole, and does not
in any way rule out the need for specialist players
with their unique skills for particular situations. To
ask too much of these players is to restrict their natural ability and thus diminish the effectiveness of
their pelformance.

Beckenbauer (Bayern Munich), defender ... and attacker
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11. Influential Personalities and Complementary Players

Rivelino (Brazil), an undisputed leader

Any well-structured team embraces several different
types of players, including those who direct the
team's movements and those who carry them out.
The dominant personalities generally tend to develop
as midfield players, where they can give the team its
necessary direction and impulse. There is always a
need for a central figure in defence as well, and this
figure is usually the libero. For several years now,
the libero's position of not being tied down to marking anyone particular player has also enabled him
to take over the leadership of the team on the pitch
and to play a central part in the construction of
attacks.
The great secret of a good football team is in the way
in which its various elements complement each
other.
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The strong personalities in the team influence the
side not only through their physical contribution or
their technical skills, but very often they have a
special impact because of their greater experience,
their maturity, their self-control and their aura of
authority. But it is also important that these key
players can count on colleagues who complement
them and who are capable of understanding and
accepting them.
A complementary player of this kind needs to be
intelligent and aware, devoting all his talent to the
service of the team and possessing a deep sense of
team spirit.
A team's success invariably depends upon its players
accepting and understanding each other's role in the
side.

2. Attacking Tactics
1. Principles of attack
2. Elements of attack
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1. Principles of Attack

An attacking movement starts from the moment
when a team wins possession of the ball and it lasts
until there is a successful or unsuccessful attempt at
goal or the ball is lost again.
There are two different forms of attacking football:
either individual action or various combined movements. A team can only launch an attack and score
a goal if it is in possession of the ball, and so the entire team is involved in an attacking movement.
The principles of attack are as follows:

- Alternation between holding on to the ball and
suddenly accelerating forward; the ability to
change pace in this way is a major factor in a
team's effectiveness.
- Even though attacking movements should rather
be oriented in a forward direction, square passes
across the pitch or even back passes are by no
means ruled out if they help open up holes in the
ranks of the opposing defence.
- The attacking team needs to move as a unit and
the players need to spread out as they move forwards. The number of players involved in the
attack should correspond to the actual circumstances of the attack.
- Attacks should be composed of a variety of different movements alternating regularly for instance
between individual and joint movements, with
frequent switches between long and short passes,
and with passes being made either up and down
or across the pitch.
- An effective means of attack is for several players
to congregate on one side of the pitch and then
send a long diagonal pass across to players on the
other wing.
- Faced with a massed defence, teams should play as
much as possible down the wings.
- Pressure and speed are among the foremost principles of effective attacking play.
All these principles have one object: to create goal
chances.
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2. Elements of Attack
Controlling and Playing the Ball in one Movement
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This combines two actions in one, with the player
bringing the ball under control and simultaneously
using it for another purpose, either to avoid the
challenge of an opponent, to continue a solo movement or to pass to a teammate,
The player knows what he is going to do with the
ball before he has even touched it. Once he has the
ball, he will try to control it in such a way that he
is then facing the direction in which he wants to
move with the ball under control at his feet and carry
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out the next part of his movement. This sort of control may be preceded by a dummy movement to
throw the opponent off guard.
Controlling the ball in this way has taken over from
the old fashioned technique of trapping the ball; it
keeps the game moving and sustains the pace of the
match. The surprise effect, and the immediate way
in which the ball is played on without hesitation, are
both extremely effective devices, like dribbling and
body swerves.

Dribbling

Knowing how to infiltrate ... with force.

Dribbling involves keeping the ball under control in
order to take one or more opponents out of the game
by taking the ball past them. Good dribbling is based
primarily upon changes of direction, speed and body
s\ erves, and is something which bears the stamp of
the individual player's originality and personality.
It also requires great technical skill and a keen sense
of improvisation. There are many different variations
of dribbling, all of them difficult to analyse. They all
ontain the danger of the dribbler losing the ball, but
rhis is a risk which he has to take when the situation
emands.
Some basic principles of dribbling:
- A player should not dribble when he can pass the
balL Even the fastest player cannot travel as quickly as the ball itself.
- The dribbler should surprise his opponent by
taking the ball past him on the opposite side from
iliat on which a pass may be expected.
The following situations illustrate certain phases of
- ~ game in which dribbling is a necessary tactical
e ernent:

- If the player with the ball has no immediate possibility of passing, he can hold on to it by dribbling
until his teammates have moved into positions
where they can receive a pass.
- Near the penalty area, the player with the ball
tries to dribble past the last opposing defender
who could stop him from shooting or centring the
ball.
- In mid field , a player receiving the ball slips his
opponent in order to be able to continue his buildup with another member of the team.
- When a teammate is already in an off-side position,
the player with the ball must not pass to him but
should continue to dribble the ball and thus give
his colleague time to get back on-side.
- When a team is in the lead towards the end of a
match, players may resort to dribbling as a means
of trying to retain their advantage.
- Defenders should avoid dribbling as it creates a
danger which could give the opposing forwards
an unexpected chance of a goal. This risk is one
which must not be undertaken under any circumstances by the man who forms the last line of
defence.
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Feinting
Feinting is a movement of the body (without the
ball) designed to deceive the opponent. It is one of
the components of dribbling.
The body movements can be made by the chest,
whereby the balancing of the shoulders deceive the
opponent as to the actual direction taken, or by the
legs and the feet in order to simulate kicks at the ball
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and contact, also with the intention of tricking the
opponent.
There are an innumerable amount of these feinting
movements which are mainly intuitive and instantaneous and therefore impossible to classify. Feinting
can be employed by defenders, as well as midfield
players and forwards.

Shooting at Goal
Dribbling and inter-passing help set up goal chances
which are then crowned by shots at goal, the final
and decisive stage of any combined or individual
attacking movement.
Shots must be accurate, impromptu and powerful.
The following situations in the attacking zone will
provide good opportunities to shoot:
- Once an opponent has been beaten, the player
with the ball will enjoy a certain brief moment of
freedom which he can use to get in his shot before
being tackled by the next defender.
- After a one-two passing movement between two
forwards, the opposing defence is taken by surprise and thus incapable of really trying to stop one
of the players from getting in his shot. The player
with the ball should not hesitate to shoot.
- When an attack has successfully beaten the defence
down one of the wings, a pass back across the goalmouth makes it difficult for the defenders to intervene, and forwards should react resolutely to
make the most of this situation.
- When the player with the ball is confronted by a
defender, he should watch out to see if the goalkeeper is unsighted by the defender and unable to
see a shot coming.
- When a forward is approaching the goal from an
angle and the goalkeeper is coming out to challenge
him, the forward should try to shoot before the
goalkeeper manages to narrow the angle still
further.

- The forward should similarly take advantage of
the fact that as the goalkeeper advances out of his
goal or retreats towards it, he is temporarily less
capable of reacting to a shot struck at that moment.
- The player with the ball can take the goalkeeper
by surprise by shooting suddenly - and sometimes
even from a difficult angle - at a moment when
the defence is expecting him to centre the ball or
to pass to another player.
- Any match situation in which the goalkeeper's
view is obstructed by a group of players should
be exploited by a shot at goal.
- On a wet pitch, shots along the ground or bouncing shots are particularly dangerous for the goalkeeper.
The surprise effect plays an extremely important
role in scoring goals. This effect may be gained by
shooting directly or by spontaneous shots where the
distance is reduced by the player first pretending to
shoot before actually doing so, by lob shots or by
simple toe-punts struck with the toe of the boot with
an extremely "flat" and unpredictable trajectory.
The angle of the shot can be widened by the player
imparting a swerve effect on the ball as he strikes it.
Leading players swerve their shots as much as possible, including their most powerfully struck shots.
Free-kicks are a particular example of how this type
of shot is used.

Kennedy (Liverpool) in a particular kicking position.
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Teamwork

Combined teamwork is the best way of keeping the
ball within the ranks of one's own team. Subtle movements between the players force the opposition to
chase after the ball, and apart from the fact that this
sort of teamwork proves more satisfying to the
players themselves, it also has the effect of sapping
the physical and mental resources of the opposition
as it is more strenuous to run after the ball than to

have it and use it to their own advantage. Combined
teamwork also forces the opposition to be constantly reorganizing its defence.
Combined movements require players to have excellent technical and tactical skills, as they involve passing, frequent changes of position among the players
and a continual attempt to find open spaces.

Passing
The initial element of any combined movement is the
pass, the basis of all teamwork. The team's success
depends largely upon the accuracy of its passes and
the opportunities it has of making them.
Passes should preferably be kept on the ground,
struck powerfully or gently and with or without
swerve. Players striking the pass must bear in mind
not only the ball itself but also the weather conditions and the state of the pitch, the positions of
teammates and those of opponents. The player also
has to choose the right pass to make at the right
moment and under the right circumstances.
The following principles should be taken into consi:1eration:
- An unmarked player generally indicates the timing,
the direction and the manner in which he should
receive a pass. The player with the ball then has
to adapt to his colleagues according to their reactions. If however these other players do not react
at all, the player with the ball should alert them
himself by shouting verbal instructions as he passes
the ball, thus stimulating a reaction.
- Passes should be varied according to the demands
of the situation. The more varied the passes, the
more complicated the opposition's job becomes.
- Passes should be given in such a way that the
player receiving the ball can control it or play it
on immediately.
- A player receiving a pass should know what he can
do with the ball before it has been sent to him.
- Reverse passes are a particularly effective means of
taking the opposition by surprise (running to the
left and passing to the right, or running towards
the centre and passing out to the wing).
- Passes behind the defence are especially dangerous
for the opposition and should be used as often as
possible.
- Whenever there is sufficient space, passes should
be placed ahead of the receiving player so he can
take it in his stride; but if space is limited, the ball
be sent straight to his feet.
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- Short passing is the simplest way of retaining control of the game.
- Long passes are the best way of launching counterattacks. But the pass should not put the receiving
player in too isolated a position where he is then
left to face several opposing defenders on his own.
- Through passes enable a team to cross the build-up
zone quickly or to penetrate deep into the opposing defence. They bring an additional dynamic
quality to the game.
- Square passes across the pitch enable players to
use the whole breadth of the playing area.
- Diagonal passes help open up the opposing defence.
- Long cross-field passes enable a team to make vital
changes in the direction of its attack, switching the
action across to the other side of the field and taking the opposition by surprise as it catches them
out of position.
- Back passes can help a team keep possession of the
ball. In attack, a back pass at the last moment can
open up a chance of a goal.
- Centres from the wings always pose a danger to
the opposing defence, especially if they are struck
strongly or with a fair amount of swerve. Lofted
diagonal crosses are more difficult to convert into
goals, as the defence is better placed to intercept
them; but if a member of the attacking team can
succeed in nodding such a pass down to a teammate with his head, this can create a real danger
for the defence.

With defensive organization becoming more and more
perfect in modem football, the team in possession of
the ball finds itself increasingly obliged to vary its
game as much as possible and to make some of its
movements automatic.
- Deflections can be used to alter the flight of the
ball suddenly and send it to a teammate. It can be
deflected backwards, forwards or sideways. This is
a tactical move which can accelerate the pace of
the game and is impossible for the opposition to
anticipate.

- The wall pass ("one-two") is a move in which one
player acts as a link for his teammate and triggers
off an explosive change of pace, a very effective
device for completely outplaying opponents in a
restricted space.
- Triangular movements are used as players approach
the opposing penalty area in an effort to create
gaps in the defensive barrier.
- Scissor movements can deceive the opposition by

one player taking the ball in the direction of a
teammate and then, as the two players meet,
leaving it to the other man and using his own body
to shield him from a challenge. The first player
then continues to move in the same direction as
before, but without the ball, while the player now
in possession moves off in the other direction and
is able to take advantage of a brief moment of uncertainty among the opposing defenders.

Luis Pereira and Marinho (Brazil) in a relaying situation.
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Finding Space

Finding space, playing off the ball, is the very essence of football. A player who makes room for himself is then in a better position to receive or to make
a pass, to bring the ball under control, or to try a shot
at goal. Players should forever be trying to run free
of their markers as soon as their team comes into possession of the ball.
The way in which players find space depends upon
which player has the ball and where he is, the position of the opponents, and what part of the field the
play is in. As players move into space, they draw the
attention of the opposing defence and thus make
things easier for the man with the ball.
Finding space can achieve several aims:
- Finding space cleverly enables a player to receive
the ball unchallenged.
- An unmarked player can offer help and support
to his colleague with the ball.

- By running into open space, a player draws the
opposition and creates a disturbance in their defence, leaving his colleagues to take advantage of
the gaps thus created.
Generally speaking, a player who runs free off the
ball determines the direction, the manner and the
timing of a pass, and it is for the player with the ball
to react according to the unmarked player (and not
the reverse). The man with the ball must be capable
of foreseeing his teammates' intentions by the way in
which they take up their unmarked positions.
Good football requires all players in the team to
make themselves available for the widest possible
choice of passes by moving into empty spaces as
soon as their team gains possession of the ball. Then
the player who actually has the ball will have several
different ways of playing it and can choose which he
considers best.

Permutations
A permutation, or a change of positions, means that
players move out of their allocated positions to become involved in a new match situation with the aim
of keeping the attack moving as best they possibly
can and of taking the opposition by surprise. This
inter-changing is used when calling for a pass or for
opening up gaps in the opposing defensive cover for
other members of the team to move into, either with
the ball at their feet or in order to take up a position
and call for a pass themselves. Changes of position
can take place in all directions, using the length and
breadth of the pitch or crossing it in a diagonal line.
There are some important principles to consider:
- Permutations of position must be implemented
quickly and spontaneously, as they form a dynamic element which should help surprise the opposition.
- If players change position with the aim of collecting a pass, then they must take up positions where
the man with the ball is able to reach them with a
useful pass.
- Well-timed passes into empty spaces depend upon
players changing position effectively, because such
spaces never stay empty for long - only as long as
it takes the opposition to react.
- Forwards should inter-change positions according
to circumstances, never remaining stationary but
always keeping on the move.
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- Mutual understanding between players is of great
importance. It is pointless to inter-change frequently if these pennutations only succeed in bunching
players together. The object is exactly the opposite: by swopping positions, players should see that
the whole playing area is always covered.
- Particularly effective are moves in which players
inter-change behind their opponents' backs (although they must beware not to be caught offside).
Permutations of positions help achieve a number of
objectives:
- The opposition's attention is diverted by the
players as they change position and this weakens
their concentration on the game itself.
- The opposing defence is forced to be continually
regrouping and reorganizing, which leads to misunderstandings and gaps in the defensive cover
which can be exploited by the attack.
- If the opposition are marking man-to-man, a member of the attacking team can lead his opposite
number into a position where the defender feels
uneasy and where he is less effective in his defensive operation.
- If the opposition are marking space, clever positional changes among the forwards continually face
the defenders with new situations which makes
marking looser and thus easier for the attacking
side.

3. Defensive Tactics
1. Principles of defence
2. Elements of defence
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1. Principles of Defence

Defensive play begins as soon as a team loses possession of the ball and ends as soon as possession has
been regained. The whole of the team must feel involved in protecting their goal.
A few basic principles of defensive play are worthy
of attention:
- The way in which the defence is organized determines the players' initial positions and their exact
roles, especially with regard to their responsibilities
as far as marking and covering are concerned.
- There are two main types of defensive organization. Man-to-man marking means that each player
is responsible for marking a specific player of the
other team. Zonal marking, meanwhile, gives each
player the task of marking whichever player happens to be in a specific area of the pitch at any
one time. There are also certain possibilities for
mixed marking which form a combination of both
these systems, and which may be used according
to the players available to the team and the circumstances prevailing in the match or competition.
- Whichever type of defensive organization is chosen,
it will never be interpreted in exactly the same
way. Players carry out their prescribed duties
differently according to their own particular
qualities and abilities, as well as to their weaknesses and shortcomings, and also according to
the nature of the opposition.

- It is of prime importance for players to share a
perfect understanding and harmony, with every
player fully aware of everything each teammate
is doing. This is essential for the team to operate
as a cohesive unit.
- As soon as a team loses possession of the ball the
whole team must make it first priority to win it
back again. The team should regroup defensively
straightaway, spreading out around the pitch to
ensure that the whole playing area is well covered
and making sure that every player in the team is
covering someone else. This type of team work is
crucial to effective team play.
- There must be at least as many defenders as opposing forwards if the goal is to be properly covered,
but in principle the defenders should always outnumber the forwards, without counting the goalkeeper.
- Speed being one of the vital elements for success
in attacking play, defenders must consequently be
capable of slowing the game down effectively in
order to restrict the opposition's attacking options.
- The opposition must always be tightly marked and
all defenders must always be fully covered by other
members of the team in order to ensure that the
opposing forwards do not succeed in taking the
ball behind the backs of the defence.
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2. Elements of Defence
Marking
Marking an opponent aims at preventing him from
receiving the ball or, if he is already in possession,
denying him the chance of using it effectively.
The following points should be mentioned here:
- A player marks his opponent by placing himself
between the opponent and his own goal, according to the position of the ball. In principle, marking should be tighter close to the ball or close to
the goal.
- By marking an opponent really tightly, a defender
is able to see a pass coming or, at least, is able to
intervene deliberately and immediately upon his
man receiving the ball.
- Looser marking allows the opponent to control the
ball, but by clever positioning and by controlling
the space around him, the defender can prevent
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the forward from using the ball to develop the
attack any further, in that he prevents him from
making a decisive through pass. Adequate marking
may also commit the opponent to dribble the ball
or force him to make a worthless pass which interrupts the flow of the attack.
- A player should not just concentrate on the one
direct opponent whom he is marking, but should
to a certain extent always be able to assess exactly
what is happening in the overall match situation.
- The most difficult thing in organizing the defence
is when the defenders change the opponents they
are marking. This demands great concentration
and awareness on their part and also calls for perfect harmony within the defensive block.

Covering

Any form of defensive organization implies that
there must be a high degree of solidarity whenever
it is necessary to help out a fellow defender who
finds himself faced with a difficult situation.
Thoughtful covering can give the defence a vital
feeling of confidence and security. There are two
forms of covering: one of them requires players to
cover space, and the other involves players covering
colleagues who are themselves involved in the action.
- A covering player intercepts through passes and
intervenes if one of his colleagues has been caught
out of position. For example, if the player goes to
cover one of his wing defenders who has been

outstripped by the opposing winger, his aim will
be to slow the winger down and give his defender
time to recover and provide his own defensive
cover in turn.
- The covering player must be closer to his own goal
than the player whom he is covering, in a position
which will enable him to intervene at once if one
of his fellow defenders is beaten.
- If a defender moves up to join in the attack, he
must be covered at the back by one of his teammates so that the area he has been covering himself is not taken over by an opposing player as the
starting point for a counter-attack.
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Challenging for the Ball

When the ball has been lost to an opponent, challenging back becomes the first defensive action and an
aggressive element of play in the opposition's defensive zone.
The aim is to win the ball back as quickly as possible.
- Forwards should not simply stop playing as soon as
they lose possession.
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By winning the ball back straightaway, players can
save a lot of running about and a great deal of tiring
effort. However, teams can only harrass their opponents immediately and effectively if their defensive
cover is effectively organized, as this work is in fact
usually aimed at forcing the opposing defence into
making mistakes.

Tackling

Tackling is an aggressive act of defence which may be
performed anywhere on the pitch, but primarily in
the defensive zone. The object of any tackle is to
confront an opponent firmly in order to take the
ball away from him.
The tackle should be well-timed and precise, because
if it is unsuccessful, the player with the ball may be
put in a very strong position. This is why players
should always cover one another.
There are many different types of tackle, depending
upon the particular situation. There are some particularly good moments for defenders to time their
tackle:
- The defender may anticipate a pass to his direct
opponent - the best way to react, as it enables the
defender to switch immediately to attack and take
his opponent by surprise. But it is very difficult
to anticipate the ball in this way, as it requires a
perceptive understanding of the game and great

accuracy in the actual move to intervene. It is
also extremely risky, for if the defender mistimes
his interception, he will find himself beaten without a hope of recovery.
- Another good moment for the defender to time
his tackle is the precise instant when his opponent
receives the ball, as at that moment the opponent
is concentrating primarily on bringing the ball
under control. To intervene in this way, the defender has to mark his man very closely and challenge
for the ball without delay.
- Faced with an opponent who has the ball at his
feet, the defender should block his direct path to
goal and then distract him by feints and other
movements in an effort to make his man lose
control of the ball, which would then allow the
defender a momentary chance of making a successful tackle.
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4. Match Concepts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Counter-attack
The construction of an attack
Regrouping in defence
Systematic retreat into defence
Sustained pressure
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Counter-attack
A counter-attack involves a team which has just won
the ball sending it as quickly as possible up to wellplaced forwards to give them a chance of creating decisive goal chances before the opposing defence has
had time to regroup and reorganize.
The best moment for launching the counter is immediately after anticipating a bad pass, after the ball has
been won in the tackle, after a quickly taken free
kick or after a centre has been intercepted. Then the
opposition is still oriented to attack and less capable
of falling straight back into defence.
This brief moment of uncertainty should be exploited, the breakaway being made accurately, quickly,
intelligently and decisively.
Four of the many possible types of counter-attack
may be mentioned here:
- When a team is losing, it must attack and take risks.
Defenders and midfield players obviously join in
the attack as well, and thus have to neglect their
defensive duties to some extent. Then if the other

team succeeds in intercepting the ball, it can be
sent right up to one of the front runners who has
stayed behind the opposing defenders as they advance forwards.
- If the opposing libero or wing defender is involved
in their attack without being covered in defence,
the space this player has left at the rear should be
exploited as soon as the other team has won the
ball.
- If the opposing team pushes too far forward, the
defending goalkeeper should use the ball once he
has it, and kick it right up to his own unmarked
forwards in the other half of the field.
- Having cut out a centre, the goalkeeper can use the
ball to give it to his wing defender on the other
side of the pitch from where the centre has just
come, providing of course that this defender is not
marked and is ready to exploit the empty space
down his wing as quickly as possible.
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The Construction of an Attack
Whenever the opposition has had time to get organized, it is better to piece together a properly structured attack. While counter-attacks are based upon
speed and a certain readiness to take risks, the main
factors in an attack which has been built up more
deliberately are those of accuracy and safety. In the
attacking zone, it is then important to introduce that
vital surprise effect which gives the attack a certain
burst of acceleration which creates goal chances. Building attacks in this way allows the team to have a
distinct territorial advantage over the opposition, to
enjoy great freedom of movement and to move the
ball around intelligently. Close movements with short
passes in triangular patterns or wall-passes are followed by sudden changes of direction which, together
with constant attempts to find space and unexpected

changes of position, will cause the opposing defence
a great deal of trouble. This approach to the game ensures that the ball is lost as seldom as possible, but it
is only used by teams with advanced technical skill
and is only effective if the pace can be raised or
lowered at precisely the right moment.
There are some phases of the match when it is important not to lose possession of the ball - for example,
when the players need time to regain their confidence, when they need to play for time, or when the
team is being reorganized after coming in for a period
of heavy pressure from the opposition. This method
is normally applied in mid field and demands that the
players are accurate, available and always ready to
cover for each other.
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Regrouping in Defence
This concept may be effective in the short term, but
its main drawback is that it means the opposition is
allowed to take the initiative, with all the inherent
dangers; while on an offensive level, the tactic does
create favourable conditions for countering.
These different concepts are inter-connected and
sometimes complement each other. They are dependent upon circumstances and may be applied on the
spur of the moment, according to the way in which
the match is evolving.
It is important to appreciate the risk involved in the
balance between fast play and slowing the game
down. To slow the pace in a favourable situation is
tantamount to allowing the other side to get itself
organized and regain its confidence. But to speed the
game up at the wrong moment means to lose the ball
through playing too hastily.
Thus the mark of a great team is in knowing exactly
how and when to dictate a change of pace, and in
being able to adopt the necessary approach to the
game to secure success.

It is a common tendency for teams, when they drop

back on the defensive after having lost possession of
the ball, to regroup all their players back in their own
half of the field in an attempt to get properly organized.
This means that the opposition is going to face a
single defensive block over a reduced area. The forwards form a first line of defence somewhere near the
centre line, the midfield men pick up their opposite
numbers who have pushed forward and keep an eye
on those who are still trying to do so, while the rear
defenders adhere strictly to marking their direct
opponents.
The object of this strategy is to reduce the space between players and to close down angles while waiting
for the opposition to make a mistake and allow a
chance of a counter-attack. With the field occupied in
this way, it is very difficult for the opposition to
mount a worthwhile attack. With space limited, it is
not easy to strike long passes, while short passes become disjointed and hasty because the defending
team is covering each other in every direction.
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Systematic Retreat into Defence

Unlike defensive regrouping, this concept means that
once the ball has been lost, the team does not drop
back immediately but remains in a unified group
while the man with the ball is challenge and the rest
of the team watches for the opportunity to cut out
any inaccurate passes. If the situation permits, the
team then retreats in stages, and ground is relinquished more slowly.
If players spread out and cover each other well, the
team can prevent the opposition from making any
long passes into open spaces. Then as they drop back,
the players try to force the other side into making

square passes which slow down their rate of progress
and give the defence time to reorganize. Individual
challenges to the player with the ball have to be well
judged in order to make sure of not being beaten,
which would result in the challenger being taken out
of the game.
As soon as the ball has been regained, the whole team
is then in a promising attacking position and can
make the most of this, with optimum possibilities of
breaking away and a shorter distance separating the
man with the ball and the opposing goal.
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Sustained Pressure

without delay, while the defenders also move up to
restrict the opposition's room for manoeuvre and to
mark their opposite numbers closely in order to cut
out any passes and to drive home the advantage.
Sustaining pressure in this way is an aggressive form
of defence, which allows the constant possibility of
switching to attack at any moment. Pressure is applied always in a different way, according to circumstances. But the object is always to stop the opposition from building up their own momentum, causing
them to panic and lose their composure and reducing
to a minimum their possibilities for building up a new
attack. It is a concept which allows the opposition
no relief and requires absolute solidarity and commitment from the whole team.

Here the team does not start to drop back as soon as
it loses possession, but the defending player with the
ball is challenged immediately by the opposing player
nearest to him in such a way that he is unable to use
the ball to good effect.
This tactic is aimed at forcing the opposition into
playing too hastily; this can then be exploited by the
challenging players' teammates, who are either marking their opponents or covering space and are well
positioned to intervene directly.
Near the opposing penalty area, forwards have the
disadvantage of being outnumbered by the opposition, and so they must challenge the defender who
has the ball, chasing after back passes and keeping a
particularly close watch on the goalkeeper. Midfield
players should then come to support their forwards
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5. Team Organization
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Man-ta-man marking
Mixed marking but predominantly man-ta-man
Man-ta-man marking in zones
Mixed marking
Zonal marking
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Team Organization
Team organization involves the distribution of tasks
among the players on the pitch. By covering the
whole pitch well and by making good use of the specific qualities of each player, the team can achieve
the best possible results from the resources at its disposal.
By establishing the players' basic positions right from
the start and by assigning them their main roles, good
organization ensures that the whole team operates as
an effective and cohesive unit.
There are two main devices currently in general use.
On the one hand, there is the system of marking zones of the pitch, and on the other, a system whereby
players are appointed to mark individual opponents.
In the first instance, every player has an area of the
pitch to cover, while in the second instance, each
player is responsible for a particular member of the
opposition. With these defensive roles ensured, when
the team has the ball, it is possible to use this cover
to help build up intelligent and effective attacking
movements.
In today's football, teams are usually organized in a
way which combines the principles of man-to-man
marking with those of zonal marking. Most teams
are organized with an extra man in defence, and in
the modern style of football we see that tactics are
developing in such a way that players tend to swop

roles more and more often among themselves.
In any case, however the team is organized, it should
never be forgotten that it is the players themselves
who ultimately determine how the team plays
through their individual characteristic and through
the way they fulfil their functions within the team
as a unit. Thus even if two teams are based upon the
same system in theory, they will never really put this
theory into practice in identical fashion - and this
is what gives football its air of improvisation and
makes it such a spectacle.
The degree of freedom enjoyed by each player depends upon the role he has to play within the team
organization. Each player must understand that if
he takes too many liberties, this will only result in
his colleagues coming under more pressure as they
make up for him. If a player fails to realise this aspect of team solidarity, it can create deep unrest
within the team and seriously upset much of the positive element of good team organization. Then the
team starts to disintegrate and becomes no more
than a collection of individuals who are incapable
of pulling together in a joint effort.
In brief, good team organization can be defined in
terms of "being collectively efficient" - and this
efficiency governs the team's worth as a competitive
body.
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Various play systems
1. Individual marking
Each player has a clearly defined defence task, each· having the responsibility of a designated opponent. The team is covered by a libero (sweeper).
When in possession of the ball, each player can make full use of the
position he holds.

Application des differentes organisations de jeu
1. Marquage individuel

Aplicacion de diferentes sistemas de Juego
1. Marcacion individuai

Chaque joueur a une tiiche defensive precise, chacun ayant la responsabilite
totale d'un adversaire designe. L'equipe est couverte par un libero. En
possession du ballon, chaque joueur peut s'exprimer librement de la position dans laquelle il se trouve.

Cada jugador tiene una tarea defensiva precisa, teniendo cada uno la responsabilidad total de un adversario designado.
El equipo tiene un Iibero. AI estar en posesi6n del baI6n,-eada jugador puede expresarse libremente desde la posici6n en la cual se encuentra.

-

Various play systems
2. Marking individually dominated
The three backs, covered by a libero, strictly mark the attackers of the
opposing team. The half-back, the main defender, takes over individually
the leader of the attacking team. The other halfs and strikers practise space
marking.
When in possession of the ball, the players performing in mid-field have a
much wider offense range than the others. However, attacking support by
the latter can often be decisive.

Application des differentes organisations de jeu
2. Marquage a dominante individuelle
Les trois anieres, couverts par un libero, marquent strictement les avants de
pointe adverses. Un demi, le plus defensif, prendra en charge individuellement le meneur de jeu-adverse. Les autres demis et avants pratiquent un
marquage de zone.
En possession de la balle, les joueurs qui evoluent dans la zone disposent
d'une plus grande manoeuvre offensive que les autres. Toutefois, I'apport
offensif de ces derniers peut etre decisif.

Aplicacion de diferentes sistemas de Juego
2. Marcacion predominantemente individual
Los tres defensores, cubiertos por un libero, marcan estrictamente " los
delanteros adversarios.
Un centrocampista, el nH\S defensivo, se encargan\ individualmente del constructor del equipo adversario.
Los otros centrocampistas y delanteros practicanin la marcacion de zona.
En posesion del balon, los jugadores que actuan en zona disponen de mayor
libertad ofensiva que los demas. De todas maneras, el aporte ofensivo de
estos ultimos puede ser decisivo.

,
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Various play systems
3. Individual marking in mid-field

Application des differentes organisations de jeu
3. Marquage individuel dans la zone

Each player has a precise defence task in his area. The team is covered by a
sweeper (libero). When in possession of the ball, the players have the
freedom to attack in the area where they are.

Chaque joueur a une tache defensive precise dans sa zone. L'equipe est
couverte par un libero. En possession du ballon, les joueurs ont toutes les
libertes offensives partant des zones dans lesquelles ils se trouvent.

Aplicacion de diferentes sistemas de Juego
3. Marcacion individual en zona
Cada jugador tiene una tarea defensiva precisa en su zona. El equipo esta
cubierto por un libero. En posesion del balon, los jugadores tienen todas las
libertades ofensivas a partir de las zonas en las cuales se encuentran.

Various play systems
4. Mixed marking
A free defender takes over coverage of the whole defence area. Three
defenders mark individually the three strikers of the opposing team. The
halfs and strikers devote themselves to marking the area. When in possession of the ball, this set-up has the advantage of a well-covered area as well
as of a great offensive variety.

Application des differentes organisations de jeu
4. Marquage mixte
Un arriere Iibre assume la couverture de I'ensemble du bloc defensif. Trois
defenseurs marquent individuellement les trois avants de pointe adverses.
Les demis et les avants appliquent un marquage de zone. En possession de
la balle, cette organisation presente l'avantage d'une judicieuse occupation
du terrain et d'une grande variete offensive.

Aplicacion de .diferentes sistemas de Juego
4. Marcacion mixta
Un Ifbero asume la cobertura de todo el bloque defensivo. Tres defensores
marcan individualmente a los tres delanteros en punta adversarios. Los centrocampistas y los delanteros aplicar,;n una marcacion de zona.
En posesion del balon, esta organizacion presenta la ventaja de una oClIpacion jlldiciosa del campo y de una gran variedad ofensiva.

Various play systems
5. Area coverage
Man marking is practised in the mid-field. In the axis of the field the two
defenders in the centre are covering each other. In attack, each player
participates in the creative set-up of the attack and, if possible, its
realisation.

Application des differentes organisations de jeu
5. Marquage de zone
Le marquage de joueurs se pratique dans la zone. Dans l'axe du terrain, les
deux anieres centraux se couvrent mutuellement. Offensivement, chaque
joueur participe a l'elaboration constructive de l'attaque et, s'ille peut, a sa
realisation.

Aplicacion de diferentes sistemas de Juego
5. Marcacion de zona
La marcaci6n de 105 jugadores se realiza en zona. En la illtel'secci6n de Ius

ejes del campo de juego, los dos centrocampistas defensivos se cubrir'''' 11111tuamente. En el ataque, cada jugador participa en la elaboraci6n constrlletiva del mismo y, si puede, en su realizaci6n.

6. Positional Tactics
1. Goalkeeper
2. Central defenders
3. Wing defenders
4. Midfield players
5. Wingers
6. Centre-forward
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Goalkeeper

There are four main tactical aspects of goalkeeping:
- marshalling the defence
- positional play
- authority in the penalty area
- a sense for initiating new attacks
From his position behind the rest of his team, the
goalkeeper can assess the general situation on the
pitch at a glance, taking stock of the positioning of
his colleagues and that of the opposition. Then he
can shout instructions to his teammates on how to
mark more tightly, telling the libero the best place to
cover or regrouping and reorganizing the entire defence.
At free kicks, the goalkeeper should direct the formation of his defensive wall by dictating to the key
member of the wall exactly where he should take up
his position between the ball and the near post, and
then telling his other teammates to mark other
opponents who are still free and who could pose a
danger to his goal. For corners, the goalkeeper
should place his defenders in a similarly thoughtful
manner.
The goalkeeper must also know how to position himself properly. Even though his radius of action is limited, he should not remain stationary. He should
always be adjusting his position according to the position of the ball, of his colleagues and of his opponents. If an opponent breaks through and has only
the goalkeeper to beat, then the goalkeeper should
know how to narrow the shooting angle and thus reduce the risk of conceding a goal. In anticipation of
a high cross from the wing, the goalkeeper is best
positioned in the third of the goalmouth area immediately inside the far post, as it is much easier to
move forwards for the ball when necessary than it
is to move backward.

If the play is developing in the other half of the
field, the goalkeeper should move up to the edge of
his penalty area in order to try to cut out any attempt by the opposition to break away with a long
pass up to their front runners'.
The goalkeeper's authority in the penalty area is of
prime importance. He must decide whether he should
come out of his goal for high centres or stay on h.is
line, but the moment he has made up his mind to
come out, he must do so resolutely and be sure of
reaching the ball, either to fist it away or to catch it.
But if the goalkeeper feels one of his defenders is
well placed to clear the ball himself without difficulty, he should tell him to do so and then stay back on
his goal-line. When the goalkeeper does come out for
a high ball, he should deny the opposing forwards
any hope of scoring a goal, and at the same time underline his authority in his own goal area. By acting

decisively, the goalkeeper reassures his defenders and
gives them all a sense of security and confidence.
The goalkeeper's position gives him an excellent overall view of how the game is evolving and he can thus
become the first stage of a new counter-attack - an
important stage, in fact, as the main factor in launching a new offensive is to act quickly and accurately.
So the goalkeeper should be able to hit perfectly
accurate clearances into a specific area of the pitch
which the opposing defence has left uncovered.
Throw-outs, meanwhile, can also form the first stage
of a new attack, and are usually directed towards the
other side of the pitch away from where the opposition has just been attacking, and the player receiving
the throw has to be ready to move off towards the
opposing goal.
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Central Defenders

With the various developments in the ways in which
teams are organized, the role of the central defenders
has changed several times over the years.
With man-to-man marking, a distinction is made between the role of the libero and that of the stopper.
The latter, by good positional play and a keen sense
of anticipation and of intervention, must make sure
that his direct opponent never has a moment's freedom and is followed all over the pitch. Positioning
himself preferably between his opponent and his own
goal, the stopper should be covered by the libero and
should play with great discipline. In the past few
years, the stopper has tended to become more offensive and in counter-attacks he links up with the midfield - in alternation with the libero - to outnumber
the opposition and, if the opportunity arises, he may
move decisively up into the front line of the attack
and try a shot at goal. He may also push forward into
the opposing penalty area for corners and free kicks
and take advantage of his long reach and his powerful heading ability.
The libero meanwhile has to pay a lot of attention
to covering his fellow defenders. His sense of anticipation should enable him to watch the open spaces
and to cover the area in which the opposing attack
is likely to come. Apart from having this perception
and an ability to keep control of the game, the libero
should be a central figure who is obeyed and respected by all the defenders. He should tell his fellow defenders what to do, clearly and precisely, indicating
exactly who should mark whom, and he should not
hesitate to play a part in the construction of an
attack or even try to out-manoeuvre the opposition
by bursting through gaps in the opposing defence.
With his strong personality, the libero can be of vital
assistance to his colleagues at any time in the game but he should never go to their aid at the expense of
his own defensive duties, which still form his most
important task as he is responsible for the overall
security of the team.
The characteristics of man-ta-man marking in zones
are the same as those for normal man-to-man marking. But the stopper's task of marking one specific
opponent closely all over the pitch is replaced by one
in which he has to mark an opponent within a certain zone, picking up the most dangerous opponent
as soon as he enters the central defensive area. Then
the stopper should stay with his man according to
his instructions from the trainer and according to
his own interpretation of the situation, until a teammate takes over as the opponent continues into an
adjacent sector of the defensive zone.
The libero directs manoeuvres in his defence while
keeping a special eye on the way in which opposing
players inter-ehange their positions and how they
should be systematically picked up by his defenders.
This is the most difficult aspect of man-to-man marking in zones.
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In zonal marking, the trainer does not appoint one
of his central defenders to play as a libero and the
other to mark one specific opponent, but leaves both
of them free to permutate tllese two roles between
themselves. Thus one of the two central defenders
will mark the opponent who happens to be closest
to him, while the other central defender automatically covers for him. This mutual covering allows the
central defenders to control the central axis of the
defence more effectively, as they share their responsibilities more rationally and enjoy greater freedom
of action.
This choice of tactics gives the two central defenders
a chance to provide a permanent form of support to
their midfield in the construction and realisation of
attacks, with one or the other defender frequently
able to take part in the attack himself. This system
requires perfect understanding and intelligent cooperation between the two players, as well as an excellent natural aptitude for the game.

Wing Defenders

When defending, a wing defender should always be
positioned on the wing so that he is always between
his direct opponent and his own goal. He will mark
his man more or less closely depending upon the position of the ball and his trainer's choice of tactics.
If he has been told to mark closely, he should shadow
his opponent wherever he may go in the forward line,
if necessary leaving his designated position on the
wing. If however he has been told to mark space, he
will stay in the zone and pick up whichever opponent
may enter it. If his fellow defenders are playing
square, he should always make sure not to be caught
behind them as this might put one of the opposing
forwards on-side.
When the ball is over on the other wing, the wing defender should move across to cover for his colleagues
in the centre, but without losing sight of his direct
opponent.
Although the wing defender's main job is a defensive
one, modern football demands that he should be
capable of joining in the attack at the right moment.

His contribution to the attack will depend upon his
natural ability. A wing defender with good technical
skill will easily blend with his teammates in midfield,
taking part in the build-up of an attack by always
calling for passes out to his wing and acting as a link
for the midfield men themselves. By joining the buildup in this way, the wing defender can contribute to
achieving numerical superiority in midfield, which in
turn may give his team a decisive advantage. To fulfil
this temporary function properly, he must commit
himself to it completely, not hesitating even to link
up with his forwards. Such a player needs to be fast,
determined and with all the attributes of a winger.
If he is, then as soon as the corridor down the wing is
free, he can attack along the touchline in an attempt
to reach the bye-line and send across a well-flighted
and accurate cross for his colleagues. His capacity to
take initiatives will enable him to create goal chances,
and sometimes he may even take one of these chances
himself.
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Midfield Players

The middle of the pitch is the area in which the
team with the ball constructs its attacking movements and where the team not in possession enforces
its defensive system. Midfield men are there to
construct attacks or to act defensively by trying to
take the impetus out of the other team's progress.
The balance of the team and its style depend largely
upon the qualities possessed by the midfield players
and the way in which they complement each other.
A team will have difficulty in imposing its own style
of play unless it has players of real personality in this
sector, and will have to resign itself to playing a defensive game in the hope of being able to make advances simply on the strength of its counter-attacks.
The midfield is in principle composed of three or
four players. This basic situation can change at any
time during the game, as defenders or forwards continually join in the build-up. These extra players then
temporarily bolster the midfield and give support which can be of decisive importance - to the established midfield players.
Although midfield players are among the most gifted
and tend to possess the greatest all-round ability, they
are given quite definite roles according to their specific individual qualities, and the trainer has to piece
together a team in which the various individuals in
midfield complement each other well.

One may distinguish several kinds of midfield player:
The midfield "general" is the kind of player who has
a vast store of technical skills, as well as being intelligent and very perceptive. Cool and with a natural
aura of authority, he dictates the game and the pace
according to the situation. Varying his game between
long and short passes, his suitability as the leader of
the team is based upon his ability to control the pace
and direction of the match. But it is not enough for
him simply to distribute passes around the pitch; he
also needs to be able to play a part in the attack,
moving into the penalty area when he can, on the
look-out for goals. At the same time, he must not
overlook his responsibilities in defence.
A second type of midfield player is the all-round
player, a man who is omnipresent, ready to sacrifice
his individuality for the good of the team, a linkman
who acts as an ideal foil for the key midfield player
of the type described above. His natural qualities put
the emphasis on his endurance and his capacity to
continually find space on either wing, ready to cover
the whole pitch in the attempt to prise open the
opposing defence. When required, he can spring
quickly into empty spaces to gather the ball and go
on and score. Such all-round players also have defensive duties to carry out.
A third type of midfield player is more defensivelyoriented. Always well disciplined, uncompromising in
his marking and physically very strong, he is normally
the man to be put in charge of marking the key man
in the opposing midfield . But this role still leaves him
free to take part in the attack, because his opposite
number may neglect his own defensive duties once
the other team has lost the ball. Then the midfield
player should make good use of this freedom, taking
care that his involvement in the attack does not undermine his defensive responsibilities.
These are just three examples among many. In each
case, the midfield player has to have a great sense of
teamwork, being always ready to cover for the rest
of his team and forever willing to make himself useful to his colleagues.

Rich technical knowledge and clearsightedness.
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Wingers

Wing play is a subject of endless discussion, with
some people wanting to see football with two wingers,
others advocating just one, and others again preferring to see just two forwards inter-ehanging as front
runners without either of them being conventional
wingers.
There are advantages and disadvantages to all three
approaches to wing play, but one fact remains incontestable:
- considering the tendency to put more players back
into defence in modern football, the team on the
attack should try to open up the game and operate
down the wings in order to be able to get around
the outside of the defensive block.
There are several different types ofwingers:
- The classic winger is fast, lively, and a good dribbler. He tries to use his speed by moving forwards
from midfield and hitting across long, accurate
and skilfully flighted centres. Without being a regular goalscorer , he does not hesitate to take a
chance of shooting, even from a difficult angle,
and this is something which may bring him surprise goals at important moments.
- A second type of winger is not so fast but easier
to play to, preferring to receive the ball straight
to his feet rather than chasing long balls down his
wing. By a series of body-swerves and tricks, he
makes his way along the touchline before putting
across very effective centres, which are his own
particular speciality. This more technical type of
winger is happiest when out near the touchline
and hardly ever moves to other parts of the field.
With a winger like this in the side, the ball is
inevitably played wide to the wings, and this is
of great advantage to the team in terms of tactical
organization.

- A third type of winger is stronger, fast and very
quick off the mark. A good goalscorer, he tries to
take the shortest path to goal once he has the ball
at his feet. He does not vary his dribbling techniques very much, but his attributes of speed, power
and efficiency make him a goalscorer to be feared.
This type of winger draws most benefit from permutations of positions with his fellow forwards,
and he is continually cropping up in the penalty
area for a header or a shot.
- Finally, the "false winger" is a technically gifted
player with a good reading of the game and perfect
ball control, who is thus well equipped to take part
in the build-up. This is where he is to be found
throughout the match, only pushing forward when
the opportunity presents itself; then he does not
hesitate to cut into the centre, which makes him
all the more difficult to mark. Calling for the ball
straight to his feet, he avoids direct contact with
his opponent by touching it on unexpectedly to a
colleague. His perception and his technical skill
enable him to attempt clever changes of direction
which are the very essence of good constructive
and attacking play.

Once the ball has been lost, the winRer will follow his
defensive instructions by immediately picking up his
direct opponent as the latter tries to join the attack,
or else he will control his zone and thus try to prevent his opponent from making constructive use of
this space.

(Germany FR), the art of knowing how to outdistance.
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Centre-forward

The centre forward, the team's striking strength.

There are three main types of centre-forward:
- The first is the prototype of the classic finisher
and goalscorer. Alert and mobile, his thoughts and
his tactical sense are always concentrated on the
opponents' goal, and his elusiveness and natural
goal sense are seen in his frequent bursts of acceleration and his sudden changes of direction. His
opportunism keeps him always on the look-out for
a defensive slip which he may be able to exploit.
With his back to the goal, he can turn quickly to
slip his defender and get in a shot as quickly as
possible. Not necessarily a very good technical
player, this type of centre-forward still has the
knack of shielding the ball cleverly and also possesses adequate ball contro1. He is seldom involved in
the build-up of an attack and is reluctant to move
out of the central axis of the opposing defensive
zone.
- The second type of centre-forward is hard and fast,
a fighter who is not technically very gifted but very
effective, and always ready to sacrifice himself for
the team. By his continual running off the ball
anywhere at the head of the attack, he disrupts the
opposing defence and draws his marker into areas
of the pitch where the defender is less effective.
This also helps open up gaps in the defence which
his colleagues can exploit. His opponent will tire
more quickly in trying to keep him under control,
and this will lead to errors on the defender's part
which the centre-forward can then make the most

of.
- The last type of centre-forward is mobile, clever,
tricky and a specialist at touch passes and quick
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combinations. A fine technician, his tactical role
is that of a linkman, forming the main point of
contact with the midfield men or defenders as they
move up to the attack. He is difficult to mark because he is always ready to drop back slightly,
while his reading of the game and his natural intelligence open up many chances of goals for his
colleagues.
In modern football, however, teams often play with
two central attackers whose objective is to unsettle
the opposing defence by keeping them under constant pressure. Forever changing position between
themselves, they open up large gaps in the defence
and give their own midfield players or defenders a
chance to move up to attack. If an attack-oriented
team includes four forwards, two of them operate as
twin centre-forwards. One of these two is then pused further forward to fight as the spearhead of the
attack, while the other is slightly withdrawn in support and may try to surprise the opposing defence by
combining with the front runner at the right moment
and cutting a path through the defence. The two
members of this centre-forward duo need to complement each other well, sharing a perfect understanding
and ready to switch roles as circumstances demand.
Once the ball has been lost, the centre-forward becomes a defender by challenging an opponent and
harrassing him into a mistake or a bad pass which
may be picked up by one of the centre-forward's
colleagues. With a tactical system relying upon strict
man-to-man marking, the centre-forward should be
responsible for marking the opposing stopper or the
libero as the latter moves up to take part in attack.

7. Dead Ball Tactics
1.
2.
3.
4.

Free kick
Corner kick
Penalty kick
Throw-in
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Dead Ball Tactics

The Laws of the Game stipulate various forms of punishment which interrupt the game after fouls or
when the ball has gone out of play. The game is
restarted by free-kicks, corner kicks, penalty kicks,
goal kicks or throw-ins.
Training can be specifically aimed at practising moves
which have been specially worked out and perfected
for all these particular situations.

Players who carry out these plans have to possess
exactly the right qualities, and they are trained to
take maximum advantage of the opportunity presented by these dead ball situations.
Automatic moves like these have acquired great importance, as many goals are scored from the penalty
spot.
Therefore, the opposing defence must also be perfectly organized and properly positioned in order to
deal effectively with this danger.

Free Kick
Free kicks near the goal may be taken directly or indirectly.
It is recommended to shoot directly if the goalkeeper
is badly positioned, with the players blocking his
vision, or if the defensive wall appears to have a gap
in it.
Moves prepared in advance can involve the ball being
played by two or more players, with short passes
designed to evade the wall or a lob to lift the ball
over the defenders; a powerful and accurate shot can
also be effective. Whichever the case, players can
make dummy runs off the ball before it is actually
kicked, in order to divert the defenders' and the goalkeeper's attention.

Free kicks in the build-up zone or the attacking zone
must be taken quickly, with the ball preferably being
played forwards to allow the opposing defence no
time to reorganize itself properly.
As for defensive tactics, in the face of a dangerous
free kick, the first priority should be to form a wall
of players to protect the most vulnerable part of the
goal. The goalkeeper should direct his defenders in
their formation of the wall, according to the angle of
the kick, deciding how many players should be in the
line and fixing the exact position of the player
covering the inside of the post, who thus forms the
first link in the chain of defenders. Apart from forming this important obstacle in front of the player
about to take the kick, the defending team should
also mark closely any other members of the attacking
team who may present a danger to their goal.

Corner Kick

The success of a corner kick depends above all upon
the specific qualities of the players involved, but also
upon the positioning of the goalkeeper and his defenders. Weather conditions - such as the angle of the
sun and the strength or direction of the wind should also be taken into consideration.
Corner kicks may be taken by crossing the ball immediately into the goalmouth, by two players together
or by a variety of other combinations.
Centres aimed at the near or far post are especially
dangerous, particularly if they are diverted slightly,
as it is then very difficult for the goalkeeper or the
defenders to clear the ball away.

Short passing movements present a number of different attacking possibilities, and have the advantageous
effect of drawing the opposing defence away from
the centre.
The defence can also be confused by the attacking
team varying its corners, as the defenders do not
know what to expect.
Almost all the players in the defending team should
be involved in covering when the other team is taking
a corner. A goalkeeper should take up a position in
the far third of his goal, protected as he runs out by a
defender covering the near post and sometimes by
another at the far post itself; the remaining defenders
should mark the dangerous opposing forwards, with a
special watch being kept on forwards known to be
strong in the air.
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8. Choosing Tactics Adapted to External Conditions
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Choosing Tactics Adapted to External Conditions

Football is played regardless of the external condi-·
although these conditions obviously have a considerable influence on the players' performances and
on the way the team plays as a whole. The weather
and the state of the pitch in particular may require
players to adapt their game and the trainer to adapt
his tactical thinking to suit the conditions.
tiOllS.

The Pitch:
The size of a football pitch may vary in length between 90 and 120 metres, and the width between 45
and 90 metres. International matches are normally
played on pitches measuring some l05 metres by 70
metres.
Long, narrow pitches:
- The defence is at an advantage, as the opposing
attack is limited in its width and thus easier to
survey.
- The attacking team should use the whole width
of the pitch in order to avoid the players bunching
together in the centre.
- The difficulty of building up effective constructive moves makes it all the more important to get
attacks moving quickly and accurately, surprising
the opposing defence while it is still disorganized.
- With players naturally tending to bunch together
more, there are more one-against-one situations.
Wide pitches:
- Here the forwards are at an advantage, as they can
change the direction of their attacks and thus continually alternate long through passes with square
passes.
- Defences need to organize themselves carefully in
order to make the opposing forwards re-adjust as
well.
- It becomes crucially important for defenders to
cover each other well.

Small pitches:
- Very agile players are at an advantage.
- Attacking players inter-change their positions more
often.
- It is easier to regroup on defence.
Large pitches:
- The team which is better prepared physically
should find it has a distinct advantage.
- Long passes to switch the direction of play should
be used to maximum effect.
- Defenders should keep a particularly close watch
on open spaces in order to try to anticipate passes
there. It is difficult to mark man-to-man, especially
in midfield .
- Teams may start to construct attacking moves
from back in their defensive zone.
Flat pitches:
- Technical ability comes to the fore.
- The ball should be kept on the ground.

- Technical mistakes are less common, there are
fewer one-against-one duels, and the risk of injury
is reduced.

Bumpy pitches:
- The bounce of the ball can create unexpected situations, and opportunism and concentration become factors of decisive importance.
- The ball is difficult to control, and this costs
players time; the game loses its flow and there are
more man-to-man confrontations.
Hard grounds:
- The ball bounces higher than on normal turf,
making it harder to control and requiring time to
adjust to the conditions.
- The ball should be played direct to players' feet.
- Technically sound teams have an advantage as the
ball is moved around rapidly and the game sometimes appears to be over-hasty.
- Forwards can force defenders into mistakes by harassing them and picking up unexpected rebounds,
while their own colleagues back them up by collecting poor clearances and bad passes which the opposing defenders have been forced into making.

i-

One keeps concentrating, even when it's raining.
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Wet pitches:
~ The ball skids away as soon as it touches the
ground, rolling more quickly and more difficult
to control.
- Technically adroit and agile players have an advantage over heavy players.
- Forwards capable of taking their own initiatives
are also at an advantage.
- Passes should be directed to colleagues' feet and
long passes should not be over-hit.
- Ground shots are particularly difficult for the goalkeeper to handle, and forwards should always follow up after these shots in the hope of the goalkeeper being unable to hold the ball.
- Goalkeepers are advised to wear gloves, as it is not
easy to catch the ball when it is wet.
- Goalkeepers should try to punch the ball away as
often as possible when they come out to intercept
high crosses.
- Defenders need to be concentrated to give their
goalkeeper maximum protection.
Muddy pitches:
- With the ball getting stuck unforeseeably in the
mud or in a puddle, it is very hard to play with
accuracy or to build up constructive moves.
- Actual ball control, on the other hand, is made
easier.
- Short ground passes should be avoided and the ball
played in the air as much as possible, so as to avoid
dangerous clashes with opponents which can tire
players out too quickly and may even cause them
injury.
- Players should avoid running with the ball or dribbling.
- Powerful players are at an advantage and should
make use of their physical attributes.
- Special attention is necessary when the ball is in
the penalty area, as it may suddenly and dangerously become stuck in the mud.
- Goalkeepers should punch high balls away as far
as possible.
- Midfield players should watch out for the chance
to pick the ball up at the edge of the penalty area
and make use of any slips by the defence.
Weather:
Playing with the sun:
- The opposing goalkeeper or a defender may be
dazzled as he goes to play a ball in the air. F orwards should be aware of this problem and take
advantage of it accordingly, especially in the case
of clearances out of their own defence or long
through passes.
Playing into the sun:
- Because of the risk of players being dazzled by the
sun, their colleagues should make sure they are always well covered.
- Defenders should pay special attention to giving
their goalkeeper the proper cover for the same
reason.
- The ball is best kept on the ground.
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Playing with the wind:
- Every opportunity should be taken to shoot from
a distance, as the ball will fly on the wind. Well
positioned players should try to keep the ball low ,
as it will tend to rise with the wind behind it. Low
shots should be struck forcefully and quickly, and
are very difficult to cut out. There is also a greater
risk of the goalkeeper dropping the ball, so forwards should always be ready to chase after every
shot.
- The ball should be passed around on the ground,
played straight to the feet. Through passes should
not be hit too hard, otherwise they will pick up
too much speed and forwards will not be able to
reach them.
Playing against the wind:
- It is advisable to keep the ball on the ground, preferably with accurate short passes.
- The defensive zone must always be well protected
so that the opposition is denied the chance of a
shot.
- Defenders should be on the alert to follow up any
shots at their goal and be ready to clear the ball to
safety in case their goalkeeper only succeeds in
blocking it.
- If his team is on top, the goalkeeper should not
hesitate to come out of his goal to cut out attempted through passes by the opposition. When he receives a pass back from one of his own team, the
goalkeeper should make sure that his goal is never
left uncovered, because even an initially harmless
back pass can acquire unexpected speed and direction if it is picked up by the wind.

1. Games Without Goals

These games without goals are exercises played on a small pitch and serve mainly to
perfect various tactical combinations. They involve retaining possession of the ball
within the team, and the construction of attacks in the build-up zone. To attain all
these objectives, players continually have to try to slip away from their markers and
provide plenty of support for the man with the ball. The player does not make space
simply in order to receive the ball himself, but also to create a diversion aimed at
drawing opponents away from his colleagues.
The man with the ball must apply all his tactical and technical skills in the service of
the team as a whole, by intelligently varying his passes between ground passes, lofted
passes, short passes and long passes, and by either playing the ball first time or holding
onto it. His passes must not only be accurate, they must also be made in such a way
that his partner can use the ball straightaway, without first having to overcome the
challenge of a direct opponent.
By using the widest possible variety of combinations, these exercises without goals also
give players the chance to indulge in individual actions such as dribbling and selling
dummies. Dribbling can provide the surprise element which plays such an important
part in today's football.
In these exercises, the team which is not in possession of the ball has to try to win it
as quickly as possible, either by an appropriate form of marking so they can anticipate
or intercept the passes, or by tackling their individual opponents firmly and effectively.
The following pages contain descriptions of some of these exercises as an illustration:
1. One against one
2. One against one with four corner players
3. Two against one
4. Two against two with four players in support
5. Three against 0 ne
6. Three against two
7. Three against three with two players in support
8. Four against two
9. Four against four
10. Five against five plus one neutral player
11. Seven against five
12. Seven against seven
The trainer can vary all these games depending upon the precise effect which he aims
to achieve, needing only to enlarge or reduce the size of the playing area and to make
the exercises shorter or longer. It will be observed how a lack of restrictions gives the
exercises the reality of match play, but also encourages players to be too individualistic
(unnecessary dribbling, reluctance to part with the ball, etc.).
The trainer can remedy this - and also, most important, help improve his players' ability to find space and encourage their constructive anticipation and teamwork - by
imposing certain restrictions, for example:
Three-touch football, which enables players to control the ball easily but makes
them play more collectively. The player with the ball has to look for a partner to
pass it to, but may also dribble it briefly if under pressure from opponents. This
type of restriction teaches players how to deal with virtually all the problems of
real match play.
Two-touch football means players need above-average ball control and allows
them no chance of dribbling. But the trouble with this system is that players
inevitably make a lot of mistakes by touching the ball more than twice, and so the
game is continually interrupted, which disrupts its natural flow and tends to undermine the players' confidence in their ball control.
Playing the ball first time requires all the players to play together perfectly and
find space well. The game moves quickly, but occasionally over-hastily. One-touch
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football can only be played when one team clearly outnumbers the other (3 : 1 or
5 : 2).
If the rules are adapted so that the second or third pass has to be played first time,
this again corresponds more to match reality. The player with the ball has to realise that the colleague to whom he is passing the ball must be in a position to play
it straight back to him or touch it on immediately to another member of the same
side. Otherwise players may dribble or hold the ball as much as normal.

In exercises with a lot of players, every fourth pass may have passes, but within
limits. The player receiving the ball is very often isolated from his colleagues and
has nobody to support him, and therefore has to dribble. So the player making
the long pass has to think what position his pass will put his partner in, before
actually giving him the ball.
After five passes, the next move has to be a one-two double pass, this being a very
effective tactic especially in tightly packed defences. If this rule is applied, the
main thing is for the preliminary passes to be very accurate.
Scissor movements can also be practised by making them compulsory after a certain number of passes. Then the player with the ball runs towards a partner and
leaves the ball to him while shielding him from his opponents with his own body.
The first player then continues in the same direction without the ball, while the
other player moves off in an opposite direction and takes advantage of the momentary confusion in the opposing defence.
Players can be motivated by the trainer introducing little contests to see how
many passes can be strung together, with points given perhaps for a specific number or for every double pass movement.
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1. One against one
Objectives:

Screening the ball
Dribbling
Dummying
Tackling

Point of the exercise:

The aim of the game consists of a player holding onto the ball as long as he can, and
of beating his opponent by dribbling, dummying and changing direction. The opponent
tries to force the man with the ball into a corner, where he can get in a more successful
tackle.
One-against-one is a basic situation in football, in which one player controls the ball
and protects it by using his body as a screen between the ball and his opponent.
Shielding the ball in this way is an important aspect of good ball control.
While shielding the ball like this, the player should suddenly free himself of the attentions of his opponent by dribbling or selling him a dummy (body swerve, catching the
opponent off balance, etc.) by using his ball control and the speed of his drihhling
ability.

Organization:

2 - 16 players according to the size of the pitch, with several groups of players active
at the same time on the same pitch.
Playing area: between 10 m x 10 m and 30 m x 30 m, with balls placed to mark the
corners.

Method:

The player with the ball is challenged by an opponent.
When the opponent wins the ball, the roles are reversed.

Variations:

- An extra player may be introduced so that the man with the ball always has two
opponents instead of one, making it 1 : 2.
- Once the challenger has won the ball, he gives it straight back to the other player
and they continue as before.
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2. One against one with four corner players
OiJjectives:

Changes of direction
Controlling and playing the ball in one movement
First time passing
Intercepting passes

Point of the exercise:

The aim of this exercise is to make sure of retaining possession of the ball as long as
possible by dribbling and dummying, but especially by frequently inter-passing with
the four players positioned in the four corners of the playing area. The player in the
middle with the ball is put under strong pressure by the continual challenge of the
other player and by the way in which the situation is repeatedly changing. In combining with the corner players, the player will try as often as possible to control their passes and play the ball away again all in one movement. If a player pretends to make a
pass before actually doing so or pretends to sprint away in another direction, he will
succeed in completely surprising and outplaying his challenger. The pace can be kept
up by controlling and passing the ball around as quickly as possible.
The opponent in the middle can win the ball in a direct tackle or else try to anticipate
passes as they come back from the players in the corners.

Organization:

6 players; I : I, with the other four stationed in the corners.
Playing area: 20 m x 20 m.

Method:

The playing area is determined by four players, each one standing in a corner of the
square, with the other two players within this square. The man with the ball can use
the four corner players to exchange passes. The roles are changed after a certain time.

Variations:

- The players in the middle can play as they wish.
- The corner players have to play the ball back first time.
- The corner players can pass the ball to each other if the player in the middle is marked.
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3. Two against one
Objectives:

Finding space
Positional play
Intercepting passes
Alternating between passes into open space and passes straight to,a partner.

Point of the exercise:

Two-against-one represents the most important numerical superiority in football. By
constantly slipping away from his marker and by dummying off the ball to make his
opponent move off in the wrong direction, a player can support his partner who can
then hit his pass either into an empty space or straight to the first player's feet. The
player without the ball tries to win it by intelligent positional play.

Organization:

3 players; several groups of three can play on the same pitch at the same time.
Playing area: 20 m x 20 m.

Method:

Two players play against one. When this defender wins the ball, he gives it straight
back to the attacking pair. Roles are changed after a certain time.

Variations:

-
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No restrictions, with dribbling permitted.
Three-touch football.
Every third pass has to be played first time.
Every pass has to be made first time.
Having won the ball, the defender changes places immediately with the player who
has given it away.

/
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4. Two against two with four players in support
Objectives:

One-two
Scissor movements
Covering

Point of the exercise:

The exercise is intended for practising constructive movements, with two suitable
players opposing two others. The four supporting players give them permanent support, similar to forwards or defenders during the build-up phase of a real match. The
game teaches players to keep the ball circulating or to hold onto it, as well as the use
of double passes and all sorts of constructive combined movements. The defending pair
should mark their men tightly and cover each other well to make it hard for the pair
with the ball to use their supporting players.

Organization:

8 players; 2 : 2 with 4 players in support.
Playing area: 20 m x 20 m.

Method:

Two players are opposed to two others within an area with fixed corners and with one
neutral player on each side of the square who may be used as a link. These four players
may move up and down their lines. The player with the ball may pass it to his partner
or make use of the four supporting players, who then give the ball straight back to the
pair from whom they have received it.

Variations:

- The supporting players have to return the ball first time.
- The players in the square are only allowed to touch the ball three times.
- The game can also be played with 1 : 1 or 3 : 3 .
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5. Three against. one
Objectives:

Finding space
Triangular movements
First-time passing
Anticipating passes

Point of the exercise:

A three-against-one situation rarely occurs in an actual match, as the lone player would
have little hope of success. The team should therefore make sure that one of its players
is not caught in such a situation.
The aim of this exercise is to force the attacking team into constantly trying to find
space, so that the player with the ball always has two possibilities of passing, either to
his left or to his right. This means that once a pass has been made, the player is himself
obliged to move in order to take up a position ready to receive another pass.
The defending player has to try to intercept the passes by clever positioning and by
dummying to the man with the ball.

Organization:

4 players; 3 : 1.
Playing area: 20 m x 20 m.

Method:

Three players face one defender and pass the ball among themselves as long as they
can, while the opponent tries to intercept their passes. When he succeeds in doing so,
he gives the ball back to one of the three players, and after a certain time the players
change roles.

Variations:

-

No restrictions.
Two-touch football.
Every other pass must be made first time.
First-time passing.
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6. Three against two
Objectives:

Marking and finding space
Triangular movements
First-time passing
Defensive co-ordination

Point of the exercise:

The object is for the three players to keep the ball as long as they can, while the defenders try to intercept their passes. The players with the ball continually have to adapt
to the changing situation, with the ball sometimes best played first time and sometimes
the player with the ball having to keep it until one of his partners is unmarked. Sensible dribbling of the ball can be an effective device to alternate with passing movements.
The two defenders need a good mutual understanding and have to co-ordinate well.
One challenges the player with the ball while the other covers space and tries to cut
out the pass.

Organization:

5 players; 3 : 2.
Playing area: 20 m x 20 m or the centre circle.

Method:

Three attacking players play against two defenders. Once the defenders have won the
ball, they have to give it back to the attackers. Roles are reversed after a certain time.

Variations:

- Three touches of the ball per player.
- Every third pass has to be played first time.
- Players have to header their passes whenever they can.

•
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7. Three against three with two players in support
Objectives:

Marking and finding space
Cross-field passes
Changing the direction of the play

Point of the exercise:

The team with the ball has to try to keep possession with the" help of an extra player
who is stationed outside the playing area. The object is to create opportunities of
switching the play by a single long pass directed to a second supporting player positioned outside the playing area on the far side.
These changes of direction have to be carefully prepared by an e>;change of short passes while the defenders do everything they can to prevent this. The exercise not only
improves the alternation between a series of short passes and a single long pass, but it
also entices players to bunch up in one section of the field as they often do in match
play.

Organization:

8 players; 3 : 3 with 2 neutral supporting players.
Playing area: 75 m x 25 m, divided into three sections.

Method:

With a pitch divided into three sections, the play is concentrated in the two outer zones while the central zone remains neutral and has to be crossed with long high asses,
ground passes not being allowed. Three play against three, with those in possession
enjoying the support of an extra player. They try to work the ball free and hit long
passes across to the second supporting player who is outside the outer zone on the far
side of the playing area. Once the ball has been switched in this way, the two teams
immediately continue the exercise in the other outer zone and aim their long passes
to the other supporting player.
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8. Four against two
Objectives:

Alternating between square passes and diagonal passes
First-time passing
Defensive co-ordination

Point of the exercise:

The point of the exercise is for the players to retain the ball by moving it around with
square and diagonal passes while two opponents try to intercept.
One of the defending pair puts pressure on the man with the ball in such a way that his
partner can cover accordingly. The way in which these two cover space requires a keen
sense of anticipation and very precise co-ordination.

Organization:

6 players.
Playing area: 20 m x 20 m

Method:

Four players are stationed at the corners of the playing area and two opponents move
around inside the square. If the players in the middle succeed in intercepting the ball,
they give it straight back to the players forming the square. Roles are swopped after a
certain time.

Variations:

- Three-touch football for the four corner players.
- Every third pass must be made first time.
- All passes have to be made first time .

•
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9. Four against four
Objectives:

Marking and finding space
Alternating between long and short passes
Harassing the player with the ball
Defensive co-ordination

Point of the exercise:

The aim is to keep possession of the ball as long as possible, but also to attempt effective passing movements as a basis for launching attacks. The defending team tries to
prevent this by marking the attacking players closely and by co-ordinating their defensive interventions.
A feature of this exercise is the way in which the ball frequently changes hands, the
high number of mistakes arising from the constant pressure which comes from the two
sides being of equal number. It is therefore extremely important for players to slip
their markers and for both sides always to play together well. After exchanging several
short passes, the players should try to switch the game by means of a long pass.

Organization:

8 players.
Playing area: 50 m x 50 m.

Method:

Two sides of five players each opposed to one another.

Variations:

-

Three-touch football.
Every fourth pass (at the most) must be made first time.
Every fourth pass (at the most) must be a long pass.
Each player is given a specific opponent to mark throughout the exercise.
This type of game may also be played with 3 : 3, 5 : 5 or 6 : 6.
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10. Five against five plus one neutral player
Objectives:

Marking and finding space
Switching the direction of the play
Direct return passes
Integration of a key midfield player

Point of the exercise:

The idea here is to make use of a key player who directs the team on the pitch. He is
usually a midfield player but may sometimes be a libero, and he dictates the exercise
by serving his partners with passes which may be short or long, powerful or subtle,
along the ground or through the air. Once he has made his pass, he then takes up a
position where he can always be found by his colleagues, and when he receives the ball
back again he tries to change the direction of the play by hitting a long pass across to
the other side of the pitch.

Organization:

11 players.
Playing area: half a normal pitch.

Method:

Five players against five opponents. One neutral player takes the key role, playing with
the side which has the ball, who then use their numerical superiority to vary their
game and use more different passing movements.

Variations:

-

Five pairs of players mark each other individually.
Every third pass has to be played back to the key player.
The key player can only touch the ball three times.
The key player has to play the ball first time.
The neutral player can be a goalkeeper who can use his hands to throw the ball back
to a partner to start a new movement.
- This type of exercise can also be played with: 2 + 1,3 : 3 + 1, or 4 : 4 + 1.
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11. Seven against five
Objectives;

Marking and finding space
Switching the direction of the play
First-time passing
Alternating between man-to-man marking and covering space

Point of the exercise:

The aim is to retain possession of the ball while the defending players try to intercept
it as quickly as possible and then become the attacking team themselves.
The seven-man team should be more precise in building up its movements, using firsttime passing to raise the pace while use of long crossfield passes helps switch the direction of the game and encourages the team to concentrate in one area of the pitch.
Apart from the many possible passing movements, the intensity of the exercise may be
seen from the way in which the teams have to keep changing roles and take it in turns
either to attack or defend.
The five-man team resorts to man-to-man marking for nearby opponents, while defenders furthest from the ball cover space rather than players.

Organization:

12 players; 7: 5.
Playing area: half the normal pitch.

Method:

The seven-man team is given certain restrictive instructions while the five-man team is
free to play as it wants.

Variations:

For the seven-man team:
- Two or three touches per player.
- Every second or third pass must be made first time.
- Every fourth pass must be a long pass.
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12. Seven against seven
Objectives:

Marking and finding space
Switching the point of the play
Sustaining pressure

Point of the exercise:

Each team tries to retain possession of the ball as long as possible by individual actions
or combined movements.
With seven players playing seven, the ball tends to change hands rapidly, and this
takes the flow out of the game, as the player with the ball is constantly being put under pressure by a direct opponent in a limited space. These frequent one-against-one
situations are a characteristic feature of the exercise, which also demands great teamwork because of the need to play effectively off the ball.

Organization:

14 players.
Playing area: normal pitch.

Method:

Two equal teams on a pitch big enough to allow them to play open football.

Variations:

- Two, three or four pairs of players are picked out at the start of the exercise to mark
each other closely.
- Players are only allowed to touch the ball two or three times each.
- This type of exercise can also be played with 6 : 6,8 : 8 or 9 : 9.
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2. Games Directed Towards the Goal-lines

Exercises of this kind differ from those described so far, in that they are all played in
one definite direction, towards the opponents' goal-line. This considerably reduces the
players' possibilities of manoeuvre, making things more difficult for the forwards and
easier for the defenders. The goals are bigger than normal, which means the players
always have to adapt quickly to the following tactical problems, whether in attack or
defence:
1. Possession of the ball becomes of enormous importance, and every time the ball
is lost, it poses a danger to the goal. Thus both teams have to undertake everything to keep the ball, and then avoid any unnecessary risk of losing it again. The
exercise thus evolves with both sides making as many safe passes as they can.
To defend well, both sides should place their players all across the pitch; this
makes for greater space between the players, who then have to give and receive a
large number of long forward passes. In fact, one of the objects of these exercises
is to encourage a frequent use of passes of this kind.
3. All the players in the side which has just lost the ball must revert immediately to
defence, and if one player fails to adapt in this way, his side's goal will be in
danger. This requires great harmony between the players in the side. Experience
has shown that these games played towards the goal-lines are rarely won by the
more talented team but rather by the side which has the greater sense of unity
and which makes the greater effort.
In these exercises, there are two teams playing one against the other. The goal-lines
which mark the perimeter of the playing area also act as the goals. Each team aims to
send a player over the opposing goal-line with the ball at his feet, while shots or passes
crossing the line do not count as goals. The normal Laws of the Game apply, but with
a few important modifications: there is no off-side, no corner kicks, and throw-ins are
taken as kicks.
Five games are described by way of illustration on the following pages. Each can be
varied in a number of different ways.
2.

13. One against one (attacking the goal-lines)
14. One against one (attacking small goals on the goal-lines)
15. Three against three (attacking the goal-lines)
16. Eight against eight (attacking the goal-lines)
This type of exercise corresponds more to real match play than the exercises played
with no goals at all. The trainer's specific plans can be better served by applying certain restrictions:
Before the game starts, the trainer can nominate specific pairs of players on opposing sides to mark each other closely, while the other players are free to play as
they like. This can only be dope when there are a reasonable number of players
on each side.
The pace of the game can be raised by introducing three-touch football, which
cuts out pointless dribbling and makes players mark each other all the time.
Two-touch football makes the partners of the player with the ball help him all
the time, with short passes preferred to long passes.
Every second or third pass may have to be played first time, which puts the
emphasis on deflections, improved double passes and the use of changes in pace.
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13. One against one (attacking the goal-lines)
Objectives:

Dribbling
Screening the ball
Dummying
Tackling

Point of the exercise:

One against one is a basic situation in football, with one attacking player moving with
the ball in one direction and the other player trying to stop him. This confrontation
between two players is very important, as the player who emerges victorious wins possession of the ball.
The player with the ball has to adopt different techniques to win this duel, and the
way he does so depends upon his own individual skills. He may tempt his opponent
by taking the ball up to him slowly, and then make a quick body swerve or change his
pace in an effort to throw the defender off balance and force him to retreat quickly.
Otherwise the dribbler may suddenly accelerate past his opponent after having dummied to pass the ball, or else outplay his man by screening the ball with his body and
then turning right around and away from him.
The challenger, meanwhile, should try to manoeuvre his opponent into the direction
where he can best make an effective tackle. Once the ball has changed possession, both
players have to revert to the opposite role, an ability which is itself a basic requirement
for any modern footballer.

Organization:

2 players; I : I, but with several pairs playing on the the same pitch at the same time.
Playing area: 20 m x 10 m.

Method:

Players play in pairs, one against the other, with each defending the goal-line behind
him. Shots at goal do not count, and the goal is only valid if the player crosses the
goal-line with the ball at his feet.
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14. One against one (attacking small goals on the goal-lines)
Objectives:

Changing direction
Dribbling
Dummying
Tackling

Point of the exercise:

The aim is to attack the opponent's goal-line and to score as many goals as possible by
taking the ball through one of the three small goals placed along the line. The player
without the ball defends his three goals.
The man with the ball starts his attack towards one of the three goals, trying to outplay the opposing defender by sudden changes of direction. The defender follows
these changes of direction and tries to block his opponent's direct path to the nearest
of the three goals and to slow him down.
The exercise develops both players' tactical sense as it puts them in an unusual match
situation, with three goals in which they can score. The important thing for the attacker is to create danger by frequent changes of direction, by dribbling and by dummying. With several goals to cover, the defender cannot simply drop back and try to
defend one goal; on the contrary, he has to dummy to intervene with the man with
the ball and try to anticipate his reactions.

Organization:

2 players; 1 : 1, but with several pairs playing at the same time on the same pitch.
Playing area: 30 m x 30 m; 6 small goals a metre wide, three on each goal-line.

Method:

Each player attacks and defends the three small goals on the goal-line. A goal only
counts if the attacker passes through a set of posts with the ball at his feet.
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15. Three against three (attacking the goal-lines)
Objectives:

Making players play wider
Alternating between safe passes and forward passes
Reverting from attack to defence and vice versa
Mutual covering

Point of the exercise:

The aim of this exercise is for forwards to get past the other side by means of individual actions or combined passing movements and then cross the opposing goal-line
with the ball at their feet.
All players should always be involved in the action, as the goals are 25 metres wide.
So the team with the ball should use the whole width of the pitch to open up its game
as much as possible, with a series of safe passes. Playing wide in this way is intended to
out-manoeuvre the opposing defence and open up gaps in their defensive cover. The
man with the ball should take advantage of these gaps and play a decisive through pass
to one of his partners who is positioned among the opposing defence.
The defending team continually has to regroup and cover each other.

Organization:

6 players; 3 : 3.
Playing area: 40 m x 25 m.

Method:

Two teams play against each other.

Variations:

- This type of exercise may also be played 2 : 2,4 : 4 or 5 : 5.
- Goals are only valid if they are scored by the player crossing the goal-line with the
ball at his feet.
- Three-touch football.
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16. Eight against eight (attacking the goal-lines)
Objectives:

Widening the game to out-manoeuvre the defence
Changing the direction of the game
Changing the pace
Constant teamwork in defence

Point of the exercise:

Because the two goals are very wide, the players have to be well distributed all over
the playing area. The side in possession of the ball tries to open the game up as much
as possible in an effort to get players bunched on one side of the pitch.
The defending team reacts to the danger by always moving across to this side of the
pitch to defend its goal-line. When this happens, the attacking team sends a long pass
across the field to change the direction of its attack and to make use of the space
vacated by the defenders.
This exercise gets players to move the ball around well, and also calls upon the perception of the build-up players and the opportunism of players moving into empty spaces.
It also stresses everybody's capacity to adapt as they continually have to revert from
defence to attack and vice versa, while always making sure that they are covering one
another.

Organization:

16 players; 8 : 8 with no goalkeepers.
Playing area: half the normal pitch.

Method:

Two teams playing against one another.
The goals are marked by corner flags and by posts placed on the centre-line.

Variations:

- Three-touch football for all players.
- If a goal is scored after a one-two passing movement, it counts double.

- The game can be played with or without off-side.
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3. Games Directed Towards One Goal

The final phase of an attack is in principle the most difficult, and these exercises aim
at improving players' mastery of these decisive situations. The exercises are therefore
far more difficult than those in which players simply attack the opposing goal-line, as
the goal here is much smaller and is defended by a goalkeeper who has the advantage
of being able to use his hands.
Each exercise has one team attacking and the other defending its goal. The objective
of the attacking team is to create goal chances and then actually to score from them.
The defenders, meanwhile, must organize themselves in such a way as to prevent their
opponents from scoring.
The following pages contain five examples of this type of game, with several variations:
17. Two forwards against one defender plus goalkeeper.
18. Three forwards against two defenders plus goalkeeper.
19. Five forwards against four defenders plus goalkeeper.
20. Six forwards against six defenders plus goalkeeper.
21. Goalscoring game
The trainer can give special orders for these exercises, especially for those in which the
forwards outnumber the defenders. In order to achieve an element of surprise, the
trainer should not let the defenders know what the forwards' special orders are. They
may include:
Every time a forward passes back to the player directing the attack, all the forwards must swop positions to take the defence by surprise.
A midfield player joins the forward line down one of the wings, the winger making way for him either by dropping back or by moving into an empty space in
the penalty area.
This type of exercise can also serve to improve defensive play; it also helps the players
to practise their positional sense, reciprocal covering and thus every aspect of defensive co-{)rdination, as well as marking, anticipation and intervention.
A particular style of training has become apparent over the past few years. The trainer
sets up a particular match situation for his players to practise, telling his forwards how
to launch their attack while taking into consideration the specific individual characteristics of the players in question. The forwards get the attack moving according to
the trainer's instructions, while the defenders do not react. In a second stage, the trainer encourages the defenders to react until they are gradually fully committed. The
forwards continue to attack as the match situation evolves, and as it does so, it becomes more and more difficult to adhere to the trainer's original instructions. Then
the players have to improvise and tryout variations to deal with these situations in
which they now find themselves. A final stage sees the defenders intervening as they
would in a competitive match, with the forwards having to apply their instructions as
best they can and also resorting to the variations which they have worked out for
themselves.
This kind of exercise schools the players' capacity to think along predetermined tactical lines and also to perfect a number of precise automatic movements. Of course,
the trainer cannot expect this type of training to result in his players being able to
put these exact attacking plans into effect in competitive matches, but it does help
players to think about the many different interpretations of the instructions they
have received, and it also sharpens their capacities of improvisation and adaptation
to circumstances.
The trainer can use this kind of preparation to try to familiarise his players with certain attacking movements which are most difficult in today's style of football, which
has the tendency to put the accent on a team's defensive organization.
The following situations are therefore worth working on during the practice of specific tactical movements:
Understanding between a winger and the wing defender behind him, partners
who should complement each other and know each other's game down to the
last detail, so they can link up in every possible sort of combination, such as
scissor movements and double passes.
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The winger creates an open space down his wing, either by dropping back or by
making a dummy run into the centre of the pitch and allowing a midfield player
or a defender to burst through on the attack.
Centres aimed at the near post or centres flicked on to the far post by a deflecting header aimed at a player moving up into the goalmouth from behind.
The centre-forward moving out to the wing to disrupt the defensive cover and
drawing the stopper away from the centre where he naturally prefers to be,
thus allowing midfield players to move into these gaps created in the centre.
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17. Two forwards against one defender plus goalkeeper (one goal)
Objectives:

Marking and finding space
Direct passing
Dribbling and dummying
Tackling

Point of the exercise:

The ainl of this exercise is to improve co-ordination and mutual understanding between midfield players and strikers. The midfield man uses all sorts of passes to put his
partner through to goal, while always staying behind him in support and ready to
receive a pass back.
Thus the midfield player's support gives the striker the choice of either trying to go
for goal alone with the ball, or attempting a different combination with the playmaker, which may catch the opposing defender by surprise.
The defender marks his man tightly and tries to cut out any sudden move towards
goal or any shot.
The goalkeeper does not simply stay back in his goal, but always takes part in the
action by narrowing the shooting angle or by coming right out of his goal whenever
necessary.

Organization:

4 players; a midfield + a forward against a defender + a goalkeeper.
Playing area: half the pitch, with a standard goal.

Method:

The midfield player plays the ball forward to his partner, who then tries to get past
the defender and go on to score. If the defender or the goalkeeper wins the ball, they
give it straight back to the attacking midfield player.

Variation:

- The introduction of a second defender would allow the midfield player to try to
score goals too.
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18. Three forwards against two defenders plus goalkeeper (one goal)
Objectives:

Marking and finding space
Constant support
Direct passing
Covering

Point of the exercise:

The midfield player sends a variety of passes to his two partners in attack, who try to
outplay the opposing defenders either by unexpected passing combinations or by
dribbling. The play-maker is always in a position to support his forwards.
The defenders mark individual opponents tightly or else make sure they are always
well positioned to cover.

Organization:

6 players; a mid field + 2 forwards against 2 defenders + a goalkeeper.
Playing area: half the normal pitch, with a standard goal.

Method:

A midfield player and two forwards play against two defenders and a goalkeeper. The
midfield player is not allowed to shoot. The defenders and the goalkeeper return the
ball immediately to the midfield man whenever they win possession.

Variations:

- If one of the forwards has to pass back to the play-maker in midfield, both forwards must then immediately swop positions and try to take advantage of the
slightest lapse in the marking by the defenders.
- If an extra defender is introduced, then the play-maker is allowed to move forward if the opportunity arises and take a shot at goal.
- When the defenders win the ball, they have to make three consecutive passes before
giving it back to the attacking side.
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19. Five forwards against four defenders plus goalkeeper (one goal)
Objectives:

Opening up empty space
Integration of a midfield player in the attack
Support for the attack
Well organized cover in defence

Point of the exercise:

One of the midfield players sends passes up to his three forwards while always positioning himself where he can receive a pass back from them. The other midfield player
takes part in the attack, either in an extra supporting role or as an extra attacker. He
can do this either by moving down the wing after the winger has made space there by
dropping back slightly or by moving into the centre; or else he can move through the
centre as a fourth forward when the centre-forward himself has vacated the central
attacking position and left a gap in the defence.
Defenders have to cover their defensive zones intelligently by clever positional play.

Organization:

10 players; 2 midfield + 3 forwards against 4 defenders + a goalkeeper.
Playing area: half a normal pitch, with a standard goal.

Method:

Two midfield players and three forwards play against four defenders and a goalkeeper.
As soon as the defenders win the ball, the game stops and is restarted with the attacking side from the centre of the pitch.

Variations:

- The midfield players cannot score.
- The midfield players can score.
- Once they have won the ball, the defenders have to try to make ten consecutive
passes before giving the ball back to the attacking side.
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20. Six forwards against six defenders plus goalkeeper (one goal)
Objectives:

Marking and finding space
Creating goal chances
Integration of a midfield player into attack
Reciprocal covering by the defenders

Point of the exercise:

The attacking team tries to score goals by various combined movements or by players
taking the initiative individually. The play-maker builds up an attack towards the
opposing goal by passing the ball to a teammate, and one of the three midfield men
tries to join the forward line by moving empty space. The second midfield player
supports his three forwards so that he can restart the attack if one of them passes the
ball back to him, while the third midfield player covers for both his partners.
These three roles in midfield should be fulfilled by each of the three players in turn
according to the situation, but preferably in accordance with each player's own special
abilities.
The three defenders mark the forwards while a fourth defender covers for all his teammates.

Organization:

13 players; 3 midfield + 3 forwards against 2 midfield + 4 defenders and a goalkeeper.
Playing area: half a normal pitch, with a standard goal.

Method:

Three midfield players and three forwards play against two midfield players, four
defenders and a goalkeeper. Once the defenders have won the ball, they give it straight
back to one of the opposing midfield players and the attack starts again.

Variation:

- The introduction of a third midfield player in the defending team gives the game
more of the reality of modern football.
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21. Goalscoring game (one goal)
Objectives:

Scoring goals
Defensive organization
Anticipation

Point of the exercise:

This game involves the decisive moment in a match when the play-maker feeds the
final pass to one of his forward colleagues in the opposing penalty area. Each of the
forwards tries to find the easiest way to score, either by passing the ball directly to
an unmarked teammate or by shooting or heading for goal himself.
Defenders try to anticipate the final pass or challenge their direct opponents.

Organization:

9 players; a midfield + 3 forwards against 4 defenders and a goalkeeper.
Playing area: half a normal pitch, with a standard goal.

Method:

One team attacks and the other defends the goal. A midfield player sends lofted passes
to his forwards in the penalty area, and the forwards try to score after not more than
four passes amongst themselves.
Each forward is marked by a defender while a libero covers for the whole of the defence. Having won the ball, the defenders must clear it out to one of the wings.
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4. Games With Two Goals
The exercises are being made progressively more difficult. Where as in the games with
only one goal, one team concentrated on attack and the other solely on defence,
games with two goals require all the players on both teams to be continually switching
their roles as soon as their team wins or loses the ball. This continual need to adapt
is a specific feature of football, a sport in which every player must be able to attack
or defend as the situation demands.
These exercises can involve teams of different sizes, from one against one to eleven
against eleven, and the size of the pitch is adjusted according to the number of players
and the aim of the exercise. The pitch should preferably be small if the aim is to
perfect short passing movements, triangular patterns or subtly deflected passes; but of
course the playing area should be made much larger in exercises which set out to put
the accent on making the team play wider, or on congregating players on one side of
the pitch and then switching the point of the attack by a long crossfield pass. A long,
narrow pitch with few players is particularly suitable for through passes and helps
make the game more dynamic, while a short, wide pitch offers more scope for launching attacks down the wings.
A few variations may be selected from a wide range of possibilities which are more
representative of those which can serve to perfect players' tactical sense:
22. One against one
23. Two against two
24. Three against three
25. Four against four in one half of the pitch
26. Seven against seven on the full pitch
The trainer can use these exercises to give tactical instructions while still leaving his
players free to adopt other solutions to the various problems which may arise.
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22. One against one (two goals)
Objectives:

Dribbling and dummying
Shooting at goal
Switching from attack to defence and vice versa
Tackling

Point of the exercise:

The situation in this game is the basic situation of any football match and represents
a decisive confrontation between two players in the crucial moment in front of goal.

Organization:

4 players, including 2 goalkeepers.
Playing area: 30 m x 20 m, with standard goals or 5 m x 2 m.

Method:

One against one, with each player having a goalkeeper or an outfield player who can
also act as a goalkeeper. The player with the ball tries to take it past his opponent and
go on to score goals. The defender, meanwhile, slows down his opponent's attack and
then intervenes at the right moment to start a counter-attack of his own.
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23. 1\vo against two (two goals)
Objectives:

Combinations (one-two)
Scissor movements
Switching from attack to defence and vice versa
Mutual covering

Point of the exercise:

Playing two men against two on a small pitch gives players a chance to progress by
means of simple inter-passing movements. They have to be accompanied by continual
changes of pace if they are to prove effective. Having outplayed the opposing defenders, the player with the ball should take every opportunity to shoot at goal, in circumstances which realistically correspond to those in a competitive match.
When a player loses the ball, he must be covered by his partner to prevent the opponent who now has the ball from having a clear run at goal.

Organization:

6 players; 2 : 2 with 2 goalkeepers.
Playing area: 30 m x 20 m, with standard goals or 5 m x 2 m.

Method:

Two players play against two, each side also having a goalkeeper (or an extra player
who can also act as goalkeeper). The pair with the ball try to outplay the other pair by
inter-passing or by individual moves.

Variation:

- This exercise can also be played with small goals one metre wide.
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24. Three against three (two goals)
Objectives:

Various combinations
Direct passing
Mutual covering

Point of the exercise:

This game is played on a small pitch and encourages players to use direct passing movements to try to play their opponents out of position and score as many goals as
possible. The fast pace of the game is maintained by allowing one of the three teams
to take a rest after each attack has been completed.
In defence, players have to cover for each other at all times in an effort to slow down
the build-up of the other team's attacks. The defenders should wait for the best moment to make their intervention.

Organization:

11 players; 3 teams of 3 players each, plus 2 neutral goalkeepers.
Playing area: 40 m x 40 m, with two standard goals or 5 m x 2 m.

Method:

Three teams each of three players take part in the exercise, with a neutral goalkeeper
in each goal. One team attacks while the other defends and the third team takes a rest.
Once an attacking movement is over, the defending team has its turn to attack against
the team which has been resting, and the team which has just been attacking takes its
turn to sit it out. Teams rotate in this way non-stop.

Variation:

- If the attacking team succeeds in winning back possession of the ball before the
halfway line after having lost it, the same team may continue to attack.
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25. Four against four on one half of the pitch
Objectives:

Creating and exploiting empty spaces
Attacking runs down the wings
Spacing of defenders and attackers
Defensive regrouping in the zone under attack

Point of the exercise:

This exercise involves the creation and the exploitation of empty spaces, and also
requires players to build up their attacking movements in such a way that players are
well spaced out both in attack and defence. The game involves all real match situations,
and the constantly changing circumstances mean all the players continually have to
switch from attack to defence (or vice versa) as the situation demands. Players also try
to achieve an element of surprise, with rapid counter-attacks and spontaneous shooting.

Organization:

10 players; 4 : 4 plus goalkeepers.
Playing area: half the normal pitch, with standard goals.

_fethod:

Two teams play each other on half a normal pitch. The team with the ball tries to get
past the opposing defence and score as many goals as possible.

"ariation:

- Three-touch football for all players.
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26. Seven against seven on the full pitch
Objectives:

Playing wide
Integrating defenders into attack
Covering the defensive zone
Defensive regrouping with forwards falling back into defence

Point of the exercise:

The fourteen players are each well spaced out over the area of a normal sized pitch.
This makes long forward passes easier to play, which in turn makes the game more
dynamic.
Defenders are brought into the attack through the use of long crossfield passes out to
the empty spaces on the wings. The limited number of players makes it easier to get
a new attack moving, and should be reflected in a large number of counter-attacks,
which should be carried out as quickly as possible.
When they lose the ball, the attacking team have to revert back to defence immediately and drop back to cover a defensive zone.

Organizatio n:

7 : 7 plus a goalkeeper on each side.
Playing area; normal pitch, with standard goals.

Method:

Two seven-man teams play against each other and try to score as many goals as possible.

Variations:

- Three-touch football for all players.
- This exercise can also be used with 6 ; 6, 8 : 8 or 9 : 9.
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5. Training Matches
Training matches played with two complete teams provide all the conditions of a real
competitive game, and should be led by the trainer or some other competent person.
This kind of game has an advantage over friendly practice matches controlled by a
referee, in that the trainer can stop the action whenever he wants in order to explain
a point to his players in detail. He can also get the players to repeat certain combined
movements such as a joint attack or an intervention by the defence, a corner kick or
a free kick.
No matter how much the trainer wants to do his job well he should be careful not Lo
interrupt the flow of the game too often, however, as the game would then lose much of
its rhythm and also mu ch of its in terest.
Apart from improving the players' normal game in general, these training matches
also give the opportunity to practise certain specific basic tactical principles for competitive play, such as counter-attacks, ball control or maintaining pressure on the opponents.
The following games are all aimed at improving certain specific elements of tactics,
and are described on the following pages:
27. Playing in units
28. Counter-attack
29. Playing down the wings
30. Controlling the game and sustaining pressure
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27. Training match: Playing in units
Objectives:

Block tactics (units of attack and defence)
Moving quickly upfield
Teamwork
Systematic retreat into defence

Point of the exercise:

A feature of modem football is the need for players to be of all-round ability so that
they can all play their part in attack or defence, depending upon the situation. There
has to be a great sense of solidarity and teamwork for all players to react in this way,
and the whole team needs to develop as a single unit together. In these block tactics,
players can all cover each other or else offer an immediate challenge to their direct
opponents. This close link between defence and attack leaves the opposing midfield
players with little room and makes the game less physically strenuous for the players
themselves. It also strengthens solidarity within the team, encourages technical and
tactical work through the permanent support being offered by colleagues, and also
makes fewer demands on the players' physical resources.

Organization:

16 - 22 players.
Playing area: normal pitch, with standard goals.

Method:

One team plays against the other. Every goal scored while all the attacking team except the goalkeeper are over the halfway line, counts treble. Other goals count as normal.

Variations:

- Goals are only counted if the goalkeeper is outside his penalty area.
- If some players are still in their opponents' half when a goal is scored, that goal
counts treble against them.
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28. Training match: Counter-attack
Objectives:

Switching from defence to attack
Defensive organization

Point of the exercise:

The team with the ball tries to create danger in front of the opponents' goal with as
few passes as possible. The defending team, meanwhile, has to cross the midfield area
as quickly as possible once it has won possession, and try to score a goal before the
other team has had time to get its defence properly organized. TIns game improves a
team's ability to counter quickly, their ability to revert smoothly from defence to
attack, their ability to find open spaces and their powers of opportunism. It should
never be forgotten that defenders should not blindly leave themselves without proper
cover while mounting a counter-attack.

Organization:

16 - 22 players.
Playing area: normal pitch with standard goals.

Method:

Two full-strength teams play against each other. The team with the ball has to make a
maximum of six consecutive passes before anyone can take a shot at goal. Dribbling is
allowed. If the team makes more than six passes, the ball is given over to the other
team.

Variations:

- The player with the ball can only touch it three times.
- One team plays normally, without any form of restriction. This variation corresponds more to match reality.
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29. Training match: Playing down the wings
Objectives:

Making the players play wider
Changing the direction of play
Play down the wings

Point of the exercise:

This game is used to encourage wing play, although goals may also be scored by players
in the centre of the attack. By making the game more open, players can practice wing
play, taking the ball past the opposing wing defenders and sending across useful centres. Midfield players should take advantage of the way in which the defenders are
drawn out to the wings, in order to create surprise moves through the centre.
Defenders should mark the wingers and the centre-forward closely, while the libero
should cover the whole defence.

Organization:

18 - 22 players.
Playing area: normal pitch, with standard goals.
Four medicine balls are placed at the corners of the penalty areas.

Method:

One team plays against the other. Medicine balls are placed at the corners of the penalty areas, and every time a goal is scored from a build-up down the wing between
the touchline and the nearest medicine ball, that goal counts treble. Other goals count
as normal.
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30. Training match: Controlling the game and sustaining pressure
Objectives:

Controlling the game
Keeping possession of the ball
Sustaining pressure

Point of the exercise:

The attacking team tries to build up its attacks carefully and effectively, while the
defending team keeps them under constant pressure and tries to prevent them from
getting organized and from passing the ball around as they wish. This requires a dynamic approach to the game, with players constantly trying to make space, positioning
themselves thoughtfully and everybody always involved in the action.

Organization:

22 players; two full teams.
Playing area: normal pitch with standard goals.

Method:

The two teams play each other as in a normal match. As well as trying to score in the
normal way, each team is awarded an extra point for succeeding in making ten consecutive passes without the ball being intercepted by the opposition.
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6. Sports Medicine
-

Physiotherapy and rehabilitation of injured players
Epidemiology of football injuries
Problems in intensive athletics at medium altitudes
High competition sport at medium altitude (up to 3000 m)
A plea for tetanus vaccination
Fluid and electrolyte balance and physical training in hot c .
Cooperation between physicians and trainers

Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation of Injured Players
by Prof. Dr. Jean Vittori

The practice of sports has developed considerably throughout the world, and perfor~
mance is becoming increasingly tangible thanks to the technical improvement of training. The athlete does not hesitate to call upon all his muscular-ligamentary potential.
The soccer player, whether amateur or professional, will, as soon as he enters the field,
summon his entire resources in order to give "his best match"; his technical know-how
and experience will serve him to avoid certain blows, but fatigue and chance will intervene and unexpectedly release all the factors that may bring about an accident.
Tendons, ligaments, muscles, skeleton - all these are subject to attack and liable to
jeopardize his return to the field over the short or long term.
The doctor is therefore required to shorten the periods of recuperation, to hasten the
healing, consolidation or rehabilitation.
The diagnosis is obviously very important, particularly for the sports player. But his
morphological aspect as well as his degree of intelligence are essential factors in determining the participation to be demanded from the injured player during his reeducation.
The Methods

Re-education represents a combination of methods used to obtain as quickly and as
perfectly as possible the functional restoration of the locomotor apparatus injured
during a trauma. The application of various techniques requires first of all an assessment of the anatomy and functions, and an evaluation of the patient's general condition, both of which require extensive medical knowledge.
Suffice it to say that the doctor is the only party competent to commence and supervise the treatment.
A poorly conducted re-education program, applied at the improper time and without
regard for the rules of prudence may aggravate the condition or even have disastrous
consequences. Non re-education is preferable to improper re-education.
On the other hand, prompt treatment does not mean precipitous treatment, and
patience must often be the rule. It is also well to emphasize that the first phase of
treatment is usually complete rest which is best illustrated by immobilization in cast.
But re-education proceeds through a therapy of active or passive movement which
must not be improvised and must always be kept under supervision.
Much of the initiative is therefore up to the kinesitherapist who must work in close
collaboration with the doctor and also use so-called relaxation methods. This kinesitherapy may be combined with other methods, such as physiotherapy, hydrotherapy,
mechanotherapy.

1. Physiotherapy

Physiotherapy uses means assuring an initial treatment and a complementary or second
intention treatment.
A

The Initial Treatment

a) Electrotherapy
Various currents can be used, depending on their effects:
1. immediate antalgic effect: inhibition of the sensitive-motor fibers.
Vasomotor effect - resorption of the stasis edemas
- continuous faradic or homo faradic current (short waves)
- low frequency variable alternating currents:
short period I to 2 seconds
long period 8 to 15 seconds
- medium frequency alternating currents
4,000 to 10,000 periods/second
2. ionizing trophic vasomotor effect
- galvanic current, acting by ionthophoresis
(physical effects)
(physiological medicamentous association (analgesic, fibrinolytic enzymes,
metalloid ions)
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- other ionizing currents
adjusted low frequency
adjusted medium frequency
adjusted high frequency

b) Radiotherapy
Depending on the penetration of the X-rays, it has the following effects:
anti-inflammatory and antalgic
sympathicolytic
modifying or sclerolytic
Radiotherapy is practical with conventional 200 kw apparatus. Dosages are 50 to
60 R per session for open and inflammatory lesions, with a total of 150 to 400 R in
3 or 6 sessions.
Warnings: not to be used in cases of:
fertile epiphysis in children
genital glands
infected wounds
B

Complementary or Second Intention Treatment

a) High frequency currents: deep thermotherapy with vasodilitation, analgesia.
- diathermy: acting through induction. Electrodes are applied to the skin
- short waves: acting through signs of capacity. Electrodes are far from the skin
- centrimetric waves - Radar: eutrophic action contributing to analgesic effect
b) The rays
Action close to that of radar, but a shorter wave length.
- white light
- infra red
c) Vibrotherapy
- ultra-sounds: supplied by high frequency piezoelectric generator - Application
technique difficult
- infra-sounds: long frequency vibrations lower in the audible zones (vibrating
table)
Indications for physiotherapy for a soccer player's most usual type of lesion

1. Contusions
a) Simple contusions, no hematoma, focus of attrition of the cellular tissue and of
the muscles with edema - pains and contractures:
- low frequency currents, one to two 5-minute sessions per day
- galvanofaradic currents; five to six 10-minute sessions with medicamentous
ionization (Alphachymotripsin or calcium)
adjusted medium or high frequency.
b) Contusions with hematoma
- Ultra-sounds strictly contra-indicated (risk of superinfection)
- adjusted medium or high frequency with medicamentous ionization
(Thiomucasis or Alphachymotripsin, for example)
- radiotherapy, avoids retractile fibrous cicatrization or ossification of these
hermatomae (ex. anterior brachial)
150 R per session: 6 to 8 sessions.
c) Muscular
medium frequency interferential current
adjusted high frequency current
galvanofaradic current
2. Sprains
a) Recent benign sprains
e.g. tibial-tarsial with no bone lesion or diastasis.
Physical agents provide rapid analgesia and earlier recuperation than Novocain
injections or cast immobilization.
Treatment must be undertaken immediately after the trauma.
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Electric currents
- low frequency, 3 sessions of decreasing duration (5, 3, then 2 minutes)
- faradic or galvanofaradic, with ionisation + novocain or Alphachymotripsin
- medium frequency - bursts of 100 cycles/second - interrupted three times
per second and repeated per 3-minute session.
Radiotherapy - anti-inflammation dosages 50 to 100 R (400 R in all)
Vibrotherapy - Ultra-sounds contra-indicated and painful during the initial
period of the sprain.
b) Serious Sprains
These must be treated by the surgeon, and physiotherapy should only be given
after surgery has been performed and after immobilization.
Radiotherapy ++ 600 to 900 R
Ultra-sounds

3. Tendinitis
medium frequency
ultra-sounds and radar +++
radiotherapy, if necessary
4. Post-traumatic hydrarthrosis
Transversal short waves of 200 watt intensity - 8 to 10 sessions of twenty minutes
daily.
Overheating, the hyperthermia bringing a rapid resorption of the effusions (unless
they are maintained by an undiagnosed organic lesion).
Functional radiotherapy - 900 to 1200 R in 8 sessions.
5. Meniscopathy
This is applied with surgery and physiotherapy and only undertaken as a treatment
against pain or hydrarthrosis.
11. Kinesitherapy

A Massage
This is dynamic therapy as well as an art. Twenty years ago a masseur became a manual
auxiliary through empirical methods. Nowadays, a kinesitherapist combines his knowledge with his experience.

1. Physiology
a) Action on the skin
- increase of the skin temperature by vaso-dilatation of 1 to 3 degrees.
- increase of tissue pressure has a softening effect.
b) Action on the skin functions
- increase of secretions in the skin and sweat pores
- eutrophic action (release of biostimu1ants)
c) Action on the vessels
- increase of arterial circulation
- increase of circulation returning to the level of the veins
- release of chemical substances (acetylcholine - histamine)
- effects on lymphatic circulation
d) Effect on the neuro-muscular apparatus
- muscular structure
combats amyotrophia
increases muscular strength
better irrigation and drainage
Effects: stimulating - tranquilizing - relaxing (drainage of fatigue substances
or toxins)
- nervous system
thermo-analgesic action (pain threshhold)
- at the neuro-muscular plate:
acetylcholine or histamine release
modification of muscular chronaxia
modification of tonicity
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2. The Methods

Light brushing: level vibration - sedative effect
Percussion: tonic manipulations - motor stimulus
Kneading: large muscles
Pinching: small muscles
Frictions: release adhesions
3. The Products used

- sweet almond oil
- medicamentous products
- bare-hand massage, without talcum powder, is preferable
B

Mobilization or Kinesitherapy

Passive / Active / Mechanotherapy / Pulley therapy
Ill. Hydrotherapy

Used since ancient times. Broad spectrum of treatments. Complements electrotherapy
and kinesitherapy.
A The Baths

- cold (25°): stimulative effect
- tepid (26 to 35°): sedative
- hot (35 to 45°): depressive effect
(should be short-lasting, after the match)
B The Showers

More stimultative effect - Potentializing effects
The jet must be powerful: as a spray; as a thin jet; filtered douches; Scotch hoses
C Thalassotherapy

Combines the benefits of salt water, sea air and walking on sand, all of which assist
in the re-education.
D Sauna
Eliminates the toxins. Particularly recommended after strenuous activity on account
of its relaxing effect. Requires rigorous medical supervision.

IV. Example of a
Re-Education

Treatment of tibia fracture
Leg fractures are amongst the most frequent, and many mechanisms are possible in
the practice of sports.
- direct (kick, improper tackle)
- indirect = free or forced flexion.
A spiral fracture through torsion is typical of ski or soccer accidents.
Furthermore, one must ascertain through X-rays:
- the site of the fracture; the direction of the fracture and the spiroids: with or
without dislocation
Where medical care in sports is concerned, we must, in such a case, distinguish between 6 phases:
1. Clinical diagnosis confirmed by X-ray.
Reduction
Retention
Supplementary examination, inSlStmg on previous records, calcification capacity.
Psycho-morphological examination. advocating calcic allopathy, with precaution.
Recourse to proper dietetics is preferable.
2. The masseur acts as soon as possible by bringing about static contractions at the
level of the fractured limb. that is in all thigh muscles; he then requires the patient
to perform movements in the other joints that are not involved, and performs a
circulatory massage on the athlete's body.
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3. The decision to remove the cast is made by the surgeon, the sports doctor, the masseur and the patient himself, all of whom will collaborate in his re-education.
The patient's participation and appeals to his intelligence are very favourable factors.
Certain very co-operative patients may, in cases of clean fractures without dislocation, allow the practising physician to use bivalve casts that are removed under
supervision, in order to mobilize without risk the underlying or overlying joint, or
sometimes both. In any case, in this third phase, the masseur must approach the site
of the fracture by very gradual degrees. As we have seen, massage must be applied
very carefully, depending on the case.
4. Thanks to the phase preceding the treatment, the patient has not suffered any muscular atrophy outside the plastered limb where the thigh muscles, despite the immobilization, have been maintained by the static contractions that have been performed.
This is where the specific re-education of the sequelae of fractures begins.
5. Correct rehabilitation in walking - little jumps - consolidation of supports - intense and progressive musculation.
6. Consolidation test through exercise with load, jointly with the resumption of training.
In summary, during the cast period we must act by means of generalised massotherapeutic actions, in addition to movements of the uninjured areas.
After the cast has been removed we use thelassotherapy, re-education and certain
massage manipulations specifically geared for the traumatized region.
In the 6th place, the only treatment is massage before and after exercise.
Thalassotherapy is used in possible cases of bivalve casts. Through the properties of
warm salt water \ve obtain a definite acceleration of the calcification process as well as
more extensive movements in the joints; metabolism is accelerated.
The low frequency currents may be used as auxiliary remedies, but they cannot offer
the definite advantages of thalassotherapy.
Certain practitioners also use ultra-sounds and infra-sounds.
Criteria for the resumption Very frequently, directors or trainers needing a "gifted" player in order to boost the
of sport activity
morale of their pennant team propose that training be resumed early but "in moderation" .
Obviously, only the physician can decide the proper moment when exercise and, most
particularly, matches can be resumed.
Rest is never a handicap. It is an essential aspect of the treatment of the majority of
sports injuries.

Pro! Dr. Jean Vittori is Member of the FIFA Medical Committee, Lyons, France
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Epidemiology of Football Injuries
by Dr. Abdel Halim Mohamed, F.R.C.P.
Summary

The prevalence of football injuries is reported. Factors which predispose to football
injuries are discussed and preventive measures to reduce incidence of injuries outlined.

Introduction

Any sports activity carries with it the risk of injury. It is the endeavour of all connected
with sports particularly physicians to minimize these risks. Like in any other branch
of medicine, prevention is better than cure. Only by studying injuries that have occurred can they be prevented in the future. These studies consider: 1. the incidence of
injuries for the appreciation of the dimensions of the problem; 2. the anatomical
localization of injuries. For every sport certain structures are more liable to injury than
others. Once these are known, protective methods can be thought of to protect the
more susceptible parts if possible. 3. Tackles that produce injuries are observed; dangerous tackles can then be eliminated by modifying the rules of the game. 4. Analysis of
seasonal variation in incidence might throw light on causative environmental factors.
5. Study of physical and psychological characteristics of injured players. Some of the
detrimental qualities can then be modified by training.
There are a large number of variables and interactions among them involved in predisposition of players to injury. As it is difficult to isolate one factor for study under controlled conditions, analysis is difficult. The term epidemiology of injuries refers to studies related to these factors.

1. Anatomical Description It is sufficient here to give a general description pointing to the important features
of Injuries
revealed by recent studies. Full accounts can be found in textbooks of orthopaedic
surgery related to sports, 0 'Donoghue DB. (1). From the FIFA accident prevention
study Vittori J. (2) reported on 1,300 matches. There were 1,400 accidents. 15 % of
the accidents were in head and upper limbs, 10 % in chest and abdomen and 75 % in
lower limbs. The injuries were predominently soft tissue injuries. That study pointed to
injuries which are usually neglected; injuries to the face, nasal bones, eye lesions and
skull injuries. These latter injuries are important not only because they occur frequently but because of the grave consequences that might follow if neglected. Mauricio N.
Wainer (3) studied 2,860 football injuries in Chile between 1962-1966. 89 % were
acute injuries, 44 % of them were torn muscles, 34 % sprains in knee and ankle joints,
meniscopathies 7 % and fractures 4 %. Chronic injuries which prevented full participation in games for long periods constituted 11 %. In a preliminary study in Sudan (4)
50 national team players were followed for 3 years. 38 % of the players sustained
acute injuries and 8 % chronic injuries. Ankle and knee joint sprains made 70 % of injuries and torn muscles accounted for 10% of injuries.
The pattern so far is different from other studies in the high incidence of ankle and
knee sprains and relatively lower incidence of muscle tear. This can be explained by
the fact that the players were careless about wearing protective clothes and that their
muscles were poorly developed.
The mechanism of injuries to muscles, tendons or joints follows a pattern. Injury to
tendons and muscles is produced by 1) An extrinsic blow. 2) Intrinsically by sudden
muscle contraction. 3) Overuse producing muscle strain. Joint injuries are also produced by direct trauma or sudden forcible movements or extreme movements.
2. Physical Characteristics Age:
Analysis of influence of age on incidence of injury poses problems as it is difficult to
of Players
control this factor. This is because chronological age is a measure of the time the
player has been interacting with environmental factors and therefore inseparably associated with biological growth and experience. Players of same chronological age show
marked variability in measures of strength, motor ability and working capacity. Generally younger players may lack full development and experience and are therefore prone
to injuries and old players show slow reflexes and are therefore also liable to injuries.
Full analysis will await more studies.
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Body Weight:
Influence of body weight on incidence of injuries in soccer players has not been
analysed. In American football, McCoy E.B. (5) showed that incidence of injury is
less in heavier players. This is certainly due to an increase in muscle mass rather than
adipose tissue. It is known that obese subjects are generally more prone to accidents
as they have to move their mass in space and hence do more work. Muscle hypertrophy on the other hand increases muscle power and tone, which is the most positive
factor in safety and protection. It gives quicker reactions. Bender A. (6) demonstrated
that the strengthening of muscles by strength building programmes reduced injuries.
Posture:
Correct posture protects against sudden and unexpected strains. The inactive slumping
posture with low muscle tone predisposes to injury, while the alert posture with increased muscle tone protects ligaments.

3. Psychological Factors

Increasing attention is being given to psychological aspects of the injury problem in
sports generally. Brody L. (7) believes that the centre of accident problem lies in the
area of personality. He described personality traits which make "accident prone individuals" or "accident causing players".
Such traits include: need to be assured of manliness, feeling of inadequacy, feeling of
hostility, inadequate sense of responsibility; preoccupation with body, ability not
matching aggressiveness, timidity, feeling of being invulnerable, emotional players
highly aroused by jeers of spectators and excessive reaction to stress leading to anxiety.
The agility of the players, which depends on reflexes and perception is an important
factor. An agile player with good physical fitness is capable of rapidly changing his
posture to escape danger.

4. Conditioning of
Players

This refers to the measures taken to ensure that the athlete is optimally prepared for
matches. It includes: I) A balanced programme of training, diet, rest and massage.
2) Resistance exercises to build muscle power, endurance and physical fitness. 3)
Learning of lessons of correct running, protective alertness, quick reactions and flexibility of body. Injuries occur more frequently at the beginning of the season due to
lack of conditioning.
Although training is the corner stone of conditioning, it should be carried to optimum
level and avoid overtraining. Overtraining occurs when training exceeds adaptation
capacity. Symptoms and signs of overtraining include: decreased performance, weight
loss, increased pulse rate, irritability and easy fatiguability, Wolf W. (8). Players should
be watched for these signs and symptoms as overtraining predisposes to injury. This
may explain the increased number of injuries in the second half time when fatigue
sets in.
Warm-up:
Generally it is assumed that warm up improves performance and reduces injury.
Physiological knowledge would support this but researchers contradict due to difficulty in controlling other variables.

5. Environmental Factors

The most important factor is agressiveness of other players and ability of officials
to lay rules to stop dangerous tackles and abilities of referees to endorse these rules.
Adverse climatic factors particularly affect players not adapted to these conditions.
In the tropics players lose a lot of fluids and electrolytes during games, Halim et-al
(9). This predisposes to dehydration, muscle cramps, lack of concentration and increased injuries in second half. Similarly players not adapted to high altitudes may
face risk of hypoxia leading to lack of concentration.
Protective Clothing:
Players who ignore the wear of protective clothing invite injuries. Shins need to be
protected, and so should feet by bandages and good quality shoes.
More research is required to design better protective gear for football and legislation
to make the wear of these clothes mandatory may be required.
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Safe Grounds:
If the fields are not top quality they predispose to injury. Recently the question of
artificial turf was raised as a preventive measure. Goal posts if not rounded and safe
may predispose to injury. Many games are now played under flood lights. Lighting
conditions should be satisfactory.
More studies and analysis of football injuries are required, to clarify factors leading to
injury.
Acknowledgement:
This article is based on a review requested from the authors by the FIFA Medical
Committee and presented to the sports medicine conference organised by FIFA and
the African Football Confederation in Addis Abeba in February 1976.
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Problems in IntensiveAthletics at Medium Altitudes
by Prof. Dr. G. Schonholzer (Switzerland)

t

Football is a team sport, and it does not have to be especially emphasized that the result of a game depends to a very great extent on whether the 11 players really constitute a team. On the other hand, the performance of a football team is also based on the
physical and mental quality of the individual players. This, again, is made up, as in all
other types of athletics, of different components, muscular strength, continuous endurance (aerobic capacity), resistance (anaerobic capacity) and the central-nervous and
nervous capacities (adroitness, co-ordination, reaction). Strength, on which speed is
also dependent to a great extent, is an effect of muscular action. The extent of continuous endurance, i.e., the capacity to keep up a high-level performance over a long
period of time in the steady state is largely bound up with the capacity of the heartcirculatory-respiratory system. Resistance, i.e., the capacity to maintain a maximum
perfonnance in the state of maximal oxygen debt for as long as possible, is dependent
on biochemical circumstances in the body and in the blood. The central nervous
system is responsible for movements, co-ordination and reaction.
All these perfonnance components are influenced by external circumstances, the
question arising as to how and to what extent this is the case actually with the carrying
out of athletic peak performances in Mexico City, i.e., at an altitude of 2,300 meters
above sea level. Although a number of special questions arise, it seems to me essential
for the football specialist~ that he be familiar, in a general way, with the principles available at the present time. For this reason, it may be of interest to give a brief summary of the findings established during the last two years in various symposia, conferences
and expeditions. It has to do with the 6th Symposium "Sport at medium high altitudes" Magglingen, December 1965, the Symposium "Exercise and altitude", Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA, March 1966, the Symposium "Exercise at altitude" in Milan
and St-Vincent, October 1966, the scientific meeting of the Societe medicale francaise
d 'Education physique et de sport, Paris, December 1966, and several expeditio~s to
Mexico City by the BritiSh, the French, the Italians and the Swiss.
From the results available there can be derived a fairly large number of principles,
although it has to be stressed that the interpretation of the findings for the different
kinds of sports must be made on the basis of knowledge and experience and also in
part on the basis of common sense. The reading of a summary report, moreover, by no
means relieves the responsible person involved of the duty of familiarizing himself with
original findings and specialised litera ture.
Otherwise, he runs the risk of making mistakes owing to inadmissible simplifications
and schematic formulas. Popular notions and press reports no longer suffice as working
basis for trainers, coaches and other responsible persons.
Let the reader also consider that at the present time many things - positive and negative ones - are scientifically verified, but that other questions are still undecided and
that in 1968 - the year of the great Olympic experiment - there will still be gaps in
our knowledge.
The basic problems

In Mexico City, at an altitude of 2,300 meters above sea level, the following factors
have an effect on the organism:
- altitude, and connected with it, the reduced atmospheric pressure (by around 25%)
and the lowering of the oxygen pressure and the air density by the same amounts.
- climatic factors, in the first instance, reduced humidity.
- time displacement, depending on the ordinary place of residence of the competing
athlete.
- altered living conditions of different kinds.
The question arises as to how far and to what extent athletic efficiency in Mexico City
is affected in the various types of sport and how far and to what extent suitable measures (preparation, training, preventive measures) are likely to maintain or even to step
up performance capacity.
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Summary findings

a) Physiological Effects
- limitation of aerobic capacity (continuous endurance), at first ranging between 10
and 15 %, then less after an acclimatization, depending on the individual.
- influence on anaerobic capacity not yet precisely determined, obviously in the sense
of a partial compensation of the limitation of the aerobic capacities.
- interference with process of recovery.
- no influence on muscular strength.
- influence on psycho-nervous functions, taking a form that is still very difficult to
determine, surely negative for the most part, possibly on occasion positive ("alarm
reaction").
.
- shifting of performance limit to other functions in comparison with low altitude
regions (limited maximum pulse rate, diffusion capacity of lungs during severe
exertion, hyperventilation, hormonal processes).
- release of numerous functional alterations and adaptation processes.
b) Physical Effects
- diminution of air resistance for the athlete and the different parts of his body,
especially during rapid movement and in the case of large surfaces;
- diminution of air resistance for athletic equipment (projectile, wheel, boat, ball,
etc.) ;
- modification of aerodynamic conditions.
c) Effects on A thletic Performances

- impairment of all continuous endurance (aerobic, capacity), of more than 60 sec.
duration, rising in proportion to same; latter apparently as consequence of decreasing potentiality of compensation by anaerobic capacities;
.- no impairment of short-term endurance (anaerobic capacity), explosive performance);
- no impairment of full expenditure of strength. Occasional intensification not excluded (psycho-nervous alarm reaction);
- the effective performance is a resultant of the physiological and physical factors
(air resistance and aerodynamics, e.g., during short-distance running, cycling, certain
kinds of throwing, etc.). Whether the result expected is better or impaired as compared with performances at low altitudes is something that has to be studied precisely in each individual case, and, even more, has to be experimentally tested;
- in the case of intermittent endurance, account has to be taken of the limitation of
recovery.

d) Functional Alterations and Adaptation Processes
- acute, short-duration effects (time, altitude, temperature, travel, etc.): functional
alterations which can be deduced from the behaviour of the circulation, the metabolism, the blood, etc. For the most part, negative effect on performance capacity
in general;
- more gradual long-term effects (oxygen deficiency, dry climate): acclimatization
(adaptation) concerns in particular the oxygen-receptive, - transporting and transmitter system (respiration-blood-heart-circulation-tissues) and thus the continuous
endurance capacity;
- the alteration difficulties have to be overcome for all athletes before good performances can be expected;
- the athlete performing in short bursts must have overcome at least the conversion
difficulties before good performances can be expected. Better yet is complete
acclimatization. He can surpass his own peak performance at low altitudes;
- the athlete performing over longer stretches has to be completely acclimatized. He
can approach his low-altitude peak performance, but not attain it or surpass it
(provided he was previously given optimum training);
- athletes who adapt poorly to the altitude ought to be eliminated;
- pycnic -athletic constitutional types apparently adapt worse than leptosome-athletic
types.
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e) The Time Factor
- the alteration process occupies hours or even periods up to several days. It is apparently facilitated by previous sojourn at high altitudes;
- acclimatization occurs in 2 to 4 weeks, depending on organic constitutional system:
Certain functions require considerably longer periods (acid-base metabolism, blood,
body water);
- acclimatization occurs in phases. There is no uniform opinion regarding "crises" and
their times of occurrence (8th day, 17th day). Rather there are probably involved
individually different "negative phases", the emergence of which depends, among
other things, on the preparation beforehand and on the average altitude of the
athlete's home country;
- there is a prevailing view that a stay in Mexico City of 2 1/2 to 3 or even up to 4
weeks before the meets is indicated;
- it is also believed that there should be a 2 to 3-week period of altitude adaptation
prior to the trip;
- some favour an interim of a few days between prior training and anival in Mexico
(home leave and trip), other favour leaving out the visit home;
- there is no uniformly prevailing view on the question of an interim between arrival
and start of training in Mexico City. Some favour full-scale activity as soon as possible (after 2 to 3 days), others favour a rest of several days.
f) Training and Altitude Training
- athletes who do not start with optimum training form are unsuitable for peak performance in meets in Mexico City;
- athletes who are not specifically prepared (depending on the type of sport) for performance at high altitudes are unsuitable for peak performance meets in Mexico
City;
- altitude training has two aims in view: acclimatization and training as such;
- good training form (endurance capacity) facilitates and shortens the altitude adaptation. Highly trained athletes often react with severe complaints, but these are of
shorter duration than is the case with others;
- good acclimatization facilitates altitude training;
- optimum altitude range for training sojourns: 1,800 to 2,300 meters above sea
level;
- high altitude sojourns, especially those over 2,000 meters above sea level, entail the
danger of low training intensity (especially muscular strength). Losses of strength
to be avoided!
- conversion to living at high altitudes and acclimatization capacity can be trained.
Several altitude training periods in the preparation time are useful;
- altitude training in the shape of short-term ascents and descents has a certain effect;
- altitude training (with careful consideration of the risk of loss of strength) improves
personal peak performance 2 to 4 days after return to low altitudes. The duration of
this after-effect is not yet exactly known, but it may likely be somewhat longer;
- the following are decisive for the effect of altitude training: The altitude, the training
intensity, the duration of stay.
g) Medical Points of View

- only healthy athletes - healthy in the strict sense of the word - are suitable for
peak performances at high altitudes. Even the slightest disturbance diminishes altitude resistance:
- vaccinations are to be carried out in plenty of time;
- the danger of stomach and intestinal complaints can be eliminated by means of preventive treatment and team discipline;
- high altitude pulmonary oedema is hardly involved at the altitude in question.
Nevertheless, there is a certain liability in the case of infections of the respiratory
tract.
- no special risks need be assumed for peak performances at 2,300 meters above sea
level. However, relatively severe states of exhaustion have to be reckoned with, in
which cases administration of oxygen is useful and is pennitted;
- medical attention must be appreciably intensified in comparison with former Olympic Games. This view likewise cOlTesponds to that of the Federation Internationale
de Medecine Sportive;
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- medicaments can act differently (possibly with more pronounced effect) at high
altitudes. Doping can have especially dangerous effects at high altitudes. Artificially
administered oxygen accelerates recovery (rest), improves performance, however,
only if it is administered during recovery (practically impossible).

h) Hygienic Points of View
- the dryness of the air has to be watched. Humidification is called for!
- a special attempt has to be made to combat mutual infection if illness occurs;
- food intake must be carefully supervised and planned. Carbohydrate requirements
are greater at high altitudes, protein requirements less than at low altitudes;
- raw foods, especially raw health foods, salads, unpeeled fruit, are to be avoided.
Danger of acute disturbances and of amoebic infections!
- vitamin and mineral requirements are to be covered in the shape of special preparations;
- alcohol is to be taken in great moderation, if at all;
- smoking is to be forbidden;
- expert massage is important. At such altitudes muscular aches are common after
severe performances.

iJ Psychological Points of View
- the Mexico "adventure" must be systematically stripped of its "mystique" (not
trivialized). Objective orientation! Press campaign~
- the lengthy training period, some of it on the spot, emphasizes the problems of
homesickness, lax discipline, "Olympic claustrophobia", mental breakdown, and
makes the intervention of qualified escorts, who have known the competitors for
a long time, rather more important than otherwise;
- leisure activity, reading matter from home, esprit de corps without mutual irritation
are all of the utmost importance.
In conclusion, it may be pointed out that all physical and psychological processes,
especially those involving conversion and adaptation, vary to a very great extent from
one individual to another. A team will produce the best results if its training and
leadership proceed on the basis of extensive knowledge and can be varied to fit the
individual. The individually varied reactions are per se awkward for the managers and
trainers, occurring as they do in exceptionally severe conditions, but they must not in
any case lead to the trivialization or underestimation of the problems; what should
prevail is the principle of very intensive technical, medical and administrative participation. The slogan "The athlete and his trainer", especially for a small nation, has a
great significance, along with the very careful and severe process of selecting the athletes.
Bibliography
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High Competition Sport at Medium Altitude (up to 3000 m.)
by Prof. Dr. Gottfried Schonholzer

t

The Final Competition of the FIFA World Cup in Mexico may be taken as an example
of the problems raised (where the altitude varies between 1,800 to 2,800 m.)
Football is a team sport with the aim of obtaining a victory .. It is not possible to evaluate the performance in such a direct manner as in the case of a race. Assessment also
appears to be more difficult.
The following factors are due to altitude:
- reduction of the atmospheric pressure and in proportion the oxygen pressure (Mexico City = -25 %)
- diminution of the air density
- diminution of the humidity of the air
- as the case may be: questions of temperature, dislocations, etc. (but which are not
limited to the altitude)
Effects:

- diminution of the endurance from 10-15 %, eventually a little less in the case of
acclimatisation
- in some cases, increase of the anaerobic capacity as compensation
- slower recovery after hard efforts
- the muscular strength is not influenced
- effect on the senso- and psychomotor qualities (technique)
- acceleration of the body movements (or of the baU) resulting from the diminution
of the atmospheric resistance.

Transition: low altitude

- The body reacts rapidly by brief signs of adaptation (pulse rate, ventilation volume
per minute, functioning of the vegetative nervous system, sleep). Duration of this
adaptation: hours to days. It is certain that the capacity of performance is affected.
- 2nd phase: long term signs of adaptation (acclimatisation), for example, increase of
the hemoglobin, acids-base equilibrium. Duration: several days to several weeks.
- Long term adaptations (tissues, cells, mitochondria, enzymes). Duration: several
weeks to several months or even longer. A total adaptation of the aerohic capacity
is never possible as the capacity of diffusion of the oxygen in the lungs is limiting,
on the other hand the transport capacity or the consumption of oxygen is not.

Practical consequences

- Adaptation is indispensable for performance at medium altitude (obtained in one's
country or on the spot).
- Preparation in the altitude: 2-3-4 weeks.
- Possibility to immediately start a competition at altitude upon arrival: velY doubtful.
- The first 3 or 4 days are practically always unfavourable for top performances.
- Whether to begin training at altitude intensively right from the beginning, or more
slowly - but only after 3 or 4 days - is disputable.
- Altitude for the training: 1,800 - 2,300 m. One should be prudent with regard to
a reduced intensity in training (loss of muscular strength), resulting from a reduced
aerobic capacity. If necessary, stress should be placed more on training of strength.
- Altitude training increases endurance at low altitude.

Medical problems

- A strict medical check-up should be made before going to a place at altitude, this
brings about a momentary diminution of the general resistance (focal infection).
- Exact control of nourishment as there is a tendency towards stomach or intestinal
disturbance. No alcohol.
- Vaccinations sufficiently in advance.
- Adequate liquid intake as there is a tendency to lose liquid (as a result of hyperventilation) .
- Doping substances are dangerous at altitude.
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Hygiene

- Dryness predisposes to infections in the mucuous membranes. Humidify the air, if
necessary.
- Prohibition to smoke. The carbon monoxide decreases the capacity of oxygen
transport by the hemoglobine.

Physical factors

- Do not "exaggerate" dangers of altitude! If the conditions are borne in mind, no
major danger exists.
- Make preparations well in advance (stays in places at altitude, departure early
enough for the destination). But all this often raises difficulties (family, homesickness, sexual problems). Good management of the team plays an essentially important role.
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A Plea for Tetanus Vaccination
by Prof. Dr. Jean Vittori
Tetanus is topical again. Indeed, it seems strange that a study has to be dedicated to
it in our day and age - because in 1978 this disturbance is still a recurrent, serious
sickness, constantly requiring intensive and consequently expensive care.
Many doctors who are led to fill out a certificate of fitness to play football are faced
with disgust if not a systematic refusal from the officials or players to update their
vaccinations, based on the fact that this is not requested by the Government authorities.
I tried to make sporting circles aware of this problem in these very same columns back
in 1964 when an inquiry was made about 150 medical forms involving children registered at a football school in the Rhone district. Only 47 % among them had been vaccinated correctly. A parallel inquiry made at a country school in Isere and three town
schools in the Rhone district revealed that 95 % of the children had been vaccinated
correctly at birth but that only 50 % had been given a "repeat" vaccination at the age
of one and 20 % the legal "repeat" vaccination upon starting secondary school.
As a result, the young sportsman is badly immunised from the age of six up to the time
of his military service, if this is carried out. A young sportswoman, however, is not immunised at all after 18 years of age.
The risk of tetanus is underestimated and the number of sports grounds with a tetanus
hazard is constantly on the increase, forcing certain Associations to make the vaccinations compulsory for players (Great Britain, Central America, South America, USSR,
etc ....).
Falls, slides and blows with studs cause local cutaneous scratches particularly on the
knees, thighs and buttocks. Local care is not always guaranteed on the playing field
and the attendants or officials only have an old, or useless adhesive plaster for cover.
If city dwellers are subject to less dangers on their playing fields which are completely
fenced in, rural sportsmen often play on fields where numerous animals have passed
through or grazed.
In the country, a doctor, dispensary or hospital are miles away from the scene of a
match and everybody dislikes disturbing a nurse or doctor for a basic prophylaxis.

Tetanus remains a very serious illness
The average mortality rate lies between 30 and 40 %. The number of deaths caused by
tetanus amounts to nearly one million (Bytchenko).
Tetanus is an expensive illness
If the case is not fatal, the hospital stay in the specialised intensive care and rehabilitation units varies between two and four months.
A day in hospital costs an average of about FFr. 2,000. If there are 500 cases of tetanus every year in France, the total costs of hospitalisation come close to FFr. 100 million. The national budget is also cut down by very long perIods of absence from work
and convalescence.
After-effects (articular stiffness and muscular atrophies) will also require prolonged reeducation which will consequently cost the country a lot of money to say nothing of
the compensation for partial incapacities of a pennanent nature.

What about serum
prophylaxis?

l)It protects medically but involves risks
It is the doctor who is entirely responsible, and abstaining from serum therapy would
automatically be condemned in court. Actually this only offers protection for two
weeks and there are risks of serum accidents, even anaphylactic shock which can often
be fatal.

2) It is expensive
1.800.00 Frenchmen were given an antitetanic serum injection in 1975, representing
overall expenses of 48 million francs. In addition to this, there is the price of medical
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consultations and three anatoxin injections which are the basis for the concomitant
vaccination, customary with the abatement of the antitetanic serum therapy.
All this amounts to total costs of FFr. 100 million which certainly cannot be compared with the price of 150 dead every year, of 600 invalids and tens of thousands of
lost working days.
One Solution Only:
The Antitetanic
Vaccination

This is the best tolerated of all vaccinations. It has no contra-indications apart from
occasional renal problems provided the subjects' susceptibility is tested by intradennal
reactions.
It is incredibly efficient and its immunity is very prolonged. What is more, no cases of
tetanus have arisen among persons who were vaccinated less than ten years ago (Rapin
and Coll.).
Moreover, if someone is correctly vaccinated and suffers an injury, just one "repeat"
injection of toxoid immediately restores a sufficient degree of protection, however
old the vaccination may be.
We do not feel that the medical certificates of vaccinal contra-indication are certificates of goodwill but it must be admitted that certain medical or para-medical circles
put up some scepticism to the anti-tetanic vaccination, preferring serum prevention
by rule of thumb.

What can we conclude
from that?

At a time when the sport is making great progress, affecting all social levels - men,
women and children, the doctor signing a certificate of fitness to play football ought
to draw it to the attention of professional players. Of course, he can hardly influence
the family doctor, the school or firm doctor for that matter, because he is not entitled
to make this vaccination compulsory, not being within the legal standards.
The aim of the government-employed doctor is to make the family and his colleague
understand the advantage of the antitetanic vaccination with respect to the serum
therapy.
Tetanus, a present-day sickness, ought to be merely a sickness of the past.
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Fluid and Electrolyte Balance and Physical Training in Hot Climate
by Dr. Abdel Halim, DKSM, Se., FRCP

Introduction

One of the exacting homostatic mechanisms of the human body which maintains its
internal environment constant is temperature regulation. The oral temperature is maintained between 96.4-99.8° F., rectal temperature between 96 .6~1 00° F.
In hot climates man often gains heat from environment and to maintain body temperature, heat must be dissipated. Physical exercise increases heat production and calls
upon the channels of heat dissipation to maintain body temperature constant. Evaporation of water from respiratory passages and skin provides means of heat loss that
allows dissipation of heat even to air which is hotter than the body. Every gram of water that evaporates absorbs with it 0.58 Kcal of heat. Water metabolism therefore plays
an important role in maintenance of body temperature. Water balance in hot climates
may be disturbed as temperature regulation takes precedence over water balance.
Disturbance of water balance on the other hand, affects the circulatory system and
therefore limits physical activity. It is evident that water metabolism, environmental
factors and physical effort are closely related subjects. We will consider basic concepts
and data about water balance, heat regulation and the effect of physical training on
them in hot environment.

Fluid Balance

In an adult of average weight, the water content of the body is distributed as seen in
table I-A.

Table 1-A - Distribution of body water in a man of 65 kg body weight

Total body water
Intracellular fluid
Extracellular fluid
Interstitial fluid
Intravascular fluid

Value in litres
42
26.5
15.5

%Body weight
60
38
22
17

12

3.5

5

None of this store of water can be spared. An excess or deficit of 1 % causes a noticeable adjustment. An excess increases urine formation and a deficit is corrected by
drinking. In a study of Sudanese subjects (Khogali et a11972), the total body water
as measured by tritium space was found to be lower than in total body water in subjects in temperature climates (55 %). A state that may be described as voluntary dehydration. Therefore water deficit in the tropics if not corrected, is more serious.
Water balance is maintained by channels of water gain and loss. Table l-B shows this
balance sheet for temperate climates.

Table 1-B

Water in food
Water drunk
Metabolic water
Total

Intake mls
801
1,300
254
2,355

Urine
Faetal water
Evaporated water
Total

Output mls
1,5l6
30
809
2,355

Table I reports a fluid intake, evaporative water loss and urine volume in Sudanese subjects at rest, (MeanIe et aI, Halim, Mahmoud and Mustafa 1975). The environmental
temperature is relatively low in both studies as the temperature may reach up to 45° C
in summer. Nevertheless, evaporative loss is significantly higher, urine volumes significantly lower and fluid intake significantly higher than in temperate climates.
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Table I

Mechanisms of heat
exchange in hot climates

Environment
Condition

Fluid intake
mls

Urine output
mls

Evaporatory
loss mls

First Study Air Temp 30.6 0 C
R.H. 35.4 %
Wind Speed 4.4 m/s

3,761
(3,249-4,188)

1,037
(l 05-1,610)

2,723
(2,263-3,336)

Second Study Air Temp 33.9° C
R.H. 35 %
Wind Speed 2 m/s

3,950
(2,500-6,345)

1,294
(500-2,750)

2,656
(1,545-3,920)

Hot climates can be classified as hot dry or warm humid. Hot dry are usually in deserts
and warm humid are in the tropical rain forest areas within latitudes 10-200 from the
equator.
1. From internal metabolism - Basal metabolism produces 40 Kcal/sq. metre surface
area in an adult man. If there is not a mechanism of heat loss this will produce a
rise in body temperature of 1° C per hour, according to the equation.
Heat gain in Kcal
Temperature change =
Wt in kg x specific heat
2. Imperceptible tensing of muscles
3. Specific dynamic action of food
4. Exercise
A man running for 20 minutes produces 200 Kcal. This will raise the body temperature
in an average man of 65 kg by 2.6° F. if there were no mechanisms of heat loss available. Football entails a heavy physical activity: a man weighting 65 kg will generate
7.4-9.9 Kcal/minute.

Heat gain and loss from
environment

Heat can be gained or lost from the environment by conduction convention and
radiation depending on environmental factors. Thus, at air temperatures of 75° radiation is responsible for 60 % of heat loss, conduction and convection for 20 % and
20 % by evaporative loss.
At a temperature of 100° F (38 0 C) an average clothed man in the sun acquires 120 cal
and 200 calories when unclothed (Adolph 1947).
Heat gained or lost by radiation depends not only on the temperature of surroundings
but on the colour and texture of clothes. White clothes are thus considered more
suitable in the tropics because they minimize heat gain.

Heat loss by evaporation
of water

Insensible perspiration is of relatively minor importance. Evaporation of water from
expired air equals approximately 0.035 gms of water for every litre of expired air depending on environmental temperature and relative humidity. This can be of significance during heavy exercise when ventilatory minute volume may exceed 60 litres.

Thermal sweating

Production of sweat is a costly physiological event. In air temperature from 82-860 F,
temperature regulation results mainly from heat loss by convection and radiation.
As ambient temperature increases, sweating is evoked in quantities enough for thermoregulation. An increase in humidity increases the rate of sweating as evaporation of
sweat becomes less efficient. Sweat rates are also dependent on solar irradiation. For
the same environmental temperature, sweat rates are higher during the day than during
the night (Adolph 1947).
Sweat rates are higher during physical effort due to the increase in metabolism rate
which depends on work load. (Fig. 1) shows the effect of exercise on body temperature during different loads of physical efforts.
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E.F. Adolph and associates (1947) carried out extensive work on sweat rates in men
walking while carrying different loads in the desert. They recorded sweat rates as high
as 1 litre/hour and from studies on hot humid chambers losses as high as 3.5 litres/
hour.
In Ohio State University, fluid loss of 2 litres to 7 litres/hour have been recorded in
football players.
In a recent study, Halim, Mahmoud and Mustafa (1975) recorded evaporative water
losses in soccer players in Sudan and Somalia. (Table 11) Evaporative water losses were
greater in Somalia due to higher humidity. It is interesting to note that the losses were
significantly lower in the 2nd half compared to the first half. This can be explained by
the effect of slight dehydration resulting from the first half. It should be pointed out
that the temperature in both studies was a relatively moderate temperature for tropical
and desert climates, and that the effect of solar radiation was not operative as they
were evening matches.
Table II - Fluid loss during matches in Sudan, Somalia and Tunisia
Environmental
conditions
Sudan Study Air Temp. 33° C
R.H.40%
Wind velocity 2 m/s
Somalia Study Air Temp. 26.3° C
R.H. 78 %
Wind velocity 5 m/s
Tunisia Study Air Temp. 13.2° C
R.H. 74 %

Fluid loss
first half
mls

Fluid loss
second half
mls

Total
fluid loss
mls

1,346
(1,150-1,720)

707
(450-2,030)

2,089
(1,470-3,520)

1,616

Cl ,300-2,500)

930
(700-1,430)

2,546
(2,130-3,930)

300-900

150-500

700-1,100
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Consequences of
increased sweat rates

. Sweat continues in the face of increasing dehydration although at lower rates. 2 %
weight loss causes violent thirst.
Rectal temperature increases linearly with degree of dehydration reaching 2° Cat 10 %
weight loss. Pulse rates increase with dehydration 40 beats above normal at 8 % loss of
body weight. Some physiological effects of dehydration and fluid intake in subjects
engaged in physical effort in the heat are shown in Fig. 2. E.G. Folk lr. 74 Muscle and
brain perfusion decrease in these circumstances due to re-distribution of blood and
physical and mental performance are handicapped.
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The main constituent of sweat apart from water and intake is sodium chloride. A daily
intake of 20 gms of salt was found to be sufficient for workers in a hot climate. If it
was less than 6 gms/day, the workers showed higher pulse rates and rectal temperature
and poorer cardio-vascular adjustments (Adolph 1947). Generally for every litre of
sweat loss, an allowance of 3 gms of salt intake should be made.
Syndromes related to
physical effort in hot
climate

1. Muscle cramps: This is very common among athletes in the tropics. It is due to the
inadequate replacement of salt lost in the sweat.
2. Heat Exhaustion: Characterised by inability to continue muscular work. Symptoms
and signs are due to circulatory failure resulting from water and electrolyte depletion.
3. Heat stroke: This is the most serious of heat disturbances. More common in hot humid climates. Major signs are failure of sweating; hyperpyrexia, heat induced tetany
and coma resulting from brain damage.

Protective Measures

1. Natural acclimatisation. Repeated exposure to hot climate results in acclimatisation.
The effect of repeated exposure to hot environment is higher capacity for activity and
less discomfort from heat. Acclimatisation begins in 4-6 days and is complete in 10-14
days.
Specific changes occur in skin:
1. Increased peripheral conductance
2. Increased sweating capacity
3. Lower threshold of skin temperature for initiation of sweating
4. Lower concentration of Nac1 chloride in sweat
This results in increased plasma ALDO sterone and therefore a minimization of salt loss.
The degree of adaptation can be determined by measuring skin temperature, heart rate
and rectal temperature which will be lower as adaptation proceeds. Fig. 3 shows these
changes in men exposed to hot environment for several days. (E.G. Folk Jr., 1974).
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From the above, it is clear that teams from temperate climates visiting tropical countries are at a disadvantage. For competitive sports in the tropics, such teams should
have training in hot weather to develop some degree of acclimatisation.
Clothing

Light clothing is preferable to protect against solar radiation and not to interfere with
evaporation of sweat.

Fluid intake

Proper hydration and adequate salt intake. Hydration prior to sport events is recommended as long as it is in small repeated volumes so as not to cause respiratory embarrassment or nausea due to stomach dilation.
The construction of stadiums lighted for evening events in countries with adverse
climatic conditions, should be encouraged.
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Cooperation between Physicians and Trainers
by Dr. Antonio Losada, M.D.

The extraordinary development of soccer in the last forty years has been a singular
event of the century within the framework of advancement jn all sports activities.
There may be many explanations for this type of growth; but there are two undoubted
factors which have played an essential part, namely:
I. Scientific and technological advances, one of the main aspects of which has been to
bring together countries and continents, so that international contests, of poor quality and low frequency in the first decades of this century, have improved and grown
to the extent that it is now difficult to keep detailed track of the championships
which take place week by week in the main soccer centers, with their culmination
every four years: the contest for the World Cup which becomes the showcase for
this sport;
2. The backing and repercussions which these contests have, of course, had on communication media, especially with the incorporation of television which has allowed the
World Championships, to cite an example to be followed by 20 % of the earth's population. On the other hand, international news agency statistics have highlighted
the fact that 25 % of words broadcast annually pertain to the sports sector, and that,
within that figure, soccer accounts for the highest percentage.
In the face of such unceasing activity, with crowded sports stadiums, the demands on
soccer as a spectacle have been on the increase, and a sterner professionalism has also
been reached. Today, more than ever before, the need to win is imperative; behind
each reSUlt, thousands of interests and outcomes are at stake.
This "transcendence" - fair or exaggerated - which soccer has today, has caused substantial changes: it has compelled players to devote themselves entirely to their profession; the training plans are more aggressive, in search of better performance; a player
must be prepared for 50 to 70 games per year, sometimes in unusual latitudes or climates.
The work of the Technical Group or Technical "Team" (coaches, physical trainers,
physiotherapists, aides, etc.) bears an enormous degree of responsibility in physical
conditioning, tactical systen1s, strategies, which is reflected in the preparation of an
annual plan which, in itself, is complex and which encounters many obstacles in practical realization.
In the presence of these new facts, basic changes have come about in the physician's
mission. Over a period of years he generally lived apart from the team's working plans,
from the opportune and efficient control of the player which would have permitted an
evaluation of the physiological response to the effort required at the training stage or
during performance at games. Very often his medical examinations in this aspect were
minimal and insufficient and his work was focused on treatment of injuries which
were, in fact, the feature which was most disturbing both as regards the physician and
the managers.
Today, the Medical "Team" has appeared on the scene, with clear-cut outlines and
duties, for participation in multidisciplinary work alongside the Technical "Team",
derived particularly from greater demands caused by training systems, in which the
physiological and pathological limit is by now an imperceptible line. The Medical
"Team" today requires the presence of specialists who have a thorough knowledge of
the characteristics of the game, the responses produced in the body thereby, and who
can guarantee the appropriate selection of exercises and loads which form part of the
overall training; they must know how to evaluate and measure these responses to be
able to hand the Technical "Team" an accurate report and a concrete judgement to
permit changes of plans at a given moment; how to detect over-training in the early
stages; how to extend for the greatest possible time the "state of form": the expression
of full physical and psychological resources, culmination of a specialized and transitory
training and formation period; true reflection of the body's capacity for maintaining
homeostasis. Circumstances sometimes compel one to not aspire to the optimum.
As Toni Nett has said, if a trainer is unaware of the physiological effects of a training
system he is a serious menace both as regards the efficiency and the health of the
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players he is leading; in the same way, Berlogea of Rumania maintains that: ''The physician who has not practiced the sport and who is unaware of the pedagogical aspects
of the player's formation, cannot delve into training problems".
There should be specialists in the Traumatology of sports, for the opportune diagnosis
and treatment of an injury, followed by adequate rehabilitation to allow the player to
return to the game in good condition and at the earliest possible moment. Should treatment be incomplete and recovery only partial, this will be the onset of a new pathological state and a factor leading to a lower performance on the field of play. The recovery that may be sufficient in daily life is not enough for that type of sports activity
which seeks maximum performance.
Multidisciplinary work should begin at the start of the season and take place between
the Technical "Team" and the Medical ''Team''.
The starting point should be the principle that a sports player, as pointed out by
Astrand, is subject to three factors: 1) the possibility of producing energetic processes
(aerobic power, anaerobic power); 2) neuromuscular function (energy and technique);
3) psychological factors (motivation and technique); but in the case of soccer, the
individual has to be considered as part of a team and it shall also be indispensable to
combine, as Shepard says "the need for teamwork and group abilities",
"Teamwork requires intelligence of a specific type together with the ability to anticipate group behaviour and control of personal watchfulness compatible with pauses in
play."
Soccer is included among sports with alternating aerobic - non-aerobic effort, a fact
which will have to be duly taken into account in physical conditioning.
According to research by Stanescu of Rumania: the distance travelled by a player in
a game is between 3 and la kilometres; and the speed is from 15 to 20 kilometres per
hour for fast running; these dashes are non-cyclic and over distances of 10 to 30metres.
Total duration of movements or dashes is around l5 minutes, the remaining 75 minutes
being devoted to \valking. In general, the work of 90 minutes appears to be distributed
between 5,000 metres running and approx. 160 technical movements. Energy expended during the 90 minutes would be about 650 calories (450 calories per hour).
Other writers give different figures. For instance, Seliger, Choutka and Zelenka, of
Czechoslovakia, quote values between 1,100 and 1,200 for energy expenditure.
Of course, the following should be taken into account in these calculations: position
en the team, degree of training, age, and the surroundings of the game.
When the season begins, it is indispensable to assemble background information and
test results from the Technical "Team" and the Medical "Team".
The technician should take into account factors which will help him to obtain a clear
view of each player.
- background from preceding seasons, especially the last; degree of efficiency;
- injuries;
- weight graphs from previous years and at the time of physical check;
- test results providing elements of judgment regarding morphological conditions and
functional ones, to serve as a starting point for the year's checks for: strength, speed,
endurance, flexibility, skill.
The Medical "Team", either on the field of play or in the office, shall establish the
player's biological outline. With a technique different from the technician's, an attempt
shall be made to obtain the body's response to the same or similar demands.
We will now point out the basic elements to be taken into account in this initial
examination, which will be the starting point for establishing the season plan and as
a basis for comparison on subsequent periodic checks:
1. Physical constitution (measurement of the mass of fat)
2. Effort adaptation tests:
3. Electrocardiogram at rest and under strain. Telectrocardiography.
4. Aerobic power (choice of one of the following tests):
(It should be remembered that there are direct and indirect measurements of maximum VO ; the latter based on submaximum loads, based on the practically linear
f
relationshIp between V0 2 and heart rate during submaximum work.)
a) Cooper's test (12 minutes)
b) Balke's test (15 minutes)
c) Astrand's nomogram
d) Cycloergometer test
e) Treadmill test
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5. Anaerobic power (choice of one of the following tests):
a) Stairway test (Margaria)
b) Ergometric bicycle pedaling without a saddle: at 60 RPM followed by lactacidemia control (Del Monte)
c) First five seconds work test on cycloergometer, with sudden increase of power
from 50 to 400 Watts with an established pedaling rate of 124 to 128 revolutions
per minute. Lactacidemia control. (Dr. Patricia De Bruyn of Belgium)
All these anaerobic tests are performed without prior warmup; that is to say, they
begin suddenly.
6. Other control tests:
a) neuromuscular excitability (electronic rheotome)
b) dynamometry; cuadriceps force as knee extensor (Nettinger) and others: aductors, hand, etc.
c) psychotechnical tests: visual sharpness, hearing; reaction times to visual and
auditory stimuli; reaction coordination.
7. Laboratory tests:
a) Hemogram and sedimentation
b) complete fresh urine test
c) lactic acid at conclusion of some tests to establish response to energy processes
d) series of parasitological tests of stools (with PVA).
With a knowledge of the human material at our disposal, we shall be in a position to
draw up a rational annual plan on more scientific bases and with less possibility of
error.
Once work has been initiated, by means of joint meetings, the most convenient dates
and occasions for carrying out field tests will be established, for the best orientation
of the parties involved, and the same will be done by the members of the Medical
Team. It should always be remembered that the test is a means and not and end; it is
the basis for orientation.
Sheppard, of Toronto, has pointed out a group of tests which is important and which
measures physiological parameters:
1) Explosive Force:
- high jump without running
- long jump without running
- anaerobic power (Margaria test)
- high jump on force platform
Isometric Force:
- abdominal with bent knees
- cable tensiometry
2)Muscular Endurance:
- comparison of running time over 600 yards before and after a training game
- maximum speed of 50 yards alternated 40 times with 100 yards of running
- cardiorespiratory:
15 minute Balke test
12 minute Cooper test
maximum 02 consumption on treadmill
3) Speed
- time for 50 yards dash
4) Agility
- equilibrium on one lower extremity
- equilibrium on the stabilometer
5) Flexibility
static:
seated, touch feet with hands;
- use of electrogoniometer
dynamic:
- 50 yards dash
- jump on one foot
- use of electrogoniometer
6) Corporal composition
Results are expressed as performance indices which are tabulated, as multiples of the
standard performance scales suited to the position occupied at play.
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In Brazil, the following aptitude tests have been used at Selection level:
Cooper Test, to check aerobic resistance;
Speed Test, 50 metre sprint;
Circuit training: arm, leg and abdominal exercises. Burpee test;
Flexibility Test: leg extended forward and backward. Flexing of spine;
Lartigue Test: pulse at rest and after 50 bends over legs.
We wish to point out the importance that our studies should be more and more refined
at the present time; they should be the expression of a better functional evaluation;
and should search for the way to obtain quantitative answers.
Aerobic capacity is one of the basic essentials in the soccer player's physical condition
and the determination of this capacity has made available an efficient tool for the
evaluation of the physical condition and the evolution of same at a given time, either
by comparison with him or by figures obtained from the corresponding literature.
Among the finalists of the World Cup in Germany in 1974, there were teams whose
players showed an aerobic power of 66,68 and up to 70 ml/kg/min precisely amongst
those who showed the best performances; this figure approached that of high level
athletes. It represents the highest level of adjustment obtainable in the cardiorespiratory system and is a measure of the motive power or maximum internal combustion
power.
However, in the course of a soccer match, there are also explosive efforts, reaching high
peaks, which, if suitably trained, can decide a game. Those in which a player, in an 8
to 10 metre dash, can manage to get away from a foe, thus creating a numerical advantage and often upsetting the highly-studied schemes of the opponent's trainer. That
is why we stress the quantification of the anaerobic power and alactacid energy. When
an extremely intense effort takes place from the outset, and therefore in anaerobiosis,
there is an initial stage in which the production of lactic acid is negligible. This effort
can only be achieved by the breaking down of the high energy compounds (ATP+P .C.
= Phosphogene) which previously existed. Though short, the energetic power is of such
a magnitude which is similar or greater than that obtained by lactic acid. This is the
alactacid energy which one attempts at improving to the maximum, working at speed
with short recovery periods: 10 second dashes with 40 second rest pauses or, as pointed
out by Astrand, exercises with very high intensity phases during some seconds, which
also contribute to the development of muscular strength and the reinforcing of tendons
and ligaments.
The maximum anaerobic power is expressed in terms of the production of mechanical
work (work under the shortage of 02)' The maximum figure for the production of
lactic acid is considered as indicative of maximum power, being approximately 1.7 kg/
min which correspond to a power of 390 cal/kg/min or to a consumption of 0, of
78 ml/kg/min as clearly pointed out by Margaria.
The maximum power due to alactacid mechanisms can be measured by the maximum
work capacity that the individual can develop between 3 and 5 seconds. Muscular
power, due to the breakdown of phosphogene, measured by this means, appears to be
3 to 4 times larger than the oxidation power; i.e., it amounts close to 800 cal/kg of
body weight, which pertains to a need of 02 of 160 ml/kg/min.
It should also be the concern of the Medical "Team" to cover nutritional and diet
aspects taking the training stages into account as also game days and disintoxication
and alimentary recovery periods; individual characteristics; surroundings where play
takes place, etc.
The incorporation of muscular biopsy in 1960 by Swedish researchers has caused
important changes in the traditional criteria for the nutrition of the sports player who
has to face very exacting championships: the deposits of glycogen play a decisive part,
together with the depletion of these, diets with high percentage of glucides on days
preceding the events, etc.
H we consider the player as a psychobiological unit, it is impossible to overlook the
importance of psychological preparation. Ferre-Hombravella, outstanding specialist
in psychology of Spanish sports maintains that "every sports player who acts by himself or as part of a team should be explored psychologically in the same way as he is
the subject of a somatic examination, to obtain psychological data that should complement the medical and sports data. Every high efficiency sports player should also be
trained psychologically in the same way as he is trained physically. Any unilateral
training is always incomplete; because every player participates in the game with his
soma and his psyche."
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Up until now, some technicians have used their "experience" or have tried to acquire
knowledge and there are physicians who have delved into the matter for the better
discharge of their functions. It is only in certain countries where these specialists have
been incorporated in the preparation of high level players, and that will undoubtedly
be the path which will have to be taken in the future.
As soccer contests have acquired greater importance and the highest performance is
sought, both collective and individual, it has become indispensable to tighten up the
connections in this multidiscipline assembly: technician and physician, in an attempt
to attain maximum efficiency for the longest possible time. Institutional economic
requirements often compel departure from traditional patterns, as also from those
which are logical and rational, in the team's training. Action must be planned for a
series of tournaments, often parallel to each other, which call for great caution in the
system of work, with the accent on certain stages of physical conditioning; at other
times, the accent must be on the technical aspect; setting an intelligent reduction in
activity or simply periods of rest from sports. All this in agreement with the importance that clubs, or selections where they operate, attach to the various tournaments.
In this way, the work of the physician or physicians who have joined an institution, has
become increasingly complex, taking on greater responsibilities which always must be
faced within a strict professional and ethical framework with ample scientific knowledge.
In the same way as the "family doctor" has gradually vanished in present day life and
has been replaced by the specialist, the medicine of sports requires that the men who
operate in a given activity shall have a profound knowledge of the same. At the present
time, soccer requires a professional with full knowledge of medicine as applied to this
sport. Even though soccer may have certain aspects in common with other activities,
it has its own particular modalities which originate in the magnitude of demands at a
high level.
It has been correctly stated that the medicine of sport is group medicine: it requires
of the various specialities a study of the medical-sports problem from its own point of
view (Guillet and Genety). It cannot be restricted to the framework of one speciality
only.
In present time soccer, participation and integration must be ever closer on the part of
those who have a deep knowledge of training problems, suitable to contests which are
debilitating due to their duration and intensity. Technicians and physicians should be
in open and permanent contact, also without overlooking the player who has to play
a leading part and who has to have full knowledge of the plans drawn up for obtaining
his full collaboration (self-control sports programs which take place in som~ countries).
The coach, a technician specialized in physical conditioning, has been acquiring a better knowledge of this part of basic preparation of a team or a selection; but his range of
action must not be overstepped. Neither should he incur, as unfortunately happens in
many countries, in the personal solution of complex biological problems in the application or control of training.
Nowadays it is only possible to be successful by means of a multidiscipline harmonious
action, properly integrated and synchronized. No one is sole depository of the truth
and any action which tends to keep both groups isolated will lead to failure as if they
were separate and independent sectors.
On the one hand there is the risk, when technicians are isolated, to work on the basis
of very high demands (regarding intensity, volume or complexity) and to do so without
control and blindly causing serious risks and, on the other hand, the opportunity is
missed to incorporate in this work the advances obtained day by day from research in
such valuable areas as the physiology of exercise, biomechanics, biochemistry and
others, which allow a refinement of functional response or improvement of methods
for quantifying with greater accuracy the effects of training; and to obtain from the
player the greatest output and maintain it for the greatest possible time.
The demands of modern soccer, as those of any sport, require close contact between
the work of technicians and physicians in one positive unit tending to speak in a universal language. Insofar as this action becomes more coordinated and perfect, we shall
have contributed to the progress of soccer and we shall also have responded as scientists
so that these actions will play a part in society and be a factor in the preservations of
health. Sports at the service of mankind.
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7. Administration
- The structure of a club
- Contacts with the mass media and public relations
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Information

Introduction:

Nowadays infonnation plays a very important role, It is one of the most important
factors in human relations, one of the basic principles of sport. The National Associations should therefore pay particular attention to it.

Development:

It has been known for a long time now that sport is no longer just a game. It affects all

the activities of a country, beginning with the social and cultural aspects, but entering
also into the economic and political aspects. The increasing popularity of sport and
particularly of football, its very wide acceptance by young people and the representatives of the mass media - press, radio and television - offers a national football association a particularly promising stepping stone for information.
For information to be valuable, it should be regular, continuous and controlled.
First of all the aim should be fixed, the means available studied and the channels for
spreading this information should be chosen.
The aim of a national football association, in the field of information, is easy to describe:
- it is to make itself known;
- to make known its sport;
- to create in the public opinion an echo or a favourable basis for the acceptance of
its work.
The means available fall into two categories:

1. Technical means (publications, press articles, press conferences, material and publicity).
2. Human means
Football expresses itself best in this field by the simple fact that it presents its game
in a very positive manner, by playing attractive football in the best sporting spirit.
The different channels for spreading this information are:
- The mass media, i.e. press', radio and television;
- The institutions, such as schools, government offices;
- The other partners, Le.
FIFA, the Confederations, the other sports national associations, the National
Olympic Committee, etc.
The source of information should be continuous, regular and especially directed towards the purpose of attaining the fixed goal.
It is also important to insist on the value of human relations between the principal
leaders of national football with the official authorities mentioned above. These personal contacts, which must also be regular and continuous, will allow football to create,
or if this is already done, to establish its place in the sports organisations of a country.
Its goal will be attained, as soon as public opinion has reacted favourably to all activities of the football association.
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External relations

Introduction:

Every national football association shall have, through its activity, extemal relations
and will seek to establish others.

Development:

The external relations of a National Association shall be established principally with
the sports organisation. Moreover, the National Association shall also cultivate relations
between the different sports authorities in its country. To sum up, we would like to
cite the following possible partners:
a) FIFA

b) Continental Confederation
Relations between these two organisations are laid down in the Statutes and Regulations of the two bodies concerned.
c) Other football associations (the big football family)
d) The top sports organisation, which may be a ministry, an office, a federation or a
union combining all the sports associations of the country.
e) The Ministry of Education, of Youth, of Sport or any other competent authority in
the education of the youth of the country, notwithstanding the remarks made under
point d).
f) The sports schools and institutes of physical education of the country itself.
g) The National Olympic Committee
This contact in football, which is one of the principal olympic sports, is of particular
importance, not only because an olympic football tournament is organised every
4 years, but because the Olympics have become a movement characteristic of our
time.
h) The other national sports organisations
i) The representatives of the mass media (radio, television, press). This aspect was discussed in Lesson 14.
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Organisation of Training Courses

Development:

Planning Stage
- Training course for what groups (target groups)
- coaches
- players (professional, amateur, junior)
- administrators, officials
- referees
- doctors, medical staff
- What sort of course
- theory, practice, with/without examinations
- budgeting of course concerned
Preparation (2nd phase)
- Choice of course director
- Fixing of date and duration
- Establishment of teaching programme and material
- Lay-out of teaching plan
- Choice of instructors
- national
- international
- Decision on teaching plan with the instructors (adjustment of subjects taught)
according to target group
- beginners
- advanced
- further education
- teaching course without examination
- teaching course with examination (achievement of a goal)

Teaching course with examination
- examination board
- establishment of subject to be examined
- and questions
- written
- oral
Preparation (2nd phase)
- Choice of place
- sports school
- national sports centre
- sport facilities
- hotels
- central location
- Decision on participants

- choice
- application

- Invitation
- Choice of equipment and material for the course
- Sport equipment
- Teaching material
- films
- books
- Technical teaching aids, magnetic boards
- Installations for interpreters
- Organisation of transport
- Arrival, departure
- during the course
- boarding and lodging
- Information of the Press
- Entertainment
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Preparation (3rd phase)

-
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Running of the course
Organisation of round table discussions with participants, teaching staff, Press
Establishment of teaching material
Conclusions and analysis

8. Teaching Cards
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From minor tactical games to football systems and formations

One

VS

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systemes et formations de football

one

De los pequefios juegos tacticos a los sistemas de futbol y formaciones

Uno contra uno

Un contre un

Means of attack: To obtain possession of the Sail

Moyens d'attaque: pour obtenir la possession du ballon

Medios de ataque: para obtener la posesi6n del bal6n
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- ApPl'Qaching the ball
- Approche du ballon
- Aproximaci6n del bal6n

- Dribbling with feint

- Receiving the ball with 'body swerve
- Reception du ballon par un crochet du corps
- Recepci6n dBI balOn con una tints de cuerpo

- Dribble avec feinte
- Orible con linta

- Covering and playing the ball
- Couverture et jeu du ballo"

- Defensa y juego del bal6n
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The FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football systems and formations

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systemes et formations de football

One vs one

Un contre un

Uno contra uno

Means of defence: Getting in possession of the ball

Moyens de detense: prise de possession du ballon

Intervenci6n defensiva: ir por la posesi6n del bal6n

De los pequenos juegos Ulcticos a los sistemas de futbol y formaciones

Symbolil/Symbolos/Slmbolos
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- Delaying the attacker
- retarder rattaquant
- retardar 81 atacante
- Simultaneous tackling
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- Pursuing the attacker
- poursuite de tattaquant

- perseguir al atacan1e
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he IFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football systems and formations

Four vs four
Creation and utilization of open spaces
Application of the principles of ATTACK/ defence

,

~
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Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systemes et formations de football

De los pequenos juegos tacticos a los sistemas de fUtbol y formaciones

Quatre contre quatre

Cuatro contra cuatro

Creation et utilisation des espaces libres
Application des principes: OFFENSIFS et defensi!s

Symbols/Symboles/Simbolos
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The FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football systems and formations

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systemes et formations de football

Eight vs eight

Huit contre huit

Creation and utilization of open spaces

Creation et utilisation des espaces libres

Application of the principles of ATTACK/ defence

De 105 pequeiios juegos tacticos a 105 sistemas de futbol y formaciones

Ocho contra ocho
Creaci6n y utilizaci6n de espacios libres

Application des principes OFFENSIFS et delensifs

Aplicaci6n de 105 principios de ataque/defensa

~

~

~

Symbols/S~boIes/Simbolos
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The FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football systems and formations

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systemes et formations de football

The direct free kick

Le coup franc direct

El tiro libre directo

Formation of a wall

Formation d'un mur

Formaci6n de la barrera

1978 World Cup,Peru vs Scotland (Cubillas)

Coupe du Monde, 1978 - Perou-Ecosse (Cubillas)

Copa Mundial1978 - Peru-Escocia (Cubillas)

De los pequenos juegos tacticos a los sistemas de futbol y formaciones

The FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football svstems and formations

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux svstames et formations de football

De los pequeiios juegos tacticos a los sistemas de futbol V formaciones

The direct free kick

Le coup franc direct

El tiro libre directo

Variations of execution

Variantes d'execution

Variantes de ejecuci6n
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The FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football systems and formations

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systemes et formations de football

The corner kick

Le coup de pied de coin

Positions of attackers and defenders

Positions des attaquants et des defenseurs

De los pequeiios juegos tacticos a los sistemas de futbol y formaciones

El tiro de esquill;'
Posiciones de los atacantes y de los defensas

~

- Basic positions in attack (1978 "1or1d C14P Gennany F.R. vs Poland)
- Positions offensives de base I<1:oLlpe du Monde, ~978 RFA-Polo,gne)
- Posiciones ofensivas basic8s (Oops Mondial 1978 - RFA'__Pbkmiaj

I
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Symbols/Symbol.s/Slmbolo,
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The IFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football systems and formations

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systemes et formations de football

The goal kick

Le coup de pied de but

Application of tactical principles for the team and individuals
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Applications des principes tactiques collectifs et individuels
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De 105 pequeiios juegos tacticos a 105 sistemas de futbol y formaciones

El saque de meta
Aplicaciones de los principios tacticos colectivos e individuales

The FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football systems and formations

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systemes et formations de football

Developpement du but

Development of a goal through the midfield
(1978 World Cup Argentina vs Netherlands Kempes)

De 105 pequeiios juegos tacticos a 105 sistemas de futbol y formaciones

a travers le milieu du terrain

Elaboraci6n de un tanto desde la media cancha

(Coupe du Monde. 1978 - Argentine - Pays-Bas Kempes)

(Copa Mundial1978 - Argentina-Holanda - Kempes)
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The FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football systems and formations

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systames et formations de football

De los pequei\os juegos tacticos a los sistemas de futbol y formaciones

Development of a goal from the wing

Developpement d'un but depuis I'aile

Elaboraci6n de un tanto desde el ala

(Coupe du monde, 1978: Bresil - ltalie)

(Copa Mundial1978 - Brasil-ltalia)

(1978 World Cup Brasil vs Italy)
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Symbols/Symboles/Simbolos
Directionoftheball

OC:: Direction of the player without ball
Ditection of the player with ball
* Moment of recoiving and releasing the ball
Dribbling with faint
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Direction do ballon
Direction do jouaut sans le ballon
Direction do joueu, Bvec le ballon
Cont,OJeetdllpBrtduballon
Dtibblingllvecfeintes
Changementderythme
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- The final phase (1974 World Cup Gennany F.R./Nether1ands)
- Phase finale (Coupe du Monde. 1974: RFA - Pays-Bas)
- Fase final (Copa Mundial1974 - RFA-Holanda)
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- Preparation of a center (1974 World Cup Germany ER./Netherlands)
- Preparation du centre (Coupe du Monde. 1974: RFA - Pays-Bas)
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Di'ecciOndel balOn
DitecciOndetjugadorsinelbalOn
DitecciOn detjugadorcon al bal~n
Control ypartida del balOn
D,ible con Jinla
Cambiosdtritmo
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The FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football systems and formations
Development of a goal starting with a throw-in
(1978 World Cup Tunisia vs Mexico)

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systemes et formations de football

De los pequeiios juegos tacticos a los sistemas de futbol y formaciones

Developpement d'un but en commen~ant par une rentree de touche

Elaboraci6n de un tanto comenzando por un saque de banda

(Coupe du Monde, 1978: Tunisie - Mexique)

(Copa Mundial1978 - Tunez - Mexico)
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he FIFA/Coca-Cola International Academy
From minor tactical games to football systems and formations

Des jeux tactiques mineurs aux systemes et formations de football

De los pequeiios juegos tacticos a los sistemas de futbol y formaciones

Development of systems and formations

Evolution des systemes

Evoluci6n de los sistemas y formaciones

4 - 2 - 4 (1958 World Champion Brazil)

4 - 2 - 4 (Champion du Monde 1958: Bresil)

4 - 2 - 4 (Campe6n del Mundo 1958: Brasilf
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